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The Byer& Brook Formation and the Hart Lake 
Granite are situated in the Cobequid Highlands of northern 
Nova Scotia. The anorogenic granite ~nd bimodal volcanic 
~ 
rocks are comagmatic and are ~qggested to be pr9ducts ~f 
extension~! tecionism. - The granite has an Rb/Sr whole-ro~~ 
age of 339 ~ 4 Ma arid the rhyolites 343 1 5.Ma. 
The Byers Brook Formation is a generally,eaat-west 
0 
(110-120 az.) striking, steeply dipping (70 N) sequence 
~ 
of rhyoliti~ pyroclastic, flow_and volcaniclastic rocks 
intercalated with a relaJively minor volume of basalt 
flows. All units are cut by an abundance of diabase and 
composite dikes with the highest density of dikes 
associated with rhyolite dome/flow ~omplexes. Rhyolite 
J 
dikes are restricted to these complexes. 
Two periods of bimodal volcanism were separated by 
a brief hiatus represented by a 50-100 m thick conglomerate 
unit which grades eastward into laminated to thickly bedded 
la~ustrine? siltstones. Both stages of volcanism are 
characterized by early pyroclastic eruptions which grade 
upwards into rhyolite and basalt flows. The base of the 




later sequence is ~pproximately 2200 m thick and grades 
into the dominantly basaYlic Diamond Brook Formation. 
Geochemical~yJthe granit' and rhyolites are 
su~alkalin~, m~taluminous, except for a discrete suit~ of 
r • 
peralkali~e rhyolite and composite dikes. All rocks are 
generally enriched in Fluorine. ~trong alkali metasomatism 
~' . 
is pervasive throughout the extrusive rocks, however, late 
subvolcanic rhyolite and composite dikes are unaltered. 
The largest and highest grade concentrations of 
u_ranium occur \n breccia zones in and adjacent to rhyol: i te 
dome/flo~co~plexes. It is hypothesized that these 
complexes wer~ areas of high thermal gradient caused by the 
injection of late composite and rhyolite di~~s, and thus" 
the locus for the very large hydrothermal system which 
caus-ed tpe pervasive alkali metasomat.ism. This liirge 
hydrothermal system leached uranium liberated during 
devitrification of the volcanic pile and concentrated it 
into permeable structures, such as lithophysae-rich zones, 
~ faults and breccia zones. ( . ' 
Other associated mineralization includes; 
.. 
cassiterite in amygdules of basalt flows, massive pyrite ") 
beds with up to 276 grams per ton silver-in th~ lacustrine 
8 i 1 tstones' and f 1 uori te-zi rcon-sphene - calc i te-allan i te 





concentrations hosted by the granophyrtc margin of the 
.. Hart Lake Granite. \ 
Although the Byers Brook Formatio~ in the 
Wentworth area has been subject to extensive exploration in 
9 e 
the past, the data presented , here suggest that perhaps the 
most prospective parts of the formation are tbe dome/flow 
" co~ple~es, and .these have not been ade~uately tested. In 
light of this the Byers Brook Formation and the Fountain 
c 
Lake Group in general should be considered good p~oapects 
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l. 1 General 
' 
The Wentworth uranium prospect is located between 
0 0 latit~'des 45 32'10",and 45 37'30" and between 
0 0 
longitudes 63 34' and 63 22'30", on the northeast flank 
-r: 
of the Cobequid Highlands, northern Nova S c!otia (Figure 1 l. 
Geologic mapping and core logging were carried out 
I 
by t.he writer in 1978-1981 while employed by Gulf Minerals 
Canada Ltd. and later during 1981-1983 while employed by , 
Selco Inc. Gulf Minerals supplied thin sections An d 
geochemical data which were used in this study. 
1. ~ Pu_r_p_ose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
mineralization, alteration And geoc h~mistry of uranium 
occurrences in volcanic rocks ot the Fount~ .. n Lake Gr o u p in 










" This study has resulted in A major rrvision of the 
interpretation of the geolo~ical ~ettin~ and controls of 
mineralization in the Fountain Lake Group v~lcanic.rocks in 
the Wentworth area. The imformation ga1ned from this 
research should be a useful aid to exp~ation for u~anium 
and assoc iated metals, both locally in the Cobequi d 
lfi~hland s a nd re~ionally in similar geologi c al settings in 
the Appalachian orogen and elsewhere. 
' I . 3 Phys i ogr:!!Pll.Y 
. . 
The map area is situated on the t op and flank of ~ 
hi~hland plateau. The plateau reaches a maximum of 
elevation of approximately 350 meters and overlooks the 
Cumberland basin where the ' elevation is approximatel y 100 
meters above sea l evel. 
The plateau is disccted by numerou s structurally 
c ontrolled deep stream valleys. The area is is c overed by 
mature softwood, hardwood and mixed forests with alder 
swamps and bogs occupying local depressions. 
Bedrock is blankete d by a10.5-3 me t e r Pl ei stoce ne 
cover , resulting in ~enerally less than 10% bedrock 
exposure except in stream· valleys and locally on ridges. 





north-south occur on the propert¥. The gl~cial history of 
the area is complex, with ~P to three distinct ice movement 
directions recorded in till horizon~. The latest ice 
movement was northerly, indicated by the provenan9e "of Hart 
Lake Granite bouidersin the till up to 300 meters north of 
where the bedrock contact between the Hart Lake Granite and 
• 
the Byers Brook Formation occuts (R. Sno~, pers comm., 
1981 ) . 
1.4 Previous Work and Exploration History 
In 1836 Abraham Gesner published a map and 
(geological report of Nova Scotia also based on lithological 
distinctions. He cl~ssified the Cobequid and Antigonish 
Highlands simply as slate and red sandstone. 
In 1860 Dawson correlated the Cobequid mountains 
with the Gold Bearing Series (Me~uma Group) which he 
considered to be of Silurian age. In 1868 he referred most 
of the rocks of the Cobequid Mountains to . the Arlsa{g 
Series, based on fossils found at Earltown and New Annan. 
Dawson cor~elated the Arisaig Series with rocks in New 
Brunswick, Maine, Anticosti and New York State, and 
concluded that the Silurian of Arisaig and Anticosti did 
not compare directly with En~land or A•erica and that the 
fossil assemblages were intermediate between Europe and 
0 . 
-5-
Am~>rlca. 0 11 w s o n ( 1 8 7 8 l p_r e s e n t f' d t h e m o ,.; t c o m p l e t e a c c o u n t 
of the ~eo1o'(y of the Cobequid Hi!!hlantis !Jrl o r· ' " th0 wo r k 
.of 1\elly I 1962-1968) and. Donohoe and Wallac e I 1::175 -1 980) . 
He be'tan his account with the observation t.hut, " the ~re:.i l 
igneous outbursts, ev idenc&d'\ by mass-es and dykes o f I§ ran 1 t p 
'· 
wh1 c h c ut the Lower Devonian roc ks, make a stron't li n e o f 
distinction betwee n later .<lnd older Palaeozo ic." Based on 
intrusive relationships and siudies of palaeontol o'(y, al l 
. 
of the Cobeqtiid Hi~hlands were assi~ned to the•Silur i an . 
., . 
Table 1 is an excerpt from Dawson's (1878) strati~raphic 
"· table and summarizes the ~eolo~y of the ~obequtd H i ~ hlands 
' 
' ·' 
as understood at that time. 
Much of the early palaeontolo~ical co rre lation , 
especially between the Cobequ_id Hi~hlands, the Anti~onish 
Hi~hlands and England is attributable to Honeyman ( 18 7 4 l. 
Gneissic rocks in the Cobequid Hi~hlands were also first 
described by Honeyman (1874), and he noted the y were at 
least pre-Silurian. Later h e a ~s i~ned the ~neis si c ror ks 
• 
of the Cobequid Highlanas to the ArchP.an (Hone yman, 1881). 
Dawson (1888) reassigned the volca~ic r oc ks of th~ 
~bequid Highlands to the Ordovician, based on 
stratigraphic correlation with central and western New 
Brunswick. The fossiliferous beds at Wentworth were •the 
on~y rocks consider e d to b e o f Silurian age in the 




Co mparati v e St ratigraph i c Table (from Dawson 
England (etc . l ova Sc oti a 
ew Bru,swic k 
Upper S i l u rian 
Ludlow, Wenlock, Llandover y Cpper Ari s aig Series, 
Mascarene 
o r Na yhill 
Lo wer 
Caradoc and Bala wit h Snowdon 
Fe l si tes and As h Beds, 
Coniston and Knock Series 
Great Fel s it e and Trap As h 
Ser ie s of Barrowdale (Ward) 
Series, , Lower Ar i saig, 
Wentworth, 
New anaa n nd 
Restigouche Series 
Silurian 
Upper Cobequid Ser i es, 
slates , 
felsi te s, q uart z i tes a nd 
greenstones 
Lower Cobequid Ser i e s , 
Porphyrites, 
Agg lomerates and Massi v e 
Syeni te of Cobequids, 
Pictou and Cape Bre ton 
-,-
Ami (19001 noted the uncertainty of assi~nin~ the 
volcanic rocks of the Cobequid Hi~hlands to the Ordovician 
without supporting palaeontolo~ical cvid~nce. 
Williams (19141 stated that thP Cobequid Series 
· wRs clearly OrdoviciRn but he did not citf ev~dence . 
Ste.venson ( 1958) includes ~cod petrographic 
descriptions, providin~ an import~nt link between the older 
and contemporary literature. 
Kelly (1965, 1966, 1967) mapped the entire 
C::obPquid Highlands, but hi s map was not published until it 
was included in R publication by Donohoe (1976). 
In 1975 Donohoe began work to prepRre Kelly's 
unpublished map for publication. Most of the 
pre-Carboniferous formation names currently in use are 
attributable to Kelly, however Donohoe (1975, 1976) and 
Donoho~ and WRll ace (1977, 1978, 1979, 1980) are 
rf'sponsible forth(' final definition o f the map nnits a nri 
the introduction ~f some new units, inc luding the Fountain 
( 
Lake Group and its subdivisions the Byers Rrook and Diamond 
Brook Formations. 
• 
The exploration program which provided much of th~ 
data for this study ran c onc urre~tly with Donohoe and 
Wallac e's investigations and benefitted from numerous 
. 




rhyolite boulde r~ in The discovery of radioactive 
1976 initiated the inte~st of Gulf Mineralg Canada Limited 
' 
(G.M.C.Ll in the volcanic assembla~es underlying much of 
the core of the Cobequid Highlands. G.M.C.L. staked a 
large claim block, approximately 50 km. by 15 km., 
f 
~ stretching from Earltown to Westchester Station (Figure 
2) . The most intensiv~ exploration efforts were expended 
on Block III and this stud~ concentrates 6n that blo~k. 
Limited prospecting and diamond drilling were carried out 
before the end of 1976. 
Follow-up exploration in 1977 consisted of 
regi o nal helicop~er-borne radiometric, ~agneti c and 
" , electroma~netic surveys over almost lhe entire . Cobequid 
Hi~hlands. Diamond drilling, prospecting, mapping a nd s o il 
and lithoqeochemical surveys were initiated. 
" 
Geological mapping, prospectin~, soil ~eochemistry 
and diamond drilling were continued and a rever~e 
circulation deep overburden samplin~ pro~ram was started in 
1978. All surveys were continued in 1979 exc ept diamond 
drilling. During the 1979 fieid s eason a major 
lithogeochemical survey was cBrried out for th e purpoHP. o f 
defining alteration zones and ultimately drill targe t s. 
TI-re reverse circulation drilling was completed in 19HO and 
the mapping and lithogeochemical surveys were continued. A 
-9-
study of the Ple1stocene geolo~y was undertaken as an 
attempt to measure ~lacial displacement o f radi oac tivP 
l>oulders from thf>ir ;;ourc. es . 
• 
The diamond drilling program 
wa s ren!:'wed. 
Durin~ 1981 areas of spP-cific interest were mapped 
in detail and diamond drilling was completed. A 
litho~eochemical survey of the diamond drill core was 
' 
undertaken. 
Due to a chang~ in policy by the Nova Scotia 
Government regardin~ exploration for uranium, no 
exploration has been done on th~ G.M.C.L. claims since 
1981. 
\ 
1. 5 Regional Ge gl_g_g_y 
'), 
I. 5. I Tectono - stratigraphic Po!'li tio_n 
The Cobequid Highlands form an east-west trendin~ 
upland, approximately 175 km. lon~. ac r~ss northern Nova 
Scotia, within the Appalachian Oro~en. 
The Appalac hian Oro~en in CnnndR has been divided 
into five mnin te c tonost~atigraphi c zones, each with 
independant ~re-Silurian histories (Williams, 1~69; 
Williams t-t al., 1972, 19i4; WilliaiDS 19 78, 1979; williams 
' 
-10-
and Hatcher, 1983). Th~ Cobequid Hi~hlands are situat~d 
within the .Avalon Zone (williilms, l!Hi9) and are abruptly 
terminated against the Meguma Lo ne to the south alan~ lh~ 
Cobequid Fault System. 
The A~alon Zone is the largest 
tectonostratigraphic terrane in the App~lachian Orogen, 
approximately twi c e as wide as all the rest of the o rogen 
in Canada. It extends from eastern Newfoundland, throu~h 
northern Nova Scotia and southern New Brunswick, conl1nu1n~ 
along the eastern seaboard of the U.S. as fat -~out.h as 
Georgia (Williams, 19i6,· 1978; O'Arien ~t_ll., 19!33; 
Williams et al., 1983 J • 
1/ Co r r e l at i v e s 'o f the A v ' \ 1 o n Z o rH• 
are thou~ht to be present in the Calerton1des of Artlain, 
the Hercynian-Alpine Belts of Europe and the Pan-Afri c an 
Belts of northern Africa (Schenk, 1971; Hu~heg, 1~7:.!; lill~t 
~_t_ al., 1976; Strong ~-~J,_.,l978;, Stron~, 1980; O'Urien et, 
~J_., 1983; Williams ~_t. __ {l_l., 1983). 
_l 
All Avalon Zone boundaries are tec t o ni c . In 
Newfoundland the Avalon Zon~ i s juxtaposed fl.jJI\lnqt th(' 
Gander Zone of Williams (197H ) along the Dover and ' 
Hermita~e Faults (Blackwoo~-~nd Kennedy, 1975; ~lackwood 
and !J'Driscoll, 1~76; Blenkinsop tl__lll., 1~76; OallmeyPr ..,, 
~l· , l 9 8 1 ; Elias and Strong , 1 9 8 2 J • In Nov~ Sc otia the 
northeast boundary of the ~j'alon Zon e has been drawn ut. t .he 
rl 
- 1 I -
,\spy Fl-ltdt. 1 11 c;ape Hreton (Has\ et al, lY76; williams, 
l~i!j). K~ppie ( l ':l7':J 1 interl?rets all of Cape Hreton as 
bel'n~ within his Avalon Compos1te let·rane. ln s o tl lhern New 
Hrunswick, the northern boundary of the Avalon Zone · is the 
wheaton Brook Fault (McCutcheon, 1981). This boundary ~ns 
formerlY considered to ~e the Be lleisle-L u bec Fault Zone 
(Kennedy, 1Y7ci; Williams, 1978). 
The eastern boundary of the Avalon Terrane is seen 
only in northern Nova Scotia where it is tiuncated a~ainst 
the Meguma Terrane along the Cobequid Fault. The Co be q u i d 
Fault is part of the GJooscap Fault S ys tem of Kin~ ~.1!_1_. , 
( 19 7 5) . The Glooscap Fault System apparently exte nds 
PRstward offshore across the edge of the Grand Banks, 
marked ~y a linPar zone of magnetic and Bouger g~avity 
anomalies (Haworth and Macintyre, 1':!761. Geophysic~lly the 
Avalo~~one has been projected under the Atlantic 
, . Continental Sh~lf, except off Nova Scot ia where the Me~umo 
Zone is postulated to underlie mu c h o f the contine ntal 
shelf (llaworth and LeFort, 1979). 
~ 1 2-
Donohoe ( 19 '16/ 1977, 1983) and Donohoe and Wallace 
(1978, 1979, 1980) have defined the stratij;(r~tphy of the 
Cobequid Highlands (Figure 21. The rocks range in age from 
Middle(?) Proterozoic to Early Carboniferous. 
The basement rocks of the Cobequid Hi~hlands are 
represented by the Bass River and .Mount Thom Complexes and 
are older than Late Hadrynian (Donohoe and Wallace, 1980; 
Donohoe, 1983) .• Donohoe and Cullen (1983) and Cullen 
(19841 have s hown that the Bass River Complex comprises t wo 
lithotectonic units. an older gneissic ba~ement and a 
younger metasedimentary and metavolcanic cover. The older 
Bass River Complex rocks ! Great Villa~e River Gneis~) and -
the Mount Thorn Complex are thought to represent c ontinental 
crust which was deformed at approximately 950 Ma (Onnohn~, 
1983). The Bass Riv~r Complex cover sequence ( ~all y River 
Schist, Gamble Rrook Schist) not yrt. 1rlrnt.ifi~d in thP 
• 
Mount Thorn Complex, was deposited and deformed later in the 
Prec ambrian (Gaudett.e ~_t __ ~l_ ., 1983; Donohoe, 19k3; 
Cullen, 1984). The Great Vi llal(e River Gneisses o ccur as 
• biotite-muscovite granitoid ~ncisses in the eastern part o f 
the complex and fine to c oarse amphibolites west o f 8HS!:i
0
\ 
Hive r (Donohoe, 1983). Th P Mount Th o m Co11plf"X c onsist~ 
Sl!L\fiFif.D ROCKS 
CANSO GROUP: (2 6) Londonderr y f~ : green , grey 
quartt vade , slltstone , shale; (25) Wesl Bay 
fa : grey, red , green siltstone, vacl:e, s h ~le 
WINDSOR GROUP: (rey limtone, red, grey 
sillslone, sh~le 
HORTUN GROUP: crey, red 11iltslooe, quarlt vacl:e , 
shale 
Rap id Brook, Greville River fu, (21): grey, tan 
si lts tone, vacl:e, gran ite-clast conglomerate; 
(20 ) HullbJ Fa.: grey, red lithic mke, 
ai llalone, shale, conglomerate 
Falls f~ .: red-broll!l poiJ~ictic cooglomerate, 
lithic mke 
o~." fl@_ FOUNTAIN Lm GROUP (161 : (15) Dianond Brool: 
_ ~ fa .: basalt fl ovs; red, grey 11 iltstones; Byers 
0 0 Brool: fa.: rhyolitic, dacitic lava flovs, 0 ~ ign i•brites, turrs; siltstonea, conglomate; 
w basalt !lovs 
I'I,UlOH I C RII~KS 
granite (s renogran!te to allali fe ldspar granite; 
granodi orite to aon togranitel 
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Kurphy Br ool: Fa .: blacl:, grey aillslone, vade, 
polyaiclic conglmute 
Portapique River fa. : red, green silts lone 1 
quartt and lith ic vacl:e 
Wilson Brook Fa . Ill) : (rer sills lone, quarlt 
vacl:e, shal e, red siltstone, granite clast 
conglomerate; (10) KarllOllll fa.: grey 
siltstone, wacke, calcareous rillstone; tan, 
green rhJolite Clava, igniabrite, tuffs; (IIA) 
unmd black, grey riltstone, hpilli tuff; 
(11 8) uon aned grey, hn, red ailtstone, quartt 
arenite, vacl:e, granite clast polymictic 
congloBcrate; uy be younge r 
~ ! GEJ Varwicl: Hountaln ( 5) and Jelferr Fa. (41: (reen, 
o o grey, ufic aeta -volcanic rocl:a, ae ta-tuff, 
HcCallum Settlescnt Granite (sJenogranitej 
(8) (ranlte (all:ali feldspar (ranite ; 
BJenogran ite) Ill diorite 




Q. BASS RIVER aJHPLgX; biot ite rchiat , quarttite, 
chlorite schi st, (neiu 
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biottte-garnet-microcline ~ne1ss, nmphibo lite and grani t i c 
ThP. Gamble Brook Sc hi s t comprisP!l li~ht. 
greyquartzttes interlayered with lesser amounts of bi oti t~ 
! muscovite ! quartz schists . The Folly River Schists a r e 
• 
more variable, represented by ~reen mafi c schists and mafic 
\ 
metavolcanic rocks. Red and maroon sil1ceous, hematitic 
iron formations are interlayered with the metavolcani c 
, 
rocks. Some of the iron formations contain carbonate 
. 
horizons . Quartzites are locally interlayered with the 
metavolcanic rocks, possibly resulting from structural 
mixing of the Folly River and Gamble Brook Schists 
(Donohoe, 1983). 
Unconformably overlying the basement sequenc es are 
the Late Hadrynian Warwick Mountain and Jeffers 
Formations. These formations outcrop north of the Rockland 
Brook Fault (Figure 2). The strata comprise meta quartz 
wackes, volcanic wackes, meta siltstones, mafic 
metavolcanic rocks and minor marble, metamo rphosed to 
greenschist facies (Donohoe and Wallace , 19 79). The 
Jeffers Formation has been intruded by the Jeffers Pluton 
of probable Lower Cambfian,age (Keppie et al ., 1978; 
Wanless et al., 1973; Cormier, 1979). At the northE>rn 
contact of the Jeffers Formation near Parrsboro (Figure 2), 
an exposure of tillite comprising unsorted clastic materi al 
ran~ing from fine sand to boulders up to 1 meter jn 
, 
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diameter was mapped by the au t hor while employed by 
G.M. C . L. i n 1979. This tillite has not been described in 
any publications that the author is aware of but its 
position at the top of the Jeffers Formation suggest that 
it is a correlative of the til li te marker horizon described 
by King (1982). 
The oldest Palaeozoic rocks in the Cobequid 
Highlands are dark grey to black fossiliferous siltsto nes 
of Middle to Late Ordovician age as dated Jty b rachiopods 
(R. Newman in Donohoe and Wallace, 1978). This unnamed 
unit outcrops south of the Rockland Brook Fault (Fi gure 2). 
North of the Rockland Brook Fault the oldest 
strata are the Silurian Wilson Brook and Earltown 
Formations. The Wilson Brook Formation is dominant ly 
quartz wacke a nd shale with minor felsic and mafic volcanic 
rocks near the base and top. The Earltown Formation is 
dominated by felsic pyroclastics and flows with rare beds 
of fossiliferous siltstone. Both of these formations have 
been penetratively deformed, and have resultant cleavag e 
and folds (Donohoe and Wallace, 1980). 
The Devonian Portapique River Formation 
conformably overl i es the Wilson Brook Formation at 
Portapique River. Elsewhere the Murphy Brook Formation 
unconformably overlies the Wilson Brook Formation, and the 
- I i-
Purtap1que River Formation hHs be e n eroded off <Donohoe and 
Wullace, 1979). Both the Po rta p iq ue River Formati o n and the 
Murphy Br o ok For~1ati on hctve been penetrati+ly deformed 
(Donohoe and Wallace, 1980). 
The Devono-Carboniferous Fountain Lake Gro up 
(formerly Earltown Sequence) is a thick seq u e nce of 
volcanic rocks which ' unconform~bly o verlies the Silurian to 
Middle Devonian strata. ln the eastern part of the 
·Highlands the Fountain Lake Group has been divided i nto 
the older Byers Brook Formation and the younge~ Diamon# 
Brook Formation. The Byers Brook Formation is a bimodal 
volcanic pile dominated by felsic pyroclastic rocks an d 
lava flows. It grades into the Diamond Brook Format ion, 
the base of which is dominantly basalt flows which l{rade 
upwards into redbeds . 
The Fountain Lake Group is not penetratively 
deformed. In light of this several revisions of its 
outcrop area as mapped by Donohoe and Wallace 11980) a r e 
sugiested. While employed by Sel c o Inc. d uring 1983 and 
1984 the author aided M. Cullen mapping in the Cobequid 
Highlands, reco~nizing problems with the definition of the 
Fountain Lake Group in both the S i mpson Lake and Parrsbor o 
areas: · on the Jeffers Brook ~ributary draining Cranberry 






j . , • • 
~ f~bric distinct from any seen in the Fountain Lake Group. 
A northeast~striki.ng low to moderately dippinq 'cleavaqe 
marks at least some exposures in the area. Possibly part. 
of the area between Jeffers Formation south boundary 
(Donohoe and Wallace, 1982) and the east-west break in 
topography north of HacAleese Lake is underlain by Silurian 
or older volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Cullen, ~83). 
In the Simpson Lake area andesitic flows, dikes 
and pyroclastic r9cks which outcrop between the Economy 
Lake forestry road and Sugarloaf Mountain are variably 
I 
cleaved, distinguishing them from their correlatives t o th~ 
south. This suggests that erosional levels in the northern 
part of the Highlands, at least in this a r~a. are deep ' 
enough to have removed Fountain Lake Group lithologies and 
expose older cleaved volcanic seqvences. It is sul!(gested 
that these volcanic terranes are equivalent to Silurian 
volcanic rocks exposed elsewhere in the Highlands (Cullen, 
1983). 
The Fountain Lake Group is unconformably overlain 
c::; 
by molasse, red brown polymictic conglomerates designated 
the Falls Formation (Donohoe and Wallace, 19801 
The Nuttby Formation, located south of the 
Rockland Brook Fault (Figure 2) was deposited in the Early 
Carboniferous as indicated by spores (5. Barss in Donohoe 
-19-
• and Wallace, 1980). The Rapid Brook and Greville River 
Formations of the western Highlands (Figure 2) are thought 
to be coeval with the Nuttby Formation, but the plant 
fossils observed in these formations are of indeterminate 
age (Donohoe and ~allace, 19HO). All three format i ons 
consist of red and grey siltstones, wackes and polymictic 
conglomerates. 
The Londonderry Formation which under l ies part of 
the area between the Londonderry and Cobequid Faults 
(Figure 2) comprises the youngest strata in the Highlands. 
The grey and green quartz and feldspathic wackes have been 
dated by means pf spores a$ Visean to Early Namurian (S. 
Barss in Donohoe and Wallace, 1980). 
The stratigraphy of the Cobequid Highlands fits 
well into King's ( 1982) generalized 'stratigraphic clolumn of 
the Avalon Zone (Figure 3). • \ 
The Cobequid Highlands are juxtaposed against 
Pennsylvanian and Triassic graben-filling redbeds to the 
south and onlapping, open folded redbeds to the north 
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Great Village River Gneita 
Figure J: Majo r Avalon Zone facies and groups and 
corresponding units in the Cobequid Highlands . 
Precise stratigraphic correlations are not 
implied in the generalized column (modified 
after King , 1982) . 
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1. 5. 3 ~_!lJUDatic Hi,torv of the Cob_eguid Highlands_ 
Plutonic rocks of the Cobequid Highlands range 
from Proterozoic to Carboniferous in age. The oldest 
pl~tonic rocks are the granitic gneisses of the Mount Thom 
and Bass River Complexes. These have minimum Rb/Sr 
isotopic ages of 930 Ma and 839 Ma respectiV"ely (Gaudette 
et al., 1983; Donohoe, 19831. The granitic dikes are 
interleaved with amphibolite schists which are interpreted 
to be relict dikes. 
The next magmatic episode recorded in the Cobequid 
Highlands is represented by the Folly River Schists. These 
· ~ 
amphibolite schists are mafic metavolcanic rocks lDonohoe, 
1983) of the Bas~ River Complex cover sequence and were 
deformed later ;n the Precambrian than the first 
deform~tion of the basement granitic gneisses. They are a 
submarine. mafic metavolcanic sequence as suggested by the 
intercalated iron formations a'nd may be broadly correlative 
to the Burin Group of the Newfoundland Avalon Zone. 
The Jefferg Formation represents the next period 
' of magmatic ~ctivity in the Cobequid Highlands. This 
formation is correlated with the Forchu Group of Cape 
Breton (Murphy, 1977) and the Georgeville Group in the 
\ 





and the Coldbrook Group near St. John, New Brunswick 
' 1Alcock,1938; Ruitenberg et al.,1979). The Jeffers 
Formation has been intruded by the Jeffers Brook Diorite· 
which has been dated several times by K/Ar and Rb/Sr 
methods. Dates range from uppermost Hadrynian ~o Lower 
Cambrian (Keppie and Smith, 1978 after Wanless et al., 
1973; Cormier, 1979), providing a minimum a~e for the 
' 
Jeffers Formation. 
The McCallum Settlement Granite has a Rb/Sr whole 
rock age of 504~27 Ma (Cormier in Donohoe and Wallace, 
1980) . 
Silurian, dominantly felsic volcanism with a minor 
andesitic or basaltic component 'is recorded in the Wilson 
Brook and Earltown Formations. Silurian fossils are common 
in both formatidns, the oldest (Llandoverian A2) are in the 
Wilson Brook Formation (Donohoe and Wallace, 1980) . 
During the Devpl)ian to Carboniferous large masses 
of diorite and alkali feldspar-hornblende granite to 
syenogranite intruded the Cobequid Highlands ,CFi~ure 21. 
Associated bimodal volcanism of Devono-Car~pniferous a~e is 
represented by the Fountain Lake Group. These granites and 
associated volcanic rocks are the oldest rocks in the 
-Highlands that were not affected by ACa'd,ian deformation and 
are considered anorogenic. For det~ils concerning isotopic 
-2J-
and ~eochemical data refer to Clarke et al. (1980), Donohoe 
and Wallace (1980), Keppie (19791 and Cormier (19 79). 
1.5.4 Structyr~l Geology of the Cobequid Highlands 
Qonohoe and Wallace ( 1980) described the 
structur~l history of the CobPquid Highlands, and this 
discussion is largely a precis 0f their work. The 
deformational history is summarize d in Table 2. 
Proterozoic crystalline rocks in the Cobequ i d 
Highlands have been deformed at least three ~imes , although 
- ' _, 
the act~al timing of these deformations and their 
relationship to younger events is not clearly known. 
The Jeffers and Warwick Mountain Formations have 
been deformed at least twice. The first deformation ( D l ~ 
is a shallow to moderately dipping foliation parallel to 
the axial surfaces of reclined to recumbent isoclinal 
\ folds. The second deformation (D~l has produced open to 
tight, upright to inclined (F2l folds. 
~ . 
·The earliest expression of the Acadian Orogeny ~ n 
the . Highl~nds is marked by the erosion of the Wi~aon Brook 
and Portapique River Formations. Continued Acad i an uplift 
is recorded in the conglomerates o f the Murphy Brook 
Formation . The Acadian deformation (D3) produce d 
Table 2: Correlation of structural events of the Cobequid Highlands 
(from Donohoe and Wallace, 1981). 
ROCK UNIT (t1ap Unit) 
Londonderry Fm. ( 26) 
Rapid Brook and 
Greville River Fms. (21), 
Nuttby Fm . (20) 
Murphy Brook Fm. (13) 
Portapique River Fm. (12) 
Wi1son Brook Fm. (11) 
Ear1town Fm. (10) 
Unnamed unit (11A) 
Warwick t1ountain (5) 
and Jeffers (4) Fms. 
Bass River Comp1ex (2) 
11t. Thorn Comp 1 ex ( 1) 
AGE OF PENETRATIVE DEFORMATION 








development ot' fracture and slatey cleava~e, and fotds in 
~ ,• . 
Silurian and Devonian strata. The Founta 1n Lake <.iroup .1 s 
the oldest unit unaffected by (031. 
Volcanic rocks of the Fountain Lake Group 
unconformably overlie the older strata. The faults alon~ 
which the uplift and resultant erosion of much Silurian and 
Early Devonian strata occurred are thou'(ht to have also 
facilitated thP. movement of magma through the crust. 
The Maritlmf' OisturbH.nce (Pool e , 19671 c aused a 
single phase of folding (04) and development of fracture 
and slatey cleavage in the Early Carboniferous strata whi c h 
outcrops south of the Rockland Brook and 1\irkhill Faults. 
The Maritime Disturbance in the Cobequid region was 
characterized by extensive vertical and horizontal fau lt 
movement. uplift and erosion (Donohoe and Wallace. 19HO). 
Gianitoid plutons were emplac ed north and s o uth of 
the Hockland Brook Fault and in the wes t ern Cobequid 
Htghlands during the Early to early Late Carbon1ferous. 
These plutons truncate and therefore postdate ( D4) folds. 
Major east-west trending faults ot' the Gloosc ap 
i•ault tystem or the Minas lieofr~cture are the domina t ing 
structures of the Cobequid·Highlands. In the eastern 
Highlands the Rbckland Brook Fault is the northernmost 
member of this fault set . The Rockland Brook Fault is 
-26-
marked over much of its length by a 50 meter to 300 aet.er 
' wide mylonite zone. The system of major faults i aola tea 
.. 
strati_graphi c units into separate fault blocks with 
distinct structural histories. Dip slip movement has 
occurred on many of the faults. 
Movement on the east-west trending faults probably 
began during the· Acadian Orogeny, in the Middle Devonian 
and continued into the Early Mesozoic. Donohoe and Wallace 
( 1978) suggest a minimum dextral strike slip of 20 
kilometers on the Cobequid Fault baeed on displacement of 
the Fountain Lake Group. Keppie ( 1979) suggests dextral 
movement of hundreds of kilometers based on pal in spastic 
reconstrYctions of areas underlain oy Proterozoic volcanic 
-.... , . 
strata. This zone of movement, called the Minas 
Geofracture, does not include the Cobequid Fault which 
Keppie contends is a younger feature. The Cobequid Fau 1 t 
is the fundamental break between the Avalon Zone and the 
Meguma Zone (Keppie, 1979). 
Movement on the Rockland Brook Fault had ceased by 
Middle Carboniferous time, but dextral movement on the 
Economy Mountain Fault offset basalt flows of Triassic to 
Jurassic age (Donahoe and Wallace, 1980) • 
The east- west trending faults are offset by three 




north-south. The north-south oriented faults offset all 
other faults and cut Early Jurassic strata of the Fundy 
Group. In the northern Cobequid Highland~ the northeast 
' ' 
and northwest oriented faults are overlain by Carboniferous 
I 
strata but ':.hey do intersect the Devono-Carboniferous 
Fountain Lake Group. In the southern Highlands, 
Carboniferous and older strata are displaced along these 
faults. 
This section is largely summarized from Donohoe 
and Wa'llace ( 1980) . 
1.6 Devono-Carboniferous Geochronology 
R.F. Cormier has produced Rb/Sr whole rock dates 
for the Fountain Lak~. Group~ the Byers Brook Formation and 
the Hart Lake Granite. \ 
The Fountain Lake Group is dated at 341:!.4 Ma based 
on a seventeen point whole rock isochron. The seventeen 
• 
samples were taken from across the Cobequid Highlands f rom 
Parrsboro to Scottsburn. Six samples from the Scottsburn 
area were from a petroleum well drilled by Chevron Canada, 
taken from depths of llOOm, 1250m, 1350m, 2198.5m, 2200m 
and 2633m (Cormier, pers comm 1982). 
R.F. Cormier dated the Byers Brook Formation at 343 ±_5 Ma 
.. 
_.28-
based on a ten point Rb/Sr wholP. 
il-4' 
r oc k i sochro n: 
samples were taken from Gut f dri.ll core. 
The3e 
Cormier also• datE:>d the Bye rs Lake Granite from 
samples of Gulf drill core. A ten point Rb/Sr who l e rock 
isochron gives an age of 339! 4 Ma for the g;ranite. 
Donohoe and Wallace 11976, 19771 published ~b/Sr 
whole rock dates of 331-t:27 and 331 !_17 Ma for the Hart 
Lake/Byers Lake pluton. The Cape Chignecto ~ran1 t .e, whi c h 
intrudes the Fountain Lake Group rhyolite flows and 
pyroclastic rocks at Squally Point in the western-most 
·"' . H i ~hlandS has a Rb/Sr who l e rock a~e .of 339!_27 Ma. Tab l t• .1 
summarizes the radiometric age· data for the Fo u ntain Lak e 
Group and associated plutonic rocks. It demonst r ates 
clearly that t~ Cobequid Highlands e xperienced .a ma j or. 
episode of granitic in'trusion and a ssoc iat e d v ol c ani c 
.. 
activity at approximately 340 Ha • 
• 
TABLE 3: Summary of Isotopic Age Data for Fountain Lake Group and 
Associated Granites. 
Map Unit Rb/Sr whole rock age Initial 87Sr/86Sr Reference 
Fountain Lake 341+4 Ma 0.7075+0.0012 Cormier, pers 
Gp. (rhyolites) comm, 1984 
Byers Bk. Fm. 343+5 Ma 0.7087±0.0021 " 
(rhyolites) 
Byers Lake 339+4 Ma 0.7083+0.0018 " 
Granite 
Hart Lake 331+26 Ma 0.708±0.010 Clarke et al, 
1979 
Hart Lake 331±17 Ma 0.710+0.009 " 














CHAPTER 2 ___ __ \ __ _ 
GEOLOGI~AL SETTING OF THE WENTWORTH fROSPECT 
2 • 1 S U!IJDary 
\ 
The rock units in the map area (Fi~. 4) are 
divisible into three age groups. The southernmost unit is 
the Proterozoic, Folly River Schist of the Bass ~iver 
Complex. The Silurian Wilson Brook Formation underlies the 
- -, 
northw;~t·.J~orner of the map area. All other rocks 
outcropping in the area are Devono-Carboniferous, includin~ 
the Folly Lake Diorite, the Hart Lake Granite· and the 
Fountain Lake Group. 
_., 
The Fountain Lake Group in this area has been 
subdivided by Donohoe and Wallace ( 19801 into the older, 
dominantly feliic Byers Brook Formatior which ~rades 
upwards into the dominantly basaltic Diamond Brook 
Formation. This study focuses on the Byers Rrook Formation 
and its contacts with the Hart Lake Gr~;ite in the ~~uth 
and the Diamond Brook Formation in the northeast . 
The Byers Brook Formation represents two discrete 
volcanic cycles separated by a . con~lomerate/siltstone 
marker horizon. In each cycle felsic pyroclastic rocks 
" 
-3 1-
do~inate in the early part of the sequenc e and grade into 
dominantly bimodal assembla~es at the top of the sequ~nc~ . 
Three areas within the Byers Brook Formation which 
contain Uranium mineralization and were subjected to 
": 
extensive diamond drilling (J-zone, OF - zone, DL-zonel are 
described in detail. The J-zone, w~ich is the westernmost 
of these straddles, the conglomerate/siltstone marker wh\c h 
separates the two volcanic cycles of the Byers Brook 
Formation. The OF-zone is situated approximately 1.5 km 
~ast 6f the J- zone and all exce pt the northernmost DF-z on e 
is below (south of) the conglomerate/,As iltstone mark e r. The 
OF-zone has been the focus of the most extensive d i amond 
drilling and hosts the largest and highest grade 
mineralized zone discovered to date. A 20m diamond dri ll 
intersection grading 4 lb/t U 0 was discovered la te i n 
3 8 
1980 but follow-up drilling in 198 1 failed to delineate a 
si~nificant mineralized zone . The dominant feat u r e of t h e 
. ' 
OF-zone is a large rhyolite dome and flow c omplex whi r. h is 
considered to be the main eruptive center . The DL - zone i s 
a 1.5 km long diamond drill cross section located 
approximately two km east of the DF- zone on th e f lank of 
the main dome complex. 
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2.2 General Geology of the Wentworth - Map Area 
The oldest unit in the map area is the Proterozoic 
Folly River Schist of the Bass River Complex. This,unit 
outcropa . south of the Rockland Brook Fault (Fig. 4), It. 
comprises a polydeformed submarine mafic volcanic pile 
(Donohoe and Wallace, 1980). The mafic volcanic rocks are 
intercalated with minor\{ed to maroon, jasper iron 
formations, which range froa approximately 20 em to 2.5 m 
_in thickness and are locally associated with conco~ant 
carbonate bands which are 1 to 20 em wide. The Folly River 
Schists are in fault contact alon~ the Rockland Brook Fault 
with the Hart Lake Granite and the Folly Lake Diorite to 
the north. The igneous rocks and the schists are mrlonitic 
in the fault, and the zone of mylonitizatio~ ran~es from 10 
to)l50 m wide (Donohoe and Wallace, 1978). 
The Sil~rian Wilson Brook Formation underlies the 
northeast corner of the map area, on the west side of the 
Wentworth Valley (Fig. 4). The Wilson Brook F~rmation in 
this area comprises grey, fossiliferous siltstone and shale 
underlain by felsic volcanic rocks. The Wilson Brook 
Formation is juxtaposed against the Byers Brook Formation 
~ 
to the east along a north-south fault which forms the 
Wentworth Valley. 
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The Folly Lake Diorite is suggested to be 
(, 
Devono-Carboniferous in age !Clarke et al., 1980; Donohoe 
and Wallace, 1980). It is interpreted by Donohoe and 
Wallace 11980) to predate the Hart Lake Granite, however 
field relations suggest that the two plutons may·be 
coeval. The contact between the diorite and ~ranite is 
sharp and very irregular wi.th hypidiomorphic, medium 
grained quartz diqrit~ making deep and abrupt indentations 
into medium grained, hypidiomorphic hornblende granite. 
The . reverse relationship is just as common. There is no 
chilled margin on either the granite or the diorite at the 
contact. Pegmati~e and aplite dikes from the granite vein 
the diorite and there is a higher density of veining near 
the contact. These veins also intrude the granite and are 
probably very late stage. Isolopic dating (Table 3) has 
show~that the Fountain Lake Group is coeval with the Hart 
Lake Granite. In the Wentworth area the Folly Lake Diorite 
does not intrude the Fountain Lake Grou~ the base of which 
is everywhere intruded hy the Hart Lake Granite, however, 
the diorite intrudes Fountain Lake Group volcanic rocks at 
its western contact near Simpson Lake (Fig. 2). 
The focus of this study is on the 
Devono-Carboniferous Byers Brook Formation of the Fountain 
Lake Group and the associated Hart Lake Gran i te. Donahoe 
' 
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and Wallace (1976-81) have subdivided the Fountain Lake 
Group in the Wentworth area into the older Byera Brook 
Formation and the younge~ Diamond Brook Formation (Fils. 2, 
4 and 4a). These formations are generally poorly exposed 
in the map area and the crude stratigraphy is defin~d by 
interpolating between areas of adequate exposure. Detailed 
stratigyaphy of the J-zone, OF-zone and DL~zone has been 
derived from diamond drill cross sections 
the limited bedrock exposure. 
The Byers Brook and Diamond·Brook I Fig. 
4) comprise bimodal volcanic and volcaniclastic 
0 
which strike northwest-southeast (approximately 120 ), 
0 
and dip steeply (70-80 l north. The Byers Brook 
Formation is in gradational contact with · th'e Diamond Brook 
Formation in the northeast corner of the map area. 
The Byers Brook Formation is divided into t wo 
discrete volcanic packages by an east-west trending 
conglomerate/siltstone marker horizon. The conglomerate i s 
~ 
75 m to 130 m thick and has been traced from north of the 
Wentworth Ski Hill IFig. 4) in the west, over 3 km eastward 
to the J-zone. In the J-zon~ the conflomerate intertongues 
with and is partly overlain by laminated to mass i ve 
siltstone. The tr~naition from 
is abrupt, occurring over 50 to 
conglomerate to siltstone 
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Diamond Bk. Fmtn. 
basalt flows 
- gradational contact 
rhyolite flow• and domes, 
basalt flows with intercalated 
ash flows and tuffs 
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ash flows, tuffs , lahars 
rhyolite dome/flow complexes 
cut by late rhyolite dikes 
intercalated with al')d/pr 




intermediate to felsic tuffs 
undivided rhyolite ash flows 
and tuffs with minor 
inter bedded sandstone and 
conglomerate 
Hart Lake Granite 
Stratigraphic column of the Fountain Lake Group 
in the Wentworth area. 
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extend eastward alan~ strike through the Df-zone tq the 
east side of the DL-zone and are continuous except where 
interupted by a majof dome/flow complex in the DV-zone. 
The siltstones range in thickness from 15 to 75 m. In the 
west, north of ~he ski hill ·the con~lomerate is overlain by 
approximately 200 m of siltstones. These b~s pinch. out 
abrOptly and are not continuous eastward to the J-zone. 
/ 
The siltstones and the co~glomerate represent a period of 
volcanic quiescence and are time-stratigraphic equi~lents. 
The base of the Byers Brook Formation is • ' 
everywhere intruded by the Hart Lake Granite. The Hart 
Lake granite is granophyric or m1crographic Wlth rnlarolltlc 
cavities at th~ contact witJ the Hyers Hrook Formation 
volcanic r:-ocks. ~ grades through fine to medium ~rained, 
hypidiomorphic,(hornblende gr~nite, southward, away from 
the contact. This southward transit1on from higher level 
to deeper level granitic textures suggests that the Hart 
Lake Granite and the ByersoBrook Formation were rotated 
#' 
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The oldest roc~s of the Byers Brook FormatiO-n are 
in the southwest since beddin~ faces no rth-northeast. The 
southernmost rocks consist of a thick (500 to lOOO meters ) 
.section 0f felsic t ·uffs 'lnd ash flows with mtnor 
con~lomerate and sandstone interbeds. These rocks sparsely 
out"rop on the west side of the map area (Fig. 4), south of 
the We~tworth Ski H1ll. This undivided succession of ash 
flows, tuffs, sandstones and con~lomerates is juxtaposed to , 
the west against the W1lson Brook FormatL~n sedimentary and 
volcanic rocks along the nd~th-south fault whi c h forms the 
Wentworth Valley. These distal pyrocl~stic and epiclast1c 
rocks are poorly exposed eastward along str1ke to the upper 
drainage of the Dotten Bro~k (Fig. 4) on the west s1de of 
the J-ione. 
East from the J-zone 1n the lower Hyers Brook 
Formation sequence (ie. below the conglomerate / siltstone 
marker) there.is . a mark~ c hange in the volcaniC and 
c lastic rocks. · Immature conglomerate and sandstone \ 
intertedded with subaerial, felsic pyrocla~tic roc ks 
comprise the sequence west of the Dotten Broo k. East of 
the Dotten Rrook, stratigrap~lcally underlying the'marke r 
.~i ·~. 




interbedded with subaqueous to "subaertal p~roclasti£ rocks 
and lacustrine? siltstones or waterlain tuffs. Thl~ Wf'Ht 
to east Lransition from subaerial to subaqueous 
depositional environment is also reflected in the overlytn~ 
'marker bed in which there is an abrupt trans1t1on from 
conglomerate to laml~ated siltstone in the western J-zone. 
' 
Rhyolite flo~s typi c ally overlie basalt flows and 
composite dikes occur in th~ vicinity of basalt/rhyolite 
flows. This phenomenon of composite flows fed by compost~e 
dikes has been documented by Gibson et al. (19bJJ in 
Iceland and Gamble ( 1979) in northeast lreland. 
Individual basalt flows are commonly separatPd by 
up to 30 em of siltstone or thin (<20 em) tufface~us beds. o 
The relatively thin pyroclastlc units whi c h o c cur in the 
eastern part of the lower sequence a re lapilli, or c rys t al 
tuffs in wh1ch bedding ranges from massive to ~raded. All 
units are variably veined by quartz, calcite, epidote, 
chlorite, fluorite and/or magnetite. The pyro c lastic and 
sandstone sequences west of Dotten Brook are rarely veined 
except for minor quartz and epidote/chlorite veinin~ 
associated with diabase dikes. Most intense veinin~ is 
found in rocks nearest the lar~e rhyolite dome/flow complex 
in the DF-zont' , 
\ 
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The absence of lava flows west of Dot ten Brook 
su~r.rests that these rocks were deposited distal from the 
volcanic vent. The most westerly occurrence of rhyolite 
f tows in the Lower Byers Brook Fprmation was observed in 
the J-zone. In the J-zone the single rhyolite flow is not 
voluminous . The lar~e ( I km X 1.4 kml rhyolite dome and 
~ 
flow complex in the center and eastern DF-zone is su~~ested 
to be the main eruptive center. This complex in terupts and 
partly overlies the siltstone marker and was probably a 
palaeotopographic high. DL-zone ~eology is characterized 
by smaller, composite rhyolite and basalt flows interbedded 
with laminated cherty siltstone bed~ and several ash flow 
\ 
sheets. 
The lower Byers Brook Formation volcanic rocks are 
1f 
cut by diabasic, rhyolitic and composite dikes. Locally 
diabase dikes and sills are the dominant litholo~y within 
the volcanic pile. At least some of the dikes are feeders 
for the basalt and rhyolite flows. Cross-cutting mafi c 
dikes indicate more thRn one intrustve event . 
.. 
The composite dikes typic~lly have a chill~d 
diabasic margin and a~rhyolitic core. Gibson and Walker 
( 1963) su~gest that to emplace a magma as vi secus as 
rhyolite into cold country rock as a dike it is necessary 
to emplace it as a composite intrusion. The heat loss from 
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· a sheet-fike body, as opposed to a plug, prevents 
emplacement of rhyolite dikes without a less viscous hot 
blanket of dial;:>ase. The rhyolite is insulated from the 
cold country rock and gains the latent heat of 
crystal! i za tion from the diabase as it ia chilled. 
Numerous case studies of composite dikes and composite 
flows ·have been documented (Rogers and Gibson, 1977; Buist, 
1959; Rao, 1958; Gibson. and Walker, 1963; McSween et al, 
1979). The consensus of opinion of these authors is that 
composite dikes are emplaced in extensional tee tonic 
regimes. 
Rhyolite dikes are abundant in the OF-zone, 
associated with the large rhyolite .dome/flow complex. 
Gibson and Walker ( 1963) observed that rhyolite dikes 
occurred only in the cores of central volcanoes in Iceland. 
· The presence of rhyolite dikes intersecting th~ large 
rhyolite complex in the OF-Zone supports the interpretation 
that this was an eruptive center for the Byers Brook 
Formation albeit at a much smaller scale than the suggested 
Iceland correlative. 
In summary the main volcanic center in the OF-zone 
is .flanked by the J-zone to the west and the DL-zone to th~ 
east in which small fi~ure eruptions . of composite· flows 
. , 
were probably fed by composite dikes. West of the J-zone 
' 
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the environa.ent of deposition changes from subaqueous to 
subaerial and distal pyroclastic rocks are interbedded with 
unsorted conglomerates and sandstones. 
2. 2. 2 Upper ltYers Brook Forma lion 
( 
Above the conglomerate/siltstone marker horizon 
there is an abrupt change in volcanic rocks from lava flows 
and thin pyroclastic units which underlie tl)e marker bed to 
thick felsic ash flow sheets with intercalated 
agglomerates, lahars and tuffs, !'\Uggesting a transition 
from relatively passive to explosive volcanism. 
I) 
Approximately 2200 m of ash flows were deposited before a 
second tr.ansition to more passive volcanism and effusion 
' • 
of rhyolite and basalt flows which grade into basalt flows · 
of the Diamond Brook Formatio'n in the northeast corner of 
\, 
the map area (Fig. 4). The ash flows are suba~r i a1, 
generally pink to orange- red except n~ar the base of the 
b 
sequence. The earliest ash flows in the northern part of 
the J-zone and zones eastward are mottled red-green to 
dominantly ~re-en and were probably deposited in shallow 
water. There is an abundance of basaltic lithic fragments 








' • the marker bed, lithic fragments are almost entirely 
rhyolitic. 
In the western part of the map area, (Fig. 4), 
north of the ski hill there are approximately 500 m of ash 
flows exp"osed, ·overly~ng the conglomerate/siltstone 
marker. These are juxtap·osed against Carboniferous basinal 
sedimentary rocks·, which generally unconformably onlap onto 
the Highlands. The ash flows c~n be traced approx iaate 1 y 2 
km east to a large diabase dike (Fig. 4) and extend further 
along strike beyond the dike. The ash flows comprise 
sheets of 250 m thickneliS or greater, although exposure 
does . not permit rigorous separation. These thicker sheets 
grade upwards into thinner welded ash flows (approximately 
75 m) and more abundant unwelded tuffaceo~s horizons and 
ultimately become interlay~red with thyol~te and basalt 
flows in the northeast part of the map area. 'These rocks 
are unconformably o~rlain by shallowly dipping, onlapping 
Carboniferous sandstones approximately 400 m north of the 
map area. The contact bet~een the Fountain Lake Group a.nd 
the Carboniferous sedimentary rocks forms the prominent 
'-1 
scarp alon~ Higk\.ray 248 from Wentworth to New .tu1nan. 
Reconnaissance mapping along the contact between 
the Byers Brook and Diamond ' Brook Formation in the 
northeast part of the map sheet, has delineated a 
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.~ 
continuous zone of rhyolfte flows along the contact ( Fi~. 
4). The rhyolite flows are intercalated with basalt flows, 
ash to lapilli tuffs and rhyolitic agglomerates. 
In th~ sequence immediately underlying the Diamond 
Brook Formation a lithic tuff fo~ms $n 80 to 120m basal 
'i 
unit containing 0.1-2.0 em rhyolite clasts occurring in 0.5 
to 5 m thick beds separated by 10 em fine ash horizons. 
This uni\ is overlain by a 20 to 3~ m thick basalt flow 
with a strongly V€$icular flow top which is in turn 
overlain by a 50 to 150m thick rhyolite . flow. The 
rhyolite flow is locally strongly silicified and contains 
' abundant fluorite-filled vugs. Discordant zones contain 
70-90X quartz and commonly fluorite-filled 2-15 mm 
litpophysae reminiscent of the lithophysae-rich zones 
observed in the DF-zone rhyolite complex. This is the 
transition zone between the Byers Brook and Diamond Brook 
Formations. Exposure is poor north of the rhyolite flow 
but intercalated basalts, rhyolites and lithic tuffs grade 
into the Diamond Brook Formation over 
Anomalous radioactivity~ associated 
approximately 300 m. 
with the rhyolite 
flows but the econ~mic potential of this area has not bee n 
tested • 
Little work has been done on the easternmost Byers 





hQrizons for stratigraphic correlation have been 
discovered. 
In ~summary, the Byers Brook Formation in the 
Wentworth area records two distinct volcanic cycles, 
separated by a conglomerate/siltstone marker horizon. Both 
cycles were initiated by explosive pyr~lastic volcanism 
."w;r.ir.h waned to emplacement of rhyolite and basalt flpws • 
..... 
2.2.3 Structure of the Byers Brook Formation 
) 
Numerous north-south trending faults have caused 
minor offsets in the Byers Brook Formation stratigraphy. 
Offsets range from less ·than 1 meter to several t~ns of 
meters. The dominant structure in the Byers Brook 
Formation is the prominent East Wallace River-Debert Lake 
0 
lineament which is oriented at approximately 140 
.. 
azimuth 
(Fig. 4 l. This fault is marked by a deep stream vslley. 
and strong fracturing of the surrounding bed~ock. Dismond 
drill hole JZ-13 attempted to probe the fault zone but 43 
meters of diamond drill casing was pushed down without 
intersecting bedrock . The lineament is marked by s very 
. 
pronounced airborne EM anomaly. Dip-slip displacement such 
that the southwest block was downthrown was,accompanied by 
sinistral movement which juxtaposed Byers 
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Brook Formation volcanic rocks against granite ~o the 0 . 
northeast, near Debert Lake, and TL120+00S (Fig. 4). 
2.3 Geology of the J-zone 
The J-zone is located on the Cobequid Grid (Fig.4) 
between line 24+00 east and line 20+00 west and between 
line 12+00 south and 40+00 north (all grid coordinates are 
measured in feet). Overburden in the zone is generally 
less than 1 m, but bedrock is not well exposed. 
0 
Stratigraphic units in the J-zone strike southeast (110 l 
0 
and dips steeply (70-80 ) north. The south margin of the 
J-zone is intruded by the Hart Lake/Byers Lake Granite. 
The stratigraphy of the J-zone is illustrated schematically 
in Figure 5 and in the diamond drill cross section (Fig. 6l 
which is included in the back pocket. The diamond drill 
hole location map and and diamond drill summary for the 
J-zone are included in Appendix 1. 
The oldest unit mapped in the J-zone is a dark 
grey crystal-lithic tuff of intermediate composition, 
approximately 15 m thiQk. At least six basalt flows wi th 
an apparent total thickness oj 125 m overlie the c rys t al 
tuff. Individual flows vary from 5 to 50 m in thi c kness. 
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SCHEMATIC PLAN , "J'' ZONE 
WELDED ASH FLOWS 
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The uppermost basalt flows are intercalated with a rhyo l ite 
flow and the marker con~lomerat~. The eastward strike / . 
-
f'xtension of the con~lomerate is ma~ed by a ~ap1d 
transition into laminatP.d to thickly bedded siltstones, 
c~mposed of fine ~rey-~reen ash. 
;he period of relative volcanic quiescence durin~ 
which the con~lomerate and siltstone were deposited ended 
~ 
with the explosive eruption of ash flows. Four ash flow 
tuffs.have been defined in the J-zone but'the total 
thickness of ash flows extends well beyond the J-zone to 
the Overs Brook-Diamond Brook. Formation transition zone. 
The earliest ignimbrite was erupted onto a palaeosurface 
Ji~tered with basaltic and felsi c debris which has been 
incorporated into the base of the'ash flow. Th e o ldest ash 
flow tuff is divisible into two subunits; a lower subunit 
. 
with an unwelded to weakly welded base which grades upwards 
into a strongly welded zone, the upper subunit is 
completely welded. This is typical of single eruptive ash 
f 1 ow sheets. 
The overlyin~ ash flows in the J-zone are simple 
cooling units in which uhweld e d · lithi c fragment-ri c h bases 
grade upward into welded ash flow tuff. The lithi c 
frag•ent-rich zones gradually become more depleted in 







section. The colour of the ~roundmass in the two lowermost 
ash flows is grey to green, the you~gest of these shows a 
transition from grey at the base to red near : the t.op. It 
is suggested that the early ash flows were deposited in 
shallow water and grade upwards to subaer1al ash flows 
( \ . because the early subaqueous ash flows are overlain by 
_ ............. 




the later subaerial welded ash flow tuffs are 
I I '( 
overlain by a poorly preserved veneer of mas~ive red-brown 
tuff. The siltstones are greenish grey and laminae are 
graded and exhibit load casts, flame structures and 
' l ripples, textures consistent with deposition in shallow 
water. The massive red brown tuffs &re typical of 
subaerial depositional environmen~s showing no sign of 
.. 
reworkin~ by water. 
The J-zone is intruded by numerous diabase dikes 
and composite dikes some of which may be the feeders for 
the basalt and rhyolite flows. 
The DF-zone lies between lines 40+00 east and 
70+00 east and between line 50+00 south and the 0+~0 base 




East W~llace River/Oe bart Lake lineament (fig. 4) within a 
large embayment in the Hart Lake/Byers La ke Granite. The 
OF-zone is almost entirely covered by a l~vium, r e sul t ing 
in less than 5~ bedrock exposure except in the northeast 
quadrant wher~ there is approximately 30% exposur e of the 
main rhyolite flow/dome complex. The s tratigraph y of the 
OF-zone is illustrated s c hematically in Figure 7. Fi~ure 8 
shows diamond drill cross sections throuqh the west and 
east DF-zone. The OF-zone diamond drill hole locat i on map 
and drillin~ summary are in Appendix 1. 
The southernmost (oldestl rocks in the OF- z one ~ 
comprise unwelded grey tuffs, which outcrop immediate!~ 
north of the Hart Lake/Byers Lake Granite. The tuffs are 
overlain by an approximately 15 m thick b'salt which is 
c overed by a veneer of angular vesicular basalt fragments 
in a brown tuffac eous matrix. A 20-50 m ash fall t uff unit 
o v e rlies the basa lt. The tuff comprises a l owe r f i n e as h 
zone overlain by a lapill i-~sh zone whi c h fines upwards 
into a second fine ash zone . The tuff- is overlain b y a 
10-40 m rhyolite · fl o w with an auto breccia t e d t o p and bas e 
and flow layering d eve l ope d thro~ghout the center . 
Black to green, very fine grain e d, lamina ted to 
mas~ive ash or siltstone overlie the rhyolite flow. These 
r 
ash or siltstone beds are correlated westwards to t he 
, 
SCALE ( approx.) 
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Figure 7: 
WELDED ASH FLOWS with interbedded TUFFS, LAHARS, 
VOLCANIC BRECCIAS 
GRANITE 









J-zone and are the strike extension of the 
conRlomerate/siltstonc marker hori z on. These beds under! ie 
and partly onlap ~he large rhyolite flow/dome complex which 
is the dominant feature of the Of-zane: T~e complex has 
been traced southeast to the west bank of Big Snare Lake 
(Fi~. 4t. Small radioactive showings have bee n found a long 
this section. On the east bank of Big Snare Lake di a mo nd 
drill hole DL-16 intersected a cupola of the Hart 
Lake/Byers Lake Granite which has a zone stron~ly enriched 
in rare earth elements, tin, tungsten and thorium . The 
morphology of the complex suggests that the cupola may be 
the fe&der from the underlying magma chamber. This 
complex causes a break in the laminated ash or sil t s t one 
beds which are ·· continuous on the east side of th e dome 
complex in the DL-zone, and was probably a 
p~laeotopo~raphic high. 
Overlyin~ the laminated siltstone on the wes t side 
of the OF-zone (Fig. 7) is a series of several ash f l ows 
separated by thin tuffaceous horizons. Graphi t i c z one s at 
the base of the earliest ash flow suggests the presence of 
orgunic material associated with the underlying lac ustrin e 
sediments. These ash flows are correlated with t he ash 
flows whi c h overlie the c omglomerate and siltstone in the 
J-zone . 
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0verl~ng the lArge rhyolite flo~o/dome comp~ex in 
the eastern DF~zone, ,nd ~Artly overlyin~ the ad j ace n t lhin 
ash flows flanking the flow/dome c omplex in the western 
DF-zcne, is a 15m thick basalt flow which is in turn 
overlain by a strongly porphyritic rhyolite flow. The 
rhyolite flow comprises 30-40%, 0. 5-l mm K- felds par and 
quartz crystals and 15-80%, 1 to 5 mm 1 i tho physae. The 
base of the rhyolite flow has incorporAted 1·-15 em basal t i c: 
and felsic lithic fragments. The rhyolite flow i s ove rlain 
a by >1.5 km thickness of ash flows tuffs with rnre 
a~glomerate and laharic horizons. 
The stratified units of the OF-zone are intrud P rl 
by the Hart Lake Granite in the south. Numerous dikes a nd 
· sills intrude all rock types and loc ally compri s e up to 40% 
o f the bedrock. Composite dikes and rhyol i t~ dike s were 
inte rsecte d by nearly all drill holes in the DF- z one, wi t h 
a h i gher density of dikes a ssociated with the main 
flow/dome c omplex. Two texturall y distinc t rhyoli t e d i k P. !'I 
are thought to represent the last felsi c ma~mati sm t o ha ve 
occurr e d in the OF - zone . These d i k es a r e t he mos t 
c on ti nuous f e a t u re s i n the OF -zon e a nd intersec t t he 
strat i graphy almo s t a t r i gh t a ngles . Te x t urally t he d i k e s 
a re almost completely sph e rulit ic with flow la yering a nd 
axioliti c tex tures d e v e l o pe d o n dik e margins. Th ey ar e 
-:):\-
dw m t c a 1 l y d i s t i n c t i n t h a t t he y c o n s i s t en t 1 y c o n t a t n 
between 1100 ppm &.nd ltiOU ppm :.:ircon i um . 
The DL-zone is on the east stde of Big Snare Lak e 
(Fi~. 4), between lines 88+00 and 1.20+00 east and lines 
12+00 and 8·l+OO south on the Cobequid ~rid. The DL- z one 
extends across a~proiimately 1500 m stra~i~raphic 
thickness. Stra.ti~ra.phy .has been defined from a 
c ombination of bedrock mapping and a diamond dcill core 
cross section ·through the zone. The strat i.graphy o f th P 
DL-zone is presented schematically in Figure 9 and the 
actual diamond drill cross section (Fig. 10) is included in 
J 
the back pocket. The DL-.zone diamond drill hole loc at 'ions 
and drillin~ data are g1ven in Appendix 1. 
The oldest unit in the DL-z~ne is a basalt flow .J 
whi~"~ is approximately 20 m thick. The basalt flow is 
over l a i n by a 1 a pi 11 i , c r y ~ t a 1 t u f f , w h i c h may co r r e 'l a t e 
with the tuff overlying the lowermost basalt flow in th e 
OF-zone. The tuff comprises 30-40X unsorted, 1-5 mm fels i.c 
and mafic lithic fragments in a light grey ash matrix. I t 
is locally separated from the granite by an intervenlng 
3-5 m diabase dike. The tuff is appr.oximate l y 60 m thi c k. 
Figure 9 
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BASALT, RHYQITE FUNIS, l l. 
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Overlyin~ the crystal ilthic t.uff unit is a 
50-60 m, grey weathering rhyolite flow which 1s stronqly 
flow layered. The rhyolite flow is overlain by G0-40 m of 
basalt which is in turn overlain by approximately 400 m of 
i~nimbrite with stron'(ly welded pumice fra~ments ( fiammel 
and ash to lapilli size crystal and lithic fra~ments. The 
ash flow is over lain by a 50 m thick sequence of b a salt 
flows. The basalt flows have irregular, vesicular flow 
tops and· are locally intensely chloritized. A 100-200 m 
thi,ck rhyolite flow overl;,;-s the basalt flows. The 
rhyolite flow has strongly developed millimeter-scale flow 
) 
layering which is flow folded and autobrecci3ted. Although 
t.he flow is relatively thick· it is laterally 
discontinuous. Degassing breccia dikes are abundant. The 
f 1 ow base has incorporated fragi'\ents from the under 1 y ing 
basalt flow. Laminated ash or silt s tone interbedded with 
.. 
c:herty horizons flank the rhyolite dome but do not over lie 
it. A zone of siliceous sinter, compri,sing massive, 
amorphous cherty material which putcrops eagt of DL-zone is 
10 to 20 m thi c k. This sinter outcrops approximately along 
strike and is thought to be a strike extension of the 
cher ty siltstone beds, but exposure is not good enough to 
make a definite correlation. 
-~------ -
. . ' 
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The rhyolite flows are overlain vertically and 
Laterally by 30-40 f of basalt and approximately 100 111 of 
tuffs and ash flows. The ash flows typically have l'ithic 
fragment rich b~ses, grade through a thin, spheru!i.tic, 
devitrified zone into a strongly welded zone with abundant 
large fiamme. The ash flows are overlain by a ::.equence of 
massive to laminated ash to lapilli crystal tuffs. Tt)e 
laminated ash beds are graded and fine northwards. T~e 
base of these tuft's is thought to be subaqueous wi t.h an 
upwards I north) transition to subaer 1.al near the top where 
the t\,lffs are massive and hematized, with stron~er 
hematiza.tion between distinct tuff beds. 
The subaqueous to subaerial tuffs are overlain by 
. ' 
a 500 m thick section of ash flows, lithic tuffs and 
agglomerates intercalated with a 150 m flow-layer~d and 
spherulitic rhyolite flow and a 10-20 m t~ick basalt flow. 
Basalt flows, bedded crystal and ~ithic tuffs and rhyolite 
flows overlie the thick pyroclastic sequence. The 
individual rhyolite and basalt flows are 5-20 m thick and 
are overlain by ignimbrites. 
The northernmost part of the section crosses t h e 
' East Wallace River/Debert Lake fault (Fig. 9) where granite 
in the upthrown block (northeast) is juxtaposed ·against 
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Uycrs Urook volcanic and volcantcl rtst.ic rocks in thP. 
downthrown block (southwest). 
The Hart Lake Granite intrudes the Byers Brook 
Formation in the south and west \Fig. -!J, and the granite 
contact dips gentlr eastward in this zone. .. 
Diabase and composite dikes intrude the DL-zone 
volcanic pile. ln the southern DL-zone aplite and 
pegmat1te dikes cut the granite and the rhyolites. 
Maqnetite veins and anomalous radioactivity is associated 
with some of the aplite dikes 
2.6 Petrographic Descriptions of the Map Units 
~.6.1 Crystal Lithic Tuffs 
Crystal and lithic tuffs range from brown to dark 
grey in colour. In the J-zone the fine grained ash matrix 
supports approximately 20%, 1-5 mm white to rusty red 
feldspar crystal fragments and up to 5X reddish to dark 
green angular to subrounded ash to lapilli size basaltic 
and rhyolitic lithic fragments. Bedding is weakly defined 
by alignment of lithic fragments. The mixture of felsic 
and mafic clasts give the tuff an intermediate composition. 
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Plate 1: Lapilli tuff, sample from drill core. 
This is the lowermost unit in the 
DF-zone stratigraphy, and has a 
significant mafic component. 
-5~-
In the southern OF-zone d~rk grey l~ptlll Mnd ash 
tuffs of intermediate composition are poorly exposed in 
bedrock and have been intersected in diamond drill holes 
DF-36, DF-37 and U~-JH, i~mediately north of the granite 
contact. The OF-zone tuffs are dark ~rey or blac k to dark 
brown in colour. Bedding is massive to thickly bedded 
(approximately 3 m tpick beds). Lapilli tuff~ comprise 
50-70% basaltic and felsic lithic fragments jPlate l f in a 
black .ash groundmass. The lapilli-ash tuffs are rhythm1c 
beds of lapilli tuff which fine upwards into fine black ash 
~uff. 'The beds are 0.5-3 m thick and only the top 10-50 em 
is composed of fine ash. This bedded tuff zone ultimately 
grades into a 5-10 m thick massive, black ash\tuff at the 
top. The base of this lapilli-ash tuff unit is intruded by 
the Hart Lake/Byers Lake Granite so the original thickness 
of the unit is not known. 
2.6.2 ~asalt Flows 
The basalt flows are all megascopically similar in 
appearance (Plate 2 and Plate 31. The ~asalt flows are 
black to dark green and are aphanitic to very fine 
grained. They are generally aphyric but flows with l-5X, 
1-3 mm plagioclase crystals have been observed, especially 
f 
Plate 2: Amygdaloidal basalt flow. 
Plate J: Photomicrograph of amygdaloidal basalt, 
with calcite-chlorite filled amygdule in 
the lower left corner of the. photograph.· 
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111 th·~ J -zon•·· Th t: fl u ~oos <lr·e v<>slcular· and /<> r :uuy '( d -tl o ldal 
' l r 1<! I. h 1:' IS rea t ~ s t co n centra t i 0 n •J f v P s i • · I •' s occurs a t. f l o., 
t.ops. Cns <; iterite i'tssoc i fl t.f'd with fluorit. f' hH. s bt·•p ra 
•)bserved in am ygdules in one basalt fl o ~,; i n th e> J- :~ one 
(A.K . Chntt.t-rjee pE>r s . c om., 1983). AmyKdul es a r e c ommon ly 
irregular and elongate near flow margins but a re s pheroida l 
in flow interiors. 
In the J-zone the re are at least six discn"t.e 
ba sa lt flows in the pile, separated by 10 -50 e m gr~ y o r 
br o wn ash zones ~o~ i t.h lin abundance of s tron~ 1 y a my '{da t1o i da l 
basalt fragments. Single basalt fl~ws in o ther ~ones ~re 
usually overlain by a veneer of ash and basalt fra gmPn ts 
s imilar to those observed between basalt. fl ows in t h e 
J-zone. 
Epidote veinlets from 0 .1 t.o 5 em wide ar· e locally 
abund~nt and minor epidote veining is ubiquitous througho u t 
thP ba s alt flows. Calcite ve i.nlets b e tw·een 0.1 a nd l e m 
~o~i.de are rare to loca lly a bundant, but ubi q ui tou s i n the 
• 
basalts. 
The basalts are moderately to s t r o ngl y c h l oriti z ed 
and may or may not be magnetic. Epidote, hematite and 
chlorite alteration selvages are c o~mon along veins a nd 
fra c tures. 
---- -··--· - - - -- -
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In thin section the basJ.lts shu~oo· typic,d 
~lomt>roporphyriti. c textur·p of 0.1-0.75 mm <'tlht•dnd 
plagioclase laths with interstitial Anhedral mafic and 
opaque minerals. The mafic mint>rals rnH.y bP sl.ron"'ly to 
completely altered to chlorite and epidote with a cc Pss u r y 
biotite. Relict pyroxenes are thP only primary mafic 
minerals observed in some thin sections. 
are only weakly chloritized. 
Some basalt flows 
Opaque minerals comprise 3-5% of the. roc k. 
~agnetite is the -most abundant opaqu(_• mineral but. vyritC' 
has been observed in some flows. 
Amygdules rangPfrom 0.2 mm t o 2 e m in diam('t.f•r 
and are filled with chlorite, calcite, epidote, flu o rit~, 
quartz and rare\y barite. These samt> minerals arP 
represented in veinlets which ran~e from 0.1 mm t o Z e m 
wide. 
2.6.3 Rhyolite Flows and Du me 
The fl o w in the .J- z one varies fr o m n~rldish fl PHr 
the top to greyish - brown or pink near the hotto•, and is 
best observed in the lower 40 me ters of drill hole JZ-1 0 . 
The flow contains 5-10% euhedrai to subhedral, white to 




ran~P from 1-3 mm. Crystals conuno n l~• are s1 1rrnnnd~d b ~· .-. , 
(-~ flllll hPIIJitti z Pd l' illl ar:d ar·e host.Pd by iltl a!)hani11<' 
~ r o u n d m a s s · w h i c h i s f 1 o w l a y e r t> d ii n d •: o rn p 1 ,., t. e l y 
microgpheruliti c to granophyric. Fewe r c r ystal s <tnd 
thinner alteration rims are o bser ved ne a r the flow 
m~t.r· loo(ins. Abundant mHfi c material from t he underlyin~ 
basalt flows has been incorporated into the base of t h e 
rhyolite flow and the base is strongly flow brec c iated and 
epidote veined. The basalti c material is restri c t e d t. o 
within approximately 1 met e r of the rhyoli~e-basa l t. 
contact. 
Rhyolite flows and domes are thP dominnt. in ~ 
feature of the DF-zcne. They are stron~ly flow layered a nd 
flow layers exhibit drag•folds and loc ally have been rolled 
# 
into ~lindrical structures. Flow layers ran~e fr o m 1 mm 
to 1ipproxiaately 1 meter wide. In the main dome / flow 
c omplex in the DF-zone the flow laye ring is contorted h u t 
oriented generally north-south. Flow lliyering in the 
earliest flow, which underlies the main dome compl ex and in 
the l last flow which overlies the main dome c omplex is 
oriented approximately east~est. 
Abundant z one s in which lithophysae compr ise 
50-90X of the rock, discordantly and abruptly c ut the f l ow 
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layers, or are dr~gged out concordantly along flow layering 
(Plate 4). Lithophysae range from 0.2-5 em in diameter but 
are most commonly in the 1-2 em range. The lithophysae are 
spheroidal to oblate or irregular and are commonly 
brecclate~ and overgrown by second and thi~d geo~ration 
· ~ 
lithophyfae, attesting to more than one degassing epi~ode. 
They have a characteristic concentrically banded shell and 
a radially banded interior which may be filled ~ith quartz, 
K-feldspar, chlorite, epidote. rarely fluorite or are 
sometimes. empty. Lithophysae-r1ch zones are usually 
strongly oxidized to red but are locally green. 
Devitrification textures are well developed in ~~e rhyolite 
flows and domes. Axiolitic textures are observed along 
' ·' 
flow layers. Spherulites ranging from microscopic to 2 em 
are ~bundant (Plate 5). Spherulites often form crude 
' .~ 
layers, occur in clusters and commonly nucleate on 
K-feldspar or quartz crystals. The groundmass of rhyoJite 
flows is commonly completely micro-spherulitic. 
Rhyolite flows are aphyric or weakly to strongly -
porphyritic, containing up to 30X K-feldspar and quartz 
crystals. The youngest flow in the OF-zone has the highest 
proportion of crystals comprising approximately 25% 
K-feldspar cryst~ls and 5-lOX quartz crystals. 
- -
• 
Plate 4: Li thophysae-rich zone in which 
li thophysae are flattened and dragged 
along flow layering in flow layered 
rhyolite . 
Plate 5: Spherulitic rhyolite flow. 
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The flows are autobrecciated especially near flow 
mar_gip and degassing breccias are abundant (Plate 6). 
Minor felsic and basaltic debris are incorporated into some 
rhyolite flow bases. These clasts tend · to be concentrated 
within a meter or two of the basal contact. 
Pumice fragme_nts are observed in the main 
:J 
t'low/dome complex and small pumice fragments are sometimes 
stretched and flattened along flow layers. This is 
observed only in the main flow/dome complex. The main 
complex is intersected by abundant rhyolite, composite and 
diabase dikes. 
Rhyolite flows in the DL-zone are texturally 
similar to those described in the J-zone and DF-zone. They 
are composite flows with flow layering, contain li~hophysae 
zones with 10-70% li thophys~e, ar-e spherul it ic or axioli tic 
and vary in colour from den to red·. The flows have a l-5 
mm 1 ight grey weathered rind. Autobcecciation is common. 
F l.ows in all zones are variably altered by the 
intrusion of numerous dikes and are strongly to weakly 
fractured. Fractures host veins of quartz'· calcite, 
epidote, chlorite and fluorite. These veins range from 0. 1 · 
mm to 20 em wide. Locally shearing and fracturing 
) 
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Plate 6: Autobrecciated flow banded rhyolite. 
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accou•lJIHlied by very strong hematJI.e anJ chl.orite alteration 
has destroyed all primary textures. 
Accessory minerals identified in the rhyolites are 
zircon, sphene, magnetite, pyrite, barite and allanite. 
2.6.4 Rhyolite Tuffs 
Rhyolite crystal and lapilli tuff whi c h ~s the 
stratigraphically lowermost unit in the DL-zone comprises 
J0-40X unsorted felsic and mafic lithic fragments which 
range in size from ash to lapilli, and approximately lOX, 
1-J mm K-feldspar and quartz crystal fragments in a light 
I 
grey ash matrix. This unit is correlated westward to the 
OF-zone where ~he tuff has a fine ash base in sharp contact 
with a lapilli rich zone which is weakly graded and fines 
upw~rds into massive green fine ash with laminar beddin~ at 
the top of the unit. In the lapill,i zone the lithic 
"fragments are angular and are approximately 75% felsic. 
The lapilli zone comprises approximately ~OX fragments and 
20% matrix, and pyrite is disseminated throug~out the 
matrix. 
/ 
Rhyolite tuffs (Plate 7 ) are exposed at numerous 
levels in the stratigraphic column, generally as thin 
discontinuous beds. They commonly overlie rhyolite flows 
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Plate 7: Drill core sample of rhyolite crystal, 
lapilli tuff comprising quartz and 
K-feldspar crystal fragments and 
rhyolite lapilli in an aphanitic ash 
groundmass. 
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c,a· occ·ur as narrow t11ffaceous zones . lo c .<1lly pr·ps£~r· vpd 
b,.'t.ween i~nimbrite sheet~. In the pyroc las tic sequenc~ 
above the marker horizon · tuffaceous beds in ex c e s s of ~0 m 
thi c k have been observed. The tuffs range from unsor.ted 
and massive to ~raded beds which may be c omposed compleiel y 
~ c. 
of fine a sh to only t\ pproximately 20% ash as ·a mat.ri:-: 
ur·ound l i t.h i c and c ryst.al fragment s . F.xcPp t for the 
lowe rmost tuffs in the J-zone and 0~-zone all other t~ffs 
are rhyolitic to dacitic. Lapitli f~agments are 75-95% 
felsic but there is always a minor basaltic component 
present.. Strongly chloritized or sericitized pumice 
fragments are common. The groundmass of the tuffs may be 
. \ 
\ 
green, ·red, white or grey . Lithi c fr a gments range fro~ a s h \ 
through l a pilli to block size (rarely up to l me t e r). Some 
tuffs contain up to 15-20% K-feldspar and quart z crystal 
fra~ments. 
In thin section the tuffs are commonly hema t ized 
and or chloritized. The groundmass and felsic lithic 
fra~ments are variably sericitized, ranging from weak, 
patchy sericite alteration to complete sericitiza.tion of 
the groundmass. Mafic lithic fragments are usually 
strongly c hl or iti zed. Pyrite occurs in trace amount s in 
most tuffs with local concentration s of 2-3X. The tuffs 
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have abundant fractures wh.ich art> fillPd by m·icr·uvPinlet.s 
of quartz and less abundant e-pido te, calcite, chloritl• r\ttd 
fluorite. 
2.6.5 Conglomerate 
The polymictic conglomerate extend~ from nort.h of 
the Wentworth Ski Hill (F ig . 4) to the J-zon(>. In t. h·~ 
J-zone the conglomerate has a dark grey to black fine 
grained sandy matrix supporting subangula~ to very w~l l 
rounded clasts which range up to 5 em in diameter. West of 
the J-zone the matrix of the conglomerate varies from rt•d 
to green or mottled red and green. Th e clasts consist of 
felsic and mafic volcanic rocks, quartz pebbles, <>iltstunf>s 
and granite. Except for rare gracled beds and rarP cofH'Sf~ 
sandstone beds the conglomerate is uns o rted, sugg~st.ing 
derivation from immature sediments close to .their· sour· c r>. 
Pyrite and trace chalcopyrite range from approximately 1 ~ 5 X 
and occur as disseminations in the matrix and as rims on 
clasts. The conglomerate is a lateral equiva lent to 
laminated siltstones which occur at the same s trat iJo<ra ph t l' 
level, and partly o ve rli e the conglomerate in t~e J-zone · 
and north of the Ski Hill. 
- ; t -
!.:1minat~rl si.ltstonPs composerl u f fine ash r~xt.end 
from thP center of the J-zone east to the OF-zone and are 
continuous on the east side of the main dome c omplex 
through to the DL-zone. This unit is thou~ht to have been 
depos'ited in a lacustrine environment. The siltstone unit 
i s Lest e xposed in outcrop in the eastern J-zone but 
outcrops .spnrsely in the OF- z one and OL~zone also. [ t i s 
best observed in dr;ill core of the OF-z o ne and OL- zone. 
The siltstones in the J-zone o cc ur as 1 - ~ mm 
laminated beds of fine volcani c ash (Pl ate 81 with onl y 
rare horizons containing minor amounts o f vol c ani c 
I • 
l~pilli. In the laminated beds slump structures, load 
casts, flame structures and rippl e d bedding have twen 
observed. Laminated siltstones in the J-z o ne drill tore a r e 
intrrc~lated with the e arliest a sh fl o ws ~hi ch a l so o v e r l i e 
the c~nglome~ate marker. Pyrite is disseminated th ro u~h o ut 
the unit in the J-zone but has accumulated more abundantly 
in some beds, and concordant massive pyrite bands, 1-3 em 
thick have been observ e d. Minor dissemi.natPd cha lcopyri te 
" i~ ubiquitous. Graphitic fault bre c cia zones in the 
si ltstone.unit. in the J-zone locally host abunda nt 
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c halcopyrite, bornite, · c··halcoritr>, 1.{ ;_\l .. rw aud ~phal<>rit. t' 
-
and have assayed up to 5 o un c Ps pPr t o n "i 1 •··r·. 
In the DF-zone beoddins in the siltst o n<· mar'I.;P r· 
ranges from 1-5 mm laminations to massive, and c ol ou r 
varies from ~reen to black. :-.lormal l{radin~ can b(' SPP il 1 11 
the thicker laminations with the aid of ~ hand lt>n s e and 
all the sedimentary structures obsf'rv e d in the J-zon<> arc• 
present in the DF- zo n e . In t . h~ OF- zone the beds are 
locally c ontorteri possibly due to so ft. s c<di.rnt>nt. sl11mpiru( 
associated with volcanic a c tivity in the adja c Pnt dumP 
c omplex. 
The base of the siltstone marker in the UF- ~ one is 
a 10 cm thick massive pyrite bed which ~rades upwards 
through 40 em of disseminated pyrite (5-20") into ltn o t.h•·r ~, 
e m massive (>50~) pyrite zone. • Disseminated pyrite is 
ubiquitous throughout th e unit and there are several beds 
which are up to 50 em thick a nd c ontain up to 15X pyri t e 
with acce~sory sphalerite, galen a a nd chal co pyritr . 
GraphitiG zones are common and there are local uranium 
concentrations. 
Some of the beds are intense~y epidotized. 
Epidote i s deposited alan~ th e bedding laminae and in 
discordant veinlets. ~iliceous beds are locally o bser ved. 
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Near t.he .t.op of the tJni t magnetite veins up t.o ~em 
~ide are observed, at the base pyrite veins are common. 
Fluorite veins up to 5 mm \olide c ut the siltstone, but UH"' Y 
are rare. 
The equivalent siltstone s in the DL-z o n e hav P a 
green to grey or brown groundmass. Beds are slightl~ 
c oarser qrained in the DL-zone with fine lapilli grading 
upward into fine ash. Beds range from approximate l y 3 em 
to 1m thick. Cherty beds are interlayered with the graded 
beds and range from 1 to 20 em in thickness. The c h e rt y 
beds are th0ught to represent chemi c ally precipitated 
silica, possibly from fumarolic fluids. East of DL-z on e 
approximately along strike a discontinuous chert body 
approximately 10-20 m thick is thought to represent a 
siliceous sinter. Althou~h lack of outcrop preven t s 
definite correlation, it may be the source of the sili c eous 
beds in the siltstones. 
In thin section the laminations show micro-graded 
bedding and segregation of opaque minerals (Plate 9). 
Sedimentary features such as flame s truc tures and load 
casts also occur on a microscopic scale. Crystal.;; of 
quartz, K-feldspar and pyrite with trac~ muscovite range up 
to 0.5 mm in the laminated beds, consolidated in an 
aphanitic ashy matrix which is pervasively sericiti z ed and 
Plate 8: Sample of laminated siltstone from 
drill core. The siltstone comprises 
fine ash interpretted to have been 
, deposited in a lacustrine environment. 
Plate 9: Photomicrograph of lacustrine 




l o c a l l y s t . ron ~ 1 y e p i. d o t i zed . Quat•t z and 1\ - f •' ldsp1tr c ryst.al 
fra~ments up to 4 mm and l ithi c, fra~rnent.s 11p t. o 2 ... 'm lll\V e 
been observed in the graded beds in th e Ill.'- zolll' . 1. it hi r 
f r a g me n t s i n c 1 u de f l ow - 1 aye red r h y o l i t e , i ~ n i m b l' i t ,. and 
basalt . 
2.6.7 Welded Ash Flow Tuffs, Ignimbrite ~ 
By far the largest volume of a s h flow tuffs 
overlie the conglomerate/siltstone marker. The ignimbrites 
underlying the marker are t hinner but texturally similar· to 
those overlying it. Ash flows in the Wentworth a rea h ave 
;f 
red, pink, grey and/ or green g roundmass. The y r IHU~ <' i n 
thi c kness from approximately 20-75 m wi t h s o me ash flow 
s heet s up to 500 m thick. The ignimbri. tes arf> n o t we I 
exposed but appear to be o f ver y irre gular thi c k. IPss, 
poss ibly reflecting r~ged palaeotopogr·aph y . 
. ,/ 
The base of the ash flows typ~ c ally comprise s a n 
unwelded fine ash layer with pumice and lith ic fru~ment s . 
This layer is absent in some ash flows. wh e r e presen t i t. 
is o ver lain by a n unwelde d lithi c fra~m('ut-r·i c h !WC~ i o n 1 r1 
whi c h ftagments are 70-90% rhyolitic and 10-30% basalti c~ 
depending on the a sh f l o~. There is a g e n ~ ral dc c r ~~~e i n 




marker bed . ... The lithic fragments <n · e an~ula.r to 
'uban!O(ular ,_ ash 
• t'-..:1" 
to block si.zP.(up to 
consist·of flow-banded rhyolite, i~ni!llbrite, bAsalt, · 
spherulitic rhyolite pumice and tuff"~ . . Th~· larg.-r block 
' 
size fra~ments are rhyolitic. Lithic fragments commcnl y 
have l-3 mm reaction rims. Distribution of fr·li!(ment s iz ~>s 
is highly irregular but crystal fragments increase in 
• abund~nce toward the top of some ash f 1 ows w i t.h up to 1 !'5X, 
l-4 mm euh~dral to subhedral K- feldspar crystals and . j ':..nx, 
l-3 mm embayed quartz crystals. · 
Flattened pumice fragments fiamme) are jJreen to 
dark brown in colour and comprise 5-40X of t .. he welded 
portion of ignimbrite sheets. Fiamme are lens-shaped, 
typically with bif~rcated edges, and often show reve>rse 
grading (coarsening upwards), .They ran~e from 1-40 mm on 
the short axis and l-40 em Qn t;he Ion~ axis. 
welded zones f ,iamme are so highly flattened they become 
wispy and are commonly indented by crystal or lithi c 
fragments during compaction. The abundanc e of fiamme 
results in a strong eutaxitic fabric (Plate 10) whi c h is 
l~ally contorted, possibly indicating•rheomorphic flow or 
prel i thi!icatiort slumping. Spherulites and 1 i thophysae arc 
locally abundant and glass shards, althoul{h indistinct, are 
common, ranging from approximately 0.1 -2 em. Rhyo I i tc 
.. 
' \ \ 
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i t h i c r r a !.{me n t s i n s t ron g 1 y we l de ;i z on e s c o rn m o n I .Y h a \. e 
• . 
listinct Pdges, probably dut> to partial melt.ing 'l t t he 
fragment bo unda.ry. Trace pyri t<: is dj s sern 1r1ated throu ~ h o11 t . 
most ash flows, and occurs in higher c oncen t rations loca lly 
alon~ beddin~ surface~ and as /..tnfill.in~ of \;umice 
/ fragments. With a few ex c eptions slightly hi>5h e r 
co n e en tra t ions of pyr i t. e occur in qrey or ~reen a s h fl ows 
than in hemati zed one f' . 
In thin section the welded a s h flows c ompr i s e 
abundant crystal ana lithic fragments , ~lass shards an9 
flattened pumice which define a fabric whi c h develope d 
during compaction and welding, The groundma s s c omprises 
vf'ry fin e (±.0.0075 mm) crys t als of K-feldspar a nd quar t z or 
very finely rle vi t.rified glass. Cavities in the gro un d mas s 
range from 1-4 mm and are filled with quart z , epido t e o r 
chlorite. Pyr i t.e is disseminated throu ghout the groundmass 
and is locally concentrated along fragment bound a r ies o r i n 
fractures, 
Shards are completelt devitrified, common l y par t l y 
c hloritized and are typi c all y c uspate (Plate ll) . 
QuArtz crystals are anhedral· t o- subhedra l a nd 
o:-mbayed. K- feldspar c rystals .are euhedra l to s ubhedral a nd 
are sometimes weakly s erici tized. BD"th c rystal type s are 
ge nerally strongly mi c ro - f ractured. ' 
0 
. flate 10: The ··abundance of fiamme commonly 
results in a strong eutaxi-t.ic fabric in 
the ash flows of the .J3yer{ Uro.ok' 
Formation . 
Plate 11: Devi trified glass shard with ' lypi c a 1 






Fiamme .are rou~hly lensoid. · They 'B.vP completely 
devitrifie~ axiolitic rims with spherulitic to 
·aph~nitically crystalline interiors and sometimes contain 
phenocrysts of quartz. They are often wrapped around 
crystal or lithic fr~gments during compaction tind weldin~. 
· chlorite and/or pyrite commonly mark the spines of thP 
fiarn111e. 
Rhyolite, 1 it hie frligme.nts in welded zooes 
' . 
typically have ragged edges possibly indicating partial 
~sorption. This is not observed in ' ash fall tuffs or 
unwelded parts of ignimbrite sheets. Mafic clasts lire · 
I .....__ 
always strongly chloritized and ~pidotized. 
2~6.8 Hart Lake Granite 
The granite has intruded along the southern 
contact of the Byers Brook volcanic rocks and is 
intersected in drill core in the northern OF-zone on th~ 
edge of the main dome/flow complex. In the northern 
DL-zone the granite is faulted a~ainst the volcani~ rocks 
along the East Wallace River/Debert Lake Fault. The pink 
hornblende granite ranges from granophyri~ throu~h firie 
grained to medium grained (Plate 12). It is comprised of 
approximately 35~ quartz, 30~ K- feldspar, 30~ plagiociBsP. 
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Plate 12: Drill core specimens of the Hart Lake 
Granite illustrating the transition from 
granophyric through fine grained to 
medium grained (from left to right) 
moving progressively away from the 
contact with the Byers Brook Formation. 
.. l 
. I Q • 
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and 0. 5-2" hornbl,nde. Biotite, t lmeni te, aagneti te, 
) 
zircon~ sp6ene allanite and barite are acce~sory minerals. 
~raphic and micrographic intergrowths of quartz and 
K-~eldspar are common especially near the contact with the 
volcanic rocks. P~gmatite pods of quartz and K-feldapar 
from 5 to 20 em wide and mlarolitlc cavities fr6m 1 to 5 
em but generally less than 2cm~ sugge~~ high level 
emplacement. Miarolitic. cavities are ·flll~Jwith quartz, 
~hlorite, epidote, fluorite and/qr calcite or are void with 
only a thin coating of quartz crystals ~ini~ the cav i ~y. 
Fine grained aplite dike~ and pegmatite dikes ranging ~rom 
1-30 em wide · intrude ~he Byers Brook Formation and the 
Hart Lake/Byers .Lake Granite near the contact. The granite 
----· -~- ---=---- - ·-
·--- ---;s-;-bundantly veined along the contact with the volcanic 
... 
pile by quartz, calcite, epidote, fluorit~ , and chlorite, 
· and in one section in drill hole DL-16 calcit~- fluorite 
veins containing sphene, allanite' ·zircon and i l~eni te are 
·abundant and have elevated rare earth elements (REE), tin, 
tungsten and thorium values (discussed further in Chapter 
4) associated with them. 
---- .. 







Diabase dikPs are common and intrude all rnck 
types in the volcanic pile and the granite . Crosscutti~g 
diabase dikes SIJ~gest episodic intrusion.· The diabase 
dikes typical!~ have black, aphanit~c ChJll margins which 
grade ~nto a fine grained black to dark green interior. 
Some dikes are porphyritic with up to 5%, 1-10 mm 
plagioclase phenocrysts and rarely up to 5%, 1-4 mm 
pyrox~ne phenocrysts. 
. \ ,;:-:-
The plagioclase are greenisW wh~t~ _ 
in hand spec~men and have saussuritized cores which impart. 
their slight greenish tin~he, py~oxene crysta'is are 
partly to completely alter d to <:hlorite. The dikes are 
' 
-1- comonly _ magnetic, and disseminated pyr~-e-eJ magnettte are 
ubi qui taus . 
.... 
They have diabasic or ophitic textured 
ground~!ass except in chil) margins which are '2-1 0 e m w-ide. 
The . dikes ran~e from 10 em to ~reater than 10 m wide. 
Locally large areas are underlain by diabase (Fig. 4 l but • 
I; 
this is not represenEative of the total volume of diabase 
in the volcanlc pile. Diabase dikes have been rotated into 
t 'he horizontal, effectively inc reasing -their outc rop area. 
This is especially evident on th~ !1anks of Qotten Broo k 
where the hilltop is underlain by diabase and the ~tream 








~ominated by outcrops of felsic tuffa and as~flowa. The 
• maximum ~hickness of diabase dikes in the area ia unknown 
• 
for this reason. There . is strong chloritization anp 
epidote veining of the host rock near -dike contacts, and 
usually hemJtization of rhyolite or granite. Locally 
~ . 
strong fracturing and mi~or shearing has occurred along 
' . dike contacts as indicated by brecciation and 
.. 
slickensides. Epidote, calcite and chlorite veins are 
~ . 
. ~ 
common irt the dikes. · The diabase dikes are moderately to 
strongly chloritized. Ther comprise 50-60~ plagioclase, 
' chloritized pyroxene, 3-10~ opaque minerals (magnetite 
pyrite) and accessory quartz, hornblende, biotite and 
sphene. 
~.6.10 RhYolite Dikes and Composite Dikes 
Rhy~lite dikes are restricted to the main . dome 
flow complex in the DF-zone. Composite dikes are more 
abundant and widespr~ad and -have been observed spatially 
.. ' 
associated ~ith composite ilows · in the DF-zone, J-zone and 
D~-zone. Rhyaiite diKes are defined as dikej of rhyolitic • 
composition which do not have diabase on both margins. 
Compo/te dike; ha v/ dia~as ':_ margins which · are either in 
sharp contact . with a rhyoli~c core or grade into an 
.. 
.... 
tnt.ermediate or rhyol.itlc corP. R h yo l i t i c c 'J r· • · s L n 
c omposit.f~ ' dikes are 'identical in appP;'lrnncP to some 
rhyolitic .dikes and in many .cases there may bP a tran s it i o n 
from composite dike~ to rhyolitic dikes, or the cti~basi c 
• 
margin of some composit~ dikes may locally be abs e nt. 
Thesr~ dikes a.re SPC:.!l only in drili · <orP s o their mo rph o l0gy 
o is not easily .observed. There is ~i' mArked· increase in the 
/ 
abund~nce of rhyolite ~nd composite dikes in the v i cinity 
of the main dome complex. The dikes range from 
There Are severa.l ·texturally distinct rhyo lite and 
composite dikes which intrude the· Byers Br o ok Formation. 
The most c ommon type of rhyolite dike has 10-15% euhedral 
to subhedrul, 1-5 mm K-feldspar phenocr~sts and 5-15~. 
0.5-2 mm quartz phenocrysts in a purplish to reddish brown 
~roundmass. These dikes have sharp contact with {heir host 
rock w~ether i ·t b~ rhyolite or diabase. They commonly have 
diabase on otie margin and rhyolite flow on the other, 
suggesting that they have intruded along fissures already 
occupied by diabase. Emplacement of these dikes commonly 
caused brecciation in the adjacent country rock. Near the 
contacts the dike~ are often green and aphyric, probably 
l!IJ 
due to quenching. . This chi 11 zone is less than 1 Ocm wide . 









the chill .margin. similar to flow bandin~ - along the dikP. 
margins. In thin section the K-feldsp~r crystals ind 
grourldm&.ss are weLk!y sericitized and' qua'rtz crystals 
.... ' 
resorbed. The gr6undmasi_c~m~ris~s 1-2% o~aque 
~ryst~~lites and much less than 1% tine dissemirrated 
arP 
chlorite which represents the ~atic component in the dikes. 
Iron oxide stai~ng is p~rvasive, The groundmass ranges 
from granophyric to irregular shaped very fine grain~d 
.. (0.025-0.05 mm) quartz and K-f~eldspar crystals with 
spheruli te~. 
There is a chemically distinci suite of 
·~ 
rare 
peralkaline rhyolite dikes, which are different from all 
o~her _r~yoli~ic rocks - in the area. They consiste~lly 
c 'ontain be'tween 1100 ppm · and 1600 ppm zirconium in abundant 
" 
zircons (Plate 13 and 14). 
in th~ DF-zone, associated 
• These 1ikes are very con~inuous 
with the main dome complex and 
~ 
cut all other stratigra phy and dikes. They are t hought' t o 
represent the last magmatic event in the DF-zone. The y are 
text~ly distinct from ·all other rhyoli; i c rocks in the 
map area. The peralkaline dikes have been rotated with t he 
stratified ·units su6h that - they are now subhorizontal. Two 
texturally distinct peralkalin~ dikes occur in the OF-zone 
dome c omplex. One set of dikes is strongly porphyritic 
t 




Plate 13: The zircon-rich rhyolite dikes (on the 
right) are characterized by either a strongly 
porphyritic rhyolite dike,comprising 30-40% 
K-feldspar phenocrysts, or a completely 
divitrified dike comprising dominantly 
spherulites, with generally less than 3% 
K-feldsar phenocrysts. The sample with the 
coin has developed riebeckitic oikocrysts, 
indicating deutiric metasomatism of the 
dikes. The high-Zr composite dikes (on the 
left) are characterized by an intermediate 
core with K-feldspar phenocrysts and either 
grade outwards into or are in sharp contact 





Plate 14 : Photomicrograph showing the strongli 
devi tri f ied, but relatively unaltered _groundMass 
~ of· a peralkaline rhy6lite dike r Note the very. 







15: Rhyolitic globules ~n a ·ma~· groundmass ~use 
· the banded appearance which c aracteri~es the 
.contacts of the late rhyolit ' c and composite 


















crystals, 2-5" 0. 5 mm quartz phenocrysts and approxiaately •,. 
Q' 1 ~ biotite in a microspheruli tic groundmass. The o,ther aet 
comprises less than 1-3~ K-feldspar phenoc~.yst'\f in a 
groundmass o:f microscopic to 2 em diameter spherull te~. In 
thin section, spherulites common 1 y grade into narrow 
granophyric zones ·which in turn c grade into very fine 
grained irregular shaped crystals of quartz and K-feld•par. 
This second set of peral~aline rhyolite dikes characterized 
by the larger spherulites, ( locally has deve-loped 
riebeckiti c oikocrysts (for example the sample wtth the 
coin on it in Plate 13). The development of reibeckite 
oikocrysts in a striki~gly similar geological sett i ng, i n 
the To~sails alkal ine/peralkaline complex of Newfoundland 
has been interpretted by Taylor et. a!. (1980 , 19811 and 
Strong and Taylor ( 198~ and Strong and Coyle ( 198R) , to 
indicate deuteric-metasomatic activity. 
Both types of rhyolite dikes commonly have. aphyric 
banded margins. The banding is a series of stretched 
globules of eelsi.c material (Plate 15) in a 11afic 
groundmass, caused by immis c ibility of the felsiC" magma in 
mafic magma which 1 ined the fissures a long which the d ikea 
were intruded. The dikes have accesory. zircon, s phene, 
alluni t e , riebe<Jokite and chlorite. Minor pyrite is 
\ 
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djssemina te d thro ughout a nd locally o ccurs i n 
mic ro- ve inlets. 
The most c ommon t ype of compos ite i ntrus ive in the 
Byers Brook Formation is simpl y a peralkal i ne or 
metaluminous rhyolite dike wi t h diabas ic marg i n s . The 
contact between the rhyolitic core and diabasic margins is 
usually sharp, but some dikes have a transition z one wh i ch 
is 3-10 em wide. Inclusions of diabase are c om on in the 
rhyolitic portion of these dikes. Smaller i nclusions are 
either drop-shaped or angular, but with onl y a drill core 
intersection it is difficult to distinguish between 
xenoliths and magmatic enclaves. The oblate shapes of some 
inclusions suggests that both are present. 
The other types of composite dikes present in the 
DF-zone are dikes with mafic margins which either grade 
into or are in sharp contact with an intermediate core 
(Plate 13). The gradational zone when present, ranges from 
5 to 10 em wide. Depending on the dike, the core may have 
a diabasic-textured groundmass with quart z and K-feldspar 
interstitial to the plagioclase laths, o r the dike core may 
be basaltic wi th abundant K-feldspar phenocrysts and only 
minor quartz in the groundmass. Others are more siliceous, 




s iOc. The cores of the dikes ure commonly altered t o 1\ rrd 
brown colour, the margins ·are dark ~ree.n to black ~tnd 
chloritized. Banding and stretchrd globul~-likc sU:uc tun•s 
similar to those observed in the margins of composite dike s 










GeochemistrY and Alteration 
.· 
3.1 Introduction 
The analyses used in this study are of samples of 
diamond drill core and outcrops taken over the span o£ the 
Cobequid exploration program of Gulf Minerals Canada Ltd. 
~ 
A total of 459 rock samples from the project area were 
~plit for thin sectio~ . and analysis. A discussion ' of 
""" analytical and sampling techniques is included in Appendix 
2 and sample locations are tabulated in Appendix 3. 
\ , . 
Geochemical analysis are compiled in Appendix 4. All 
analyses were done by X-Ray Assay Laboratories, Ontario. 
3. 2 Summary 
' 
Th~ Byers Brook Formation is a bimodal suit~ (with 
respect to SiO ) divisible into rhyolitic and basaltic 
2 
compositions. The exceptiods to this are a volumetrically 
small suite 'of GOmposi te. dike\ in which magma lli~ing has 
re s ulted in dacitic compositions. Bulk rock compositions 
.. of some tuff.s and ignimbrites are dacitic because of high 
• 
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proportions of mafic lithic fra~ments. Some felsic rocks 
are deplet~d in Si02 as a result of hydrothermal 
I 
alteration. The volcanic rocks of th~ Byers Brook 
Formation have been subject to varying de~rN's of a lkali 
metasomatism. The Hart Lake· Granite and late rhyoli tP a nd 
.. 
composite dikes were ~ot as st!ongly affected by this 
metaso_matism, suggesting that it was a late but not the 
last magmRtic event. Poss,bly th~ mobilization of alkalis 
coincided with the emplacement of the late rhyo lite dikes . 
• 
The granophyric margin of the granite shows the same 
metasomatic effects as the extrusive r~yolites, althou~h 
I fine grained granite just 20m away is unaffected so i t j g 
probable thBt the alkali metasomatism was caused by l ate 
magmatic fluids from the crystallizing ~ranite. 
The felsic rocks of the Byers Brook Formation are 
metaluminous, except for the high-Zr rhyolite ·and composi te 
dikes which are peralkaline, su~qesting that an alkaline 
phase was developed in the apical re~ions of the~gmn 
chambe r represented by the metaluminous Hart Lake GrAn i t~. ,. 
-~ .. 
.J. 
3. 3 A.lt~r~.t.to.n 
GC'och£>micnl c lttssification of vol c: J.llli <: <U1d igneous 
rocks can be employed to in~cate te~tonic environments in 
"· 
which the rocks formed (e.g., Pearce and Cann, 191 :l; F! n yd 
and Winchester, 1975; Miyashiro, 1975; Winchester and 
Floyd, 1977; Bailey, 1981). To ensure the effectiveness of 
~eochemical .. discrimination an assessment of tha alteration 
'i' 
is necessary. 
·The most widespr('aci alteration affecting t.he Byers 
' c~ 
Brook Formation is alkali metasomatism. The analyses of all 
rock types have been plotted on the IRneous spPc trum 
dia~ram (Fig. 11, from Hughes. 1972). Points which plot 
o•1tside the i~neous ·spectrum field have been 
metnsomatically altered with a resultant gain in either 
sodium or potas~ium. Hughrs ( 1972) c ontends that 
combin~tions of metasomatic affects can cause points to 
plot incorrectly inside"the i~neou~ spectrum field nnd th Qt 
if a large proportion of analyses plot outside the field 
e_en it should be considered that all rocks of t.he suit.e 
have been somewhat affected by metasomatism. 
Figures 11a- c show that the felsic rocks of the 
Byers Brook Formation have undPtgone strong and pe r~a s ive 
Most felsic extrusive rock~ plot to t.hP 
. I 
' 
Figure 11: Igneous spectrura dial(rams for the 
volcanic rocks of the Byers Brook Formation 
(after Hughes, 1972). Symbola for the J-zone, 
Dl.-zone and llF- zone are: 
Ash flows and tufts -







Symbols for the granite and High-Zr dikes are: 
£i ran i t . e - X 
High-Zr rhyolite dike - • 
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right of the igneous s p~trum except. for a zone of stronl( 
' Na-metasomatis!ll which affected some -of the ignimbrit.Ps o f 
the J-zone and small zones within the the OF-zone 
ignimbrites. The Hart Lake granite and th e hi~h-Zr 
;~fcomposi te and rhyolite dikes plot ins ide the i gn t'ous 
spectrum boupdary. The granophyric margin of t he gran i t~ . 
pl o t s outside the igneous spectrum, suggesting that. the 
alteration WRS caused by hydrothermal fluids which were i n 
circulation prior to the c rystalliza ti o n of Lh e ~ain 
granite mass and the emplacement of th e hi~h-Zr dikes . 
Plate 16 shows the varia~ion in degree of K-met.asom~ t i s m 
~anging f~bm a relatively unaltered 7i~h-Zr rh~o l ite d i ke 
to strongl y al t er e d rhyolit e fl o w with a s t. ron~ly sP r i rit i r· 
groundmas s to the most highly altered e nd-member in wh i ch 
the rock is complPtely c onverted to potassium feldspttr· . 
These rocks which have bePn compl e t e ly al~ered to 
K-fe ldspar commonly maintain their prima ry v o l c ani c 
textures. Table 4 lists the whole-roc k anal y s e s Df t h P 
s ampl e s in Plates 16 and analy~is of or t ho cll\!'\ e f rom I>P f' f ' 
~-Lll ·, ( 1978) and clearly shows the progress i on of 1\ 
en ri c hm0 n t fr o m a r o c k ·whi c h i s typically rhyoli t i c to o nt• 
whi c h ha s a compo s it i o n correspondin~ t o K-f e ldspa r . 
• 
Plate 16 (a-d): Photomicrographs of rhyo 1 i tes from 
the Byers Brook Formation which ha ve 
been affected by alk~li metasqmatism. 
a) Moderate K-metasomatism of a 
spherulitic rhyolite flow. The 
spherul i tic texture is preserved b1 1 ;:. the 
rock .has abundant sericite devel o pe d 
throughout the groundmass. 
bl Stron~ K-metasomatism has resulted 
in the development of a rock comprisin~ 
al~ost _ entirely very f ine . irregul a r 
K-feldspar crystals, with minor c hlori te 
al\d epidote and rare· zircons the onl y 
othe~ minerals preserved in the 
groundmass of the rock. 
c) Relatively unalte r ed rhyolit e dike 
comprising quartz, K~feldspar and 
pla~ioclase, with ~ ~ell preserve d ~ 
spheruliti c textur~. 
d) Stron~ Na-metasomatism ~nd mod ~ rnt e 
silicificatioh charac t~ ri ze d b y a roc k 
comprising very fine, irre~ular al~ite 
crystals _and slightly larger quartz 







Table 4: Analysis of samples characterizing various 
stages of alkali metas omatism, from unaltered to 
strongly altered. Analyses correspond to s amples in 
Plate 16. Analyses of orthoclase and albitite are 
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*An alysis of orthoclase from Deer et. al. (1971) p. 
300. 
**Analysis of albitite from Strong, (1982). 
a - Sample # R1286 
b - Sample # R1251 
c Sample # R1271 








Sodium enrichment is not nP ;tr· I v as · .. 11 dPspr e ad as "' 
e>nrichm(!nt. ·· Albit.ization is t.Jesl o bser·vpd i.n ~-tn t rr · c!:~ular 
halo surroundin~ mineralization in t.h•' t~nimbrlle s o f the 
J-zone and in srnallt>r zones in the UF-zone ignimbrite s . 
. 
Strongly ali.Jitized rhyolite is compared with potass ic 
t.dtPred and uru:dtered rhyolite in Plate lti. ln the 
['elati.vely unaltered rocks p['imary features suc h as 
spherulites and flattened pumice are abundtint 1lnd t.hf'rP rtf'(' 
numerous <4Uartz veinlets, whereas in the altered rocks only 
<. 
rare Se['icitized K-feldspar pheno c rysts and clots ot' 
epidote and iron oxide are preserved. Very n~rrow cal c ite 
VPinl~ts and rare fluorite veinlet.s fill fra c l.ur·es tn t. h Pse 
rnt:- ks, prima.ry volcani c textures are completely destroyed 
ttnd the groundl)lass comprises very fine ~rained tillhPti nd 
•1\lbite crystals with trace accessory z .ir c ons such that the . 
ori.!o(inaily rhyolitic rock has been ffi(•la!::iomati cH!ly altered 
to albitite. 
All rocks in the area, but partic4larily the 
felsic ones, ~re strongly microfractured and alkali 
f>nrichment is highest adJA.C~nt to the frn c ture~ a nd iu 
" 
stron~SlY brecciated fault zones, s ugges tin~ that 
mt>tasomatism WllS fracture controlled. Plate 17 sho ~o.• s 
finel .y fractured rhyolite from the OF-zone. Fractures are 




Plate 17: Outcrop of porphyritic rhyolite flow. 
The weathering shows the strongly 
fractur~d nature typical of the rocks of 
the Byers Brook Formation. The 
bleaching adjacent to the fractures 
marks an alteration selvage of more 
intense K-metasomatism, indicating that 
these fractures acted as channel-ways 
for the fluids responsible for the 
pervasive alkali metasomatism. 
" ' 
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rhyoll te' in an otherwise moderate 1 y K-me tasomati zed rock. 
There is approximately an inverse relation between 
K and Na in the moderately altered rocks-sugge"sting that 
Na-K exchange was the metasomatic replacement process 
active up to a point !Fig. 12). In the most altered . rocks, 
however, there is an overall increase in Na+K whether the 
rocks were K-metasoma. t i zed or Na-metasorna t ised. These 
rocks (with <14% Al203) are responsible for the ~trong 
negative slope seen in the Al203 versus S i02 plot (Fig. 13) 
suggesting a net increase of Al a,nd los·s of Si to 
accomoda.te continued production ot' hydrothermal feldspars. 
Sec~ndary minerals occur in variable amounts 
throug~~e~ rhyolite flows and pyroclastic rocks. These 
i ncl~e epidote, quartz, chlorite, calcite and rarely 
fluorite as very fine clots or micro-veinlets and range 
from trace amounts to approximately 5X of the rock. Free 
quartz occurs in most felsic rock.s other than those which 
have been subject to the most extreme alkali metasomatism. 
Q4artz phenocrysts are common but quartz in veinlets and 
filling cavities suggests that silicifica.tion is 
responsible for the Si02' whole-rock values which are 
commonly oveo 77%. There is a zone of ignimbrites directly 
' 
overlying the main dome/flow complex in the DF-z..re which 
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Figure 12: Plot of K20 versus Na20 for rhyolite 
f l ows and ash flows of the Byers Bro o k 
Formation. The strong negative slope 
indicates that Na - K exchange was a dominan t 




abundant quartz microveinlPts and a vPry quartz r1ch 
~roundruas~ which locally appears cherty. Epidote, <' hlorile 
and calcite are notably more concentrated near lwithin 
approximatel'y 0'.5m) of diabase dikes 11nd in strongly 
brecciated zones. In the~e zones strong chlorite and 
epidote alteration of the rhyolitic groundmass occurs and 
the rock may contain up to 20% of these minerals. 
The rhyolJtic rocks are green or red, depending on 
the oxidntion state of iron, which appears to have been 
partly controlled by ~ether the rock was deposited 111 
water, as denoted by the bedding characteristics of the 
oil 
interbedded tuffs. In the zon~ which is dominated by ~recn 
flows and ignimbrites there are extensive zdnes of iron 
oxidation in the groundmass and hematite altered selvages 
up to 5 mm wide c~mmonly occur adjacent to fractures and 
vein lets. The fractures are commonly filled by quartz, 
epidote, calcite and rarely fluorite, 
The high-Zr composite and rhyolite dikes and the 
~ranite are relatively unaltered. Microscopic epidote, 
quartz, calcite and fluorite veinlets fill fractures in 
these rocks. Locally epidote veins are a bundant enough to 
have a significant influence on the whole-rock geoch e mistry 
of the high-Zr dikes. The granophyric margin of the 




fin~ grained, irregularly shaped K-feldspar crystals with 
minor quartz and chlorite and trace zircon, sphene, 
allanite and opaques. 
The basalt flows and diabase dikes are variably 
altered, ranging_from minor chloritization of pyroxene to 
complete chloritization of the mafic mineral* and strong 
sausse~itization of the plagioclase. Amphibole occurs in 
many mafic dikes and flows but is usually partially 
replaced by chlorite. The amphibole most commonly occurs 
as discrete crystals inte~stitial to the plagiocla~e lathes 
. but locally replaces pyroxene. The least alter~~ mafic 
rocks are dikes which may have been intruded late in the 
magmatic history of the Byers Brook Formation. Increasing 
alteration corresponds to an increase in fr~cturing and 
density of veinlets. 
Chlorite, epidot~ and calcite veinlets are the 
most common secondary minerals, and with a t'ew exceptions 
. . ~~ 
quartz and fluorite veins are rare in the mafic rocks. 
Sphene is a common accessory mineral in the basalts, and 
opaques comprise 3-5~ of the mafic rock composition . 
Microscopic vesicles are common in the basalts and diabase 
dikes. These may rarely constitute up to 1~ of the rock 
volume but usually much less1 The vesicles are most 
commonly filled with chlorite and/or epidote. 
' 
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Keppie ( 1979) indica'tes that the Fountain Lake 
Group was metamorphosed to ~ub-greenschist facies. The 
presence of pumpellyite and prehnite in tht basalt flows 
and diabase dikes near the Byers Brook/Diamond Brook 
Formation contact suggest the rocks were metamorphosed to 
pumpellyite-prehnite f~cies as defined by Winkler (1979). 
Prehnite and pumpellyite are not preserved in the Byers 
Hrook Formation in the J-zone, OF-zone or the DL-zone, 2-3 
· Km stratigraphically lower than the rocks at the Byers 
Brook/Diamond Brook Formation contact. This de~per b~ial 
may be responsible ~or a slight increase in metamorphic 
grade. Probably more significant, however, the 
stratigraphically lower rocks are closer to the Hart 
' Lake/Byers Lake Granite contact where temperatures were 
elevated and hydrothermal alteration is pervasive. 
In summary, the volcanic rocks of the Byers Brook 
Formation have been subjected to varying degrees of 
hydrothermal al~ration which strongly influences the whole 
roc~ analyses of these rocks. · This chemical alteration 
complicates geochemical discrimination of the rocks 
especially in diagrams which are based on mobile elements 










Abundance of th-:; major oxides and jrace tdemenll:l 
are plotted against Si02 in Figure 13. The ~~0~hemical 
data are presented for each of th~ J-Zone, Of-Zone and 
DL-ione described in Chapter 2. The primary reasons for 
this division are to illustrate difference\ bet.wePn the 
three zones and th~t the very large data base tends to 
become illegible'when all analysis are plotted on a single 
diagram. The diagrams show1a distinctly bimodal suite with 
, 
respect to silica for all three zones. The mafic rocks 
' 
consistently contain 45-51X Si02 and the felsic rocks 
I 
consistently contain 65-80X Si02. Affectl:i of hydrothe~mal 
alteration, especially alkali metasomat1sm and 
silicification contribute signifl\cantly to the wide range 
of major elements in rocks of presumed similar primary 
composition. The .widest relative s catter in the Harker 
' ·• 
Diagrams is in the pyroclastic rocks, especially of the 
DF-zone in which there has been contRmination bj m~fic 
<:" 
material coupled with strong and pervasive alteration. 
Much of the mafic mat~rial responsible for the 
contamination in the tuffs is very fine grained and cannot 
be avoided during sampling. All rock types ~how ~ wid~ 
Figu.re . 13: Harker variation dia).:{rams for the 
extrusive rocks and the diabase dikes oe the 
Hyers Brook Formation. The symbols 
represent: 
0 - ash flows and tuffs 
* - rhyolite flows 
+ - basalt flows 
X - diabase dikes 
Graduations on axis with major oxides are in 
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ran~e 'of Al203, ranging from 
the f~slc rocks and 11.5 to 
flows. • 
' appi-~a;m•tely 1.5 to t7X in 
17~ or the mafic dike~ and 
In general the rocks of t.h~ Bye r~ Hruflk Formation 
s .how a general" increase in Al203, Ti02, FeOt l total Fe as 
~eO), MnO, MgO, CaO, P205, \or, Sr, Co and Ni with 
decreasing Si02 and a general decrease in Cr203, U and Th 
with decreasing Si02 (Fig. 13). NH20 and K20 show littlP 
relation to Si02, except where values of Na20 or K20 arP 
greater than approximately 7~, in which case sa~pl~s show 
a rela't:iy} decrease in Si02 with increasin~ alkalis. This 
erratic distribution reflects the strong alkali 
metasomatism which has affected these rocks. Zr is 
generally more ~ncentrated in the felsic rocks relative to 
the mafic rocks. " There is a strong cluster of point~ fr o m 
the rhyolite flows at appro~i~ately 200 ppm Zr but there i~ 
a wide range of Zr values in th e pyroclastic rocks from 
~ 
approxima,tely 100-1175 ppm. F is generally higher in t.he 
,.,. 
mafic rocks except where felsic rocks contain veinlets of 
fluorite. Ba shows a negative correl~on with SiO'f" in t.ht> 
felsic rocks but is independant of Si02 in the mafic roc k~ 
(based on limited data). There is a general positive 
correlation between Rb and increasing Si02 but there is a 
wide range of Rb values in the felsic . rocks. Sb is alHo 
( ~._, 
-127-
h i Jo( h 1 y .., u r jab 1 e u u t t hI! r e i s a we <1 k neg a t i v e cor r e la t ion 
~o~ith Si02. Bi varies independantly of Si02. 
The high-Zr dikes and ~ample~ from the granite are 
plotted on Harker Variation Diagrams (Fig. 14) usin~ the 
• 
same vertical .and horizontal scales~~ were used toZ 
dPscribe the previous dita. The data for these ~ocks are 
rPlatively tightly clustered when compared to the extrusive 
felsic rocks, refle~ting a general lack of alterati6n. 
In the high-Zr composite and rhyolite dikes the re 
~sa strong negative correlation bet~o~een Si02 and Al203, 
Ti02, ~eOt, MnO, Na20, P205 and LOI. CaO also shows a 
,.., 
negative correlation with Si02 with some scatter in the 
rhyolite dikes caused by zones of abundant epidote 
veinlets. Na20 and K20 show some variability, Indicating 
that there was some mobilization of alkalis in these 
rocks. K20 shows a very weak positive correlation with 
Si02. MgO does not vary significantly with Si02. The 
• 
ma)or ele~ents trend toward the compositions of the leas t 
altered diabase samples, suggesting this trend may be a 
mixing line. 
\ 
Figure 14: Harker variation dia~rams for the 
~ranite and high-Zr dike sample~. The 
symbols in _the diagrams are as follows: 
X - granite 
) 
* - high-Zr rhyolite dikes 
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3.5.1 Agpaiit~ Index 
Granites and rhyolites and related rocks are 
commonly separated int<l __ three groups' by molar proportions 
-of thP. major oxides Al203, Na20, 1\20 and CaO ( !:ihand, 1951) : .-
_.,....  __ 
peraluminous: Al203 ;> Na20 + K20 t CaO 
metaluminous: Na20 + K20 < ;\1203 <. Na20 + 1\20 + 
,. 
CaO 
peralkal ine: Al203 < Na~U t K2U. 
Figure 15 shows plots of the molec ular proportions 
~ ," 
of Al203 versus total alk11lis. The a·~pa i it_ i (' inde x 
· suggests that the Byers Brook Format-ion And thP. Hart 
Lake/Byers Lakeo~Granite are metaluminouR, with thf" 
except ion of the h i.gh Zr rhyolite dikes ...,hi ch R.re 
metaluminous to mar'(inally peralkaline. The v Ftlid ity o f 
using any c lassification based on alkali content for thP 
'-'1 
Byers Brook ForMtion is questionable com~iderin~ t.hf' 
strong alkali metasomatis,. which has affected the vol can ic: 
rocks. However alkali exc hange W.<lS the major p roc.;esH 
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Figure 15: Molecular proportions of Al203 
plotted against total alkalis. Th~ diagrams 
indicate that the rocks of the Byers Brook 
Formation are metaluminous except the high- Zr 
dikes which are slightly more alkaline. The 
symbols on the diagram labeled high-Zr dikes 
represent: 
* - high-Zr rhyolite dike 
0 - h i gh-Zr composite dike 
The symbols on the diagram labeled rhyolite 
flows, pyroclastics represent: 
* rhyolite flows 
0 - rhyolite pyroclastic rocks 
-140-
extreme. In the most strongly a~tered rocks where there is 
an increase in total alkalis there is a corresponding 
increase in net Al203 and as Figure 15 shows the total 
alkalis and Al203 vary approximately proportionately with a 
consistent molar ratio which . is close to 1. Samples from 
the granite and the high Zr composite 8nP rhyolite dikea 
w~re not strongly affected by alkali metasomatism an4 
.. 
. . 
agpaiitic indices should be reliable for these rocka. 
' 
Samples which show a very sharp inc~ease in total alkalis 
with the addition of CaO generally have secondary Ca in 
calcite, epidote or fluorite. · The agpaiitic index for th~ 
rhyolites of the Byers B.rook Formation suggests the 
presence of two di~tlnct suites. The dominant suite, 
represented by the rhyolite flows and ignimbrites is 
metaluminous and a minor suite, represented by the high-Zr 
dikes is peralkaline. The high-Zr dikes are characterized 
by the appearance of acmite in the CIPW norm. Acmite does 
not appear in the normative mineralogy of the . metaluminous 
suite. 
3 . 5~2 Alkaline vs Subalkaline ( 
The Byers Brook Format io.n rocks are plot ted on the 
Si02 versus Na20 + K20 (Fig. 16) of Irvine and Baragar 
Fi~ure 16: The rhyolite flows, py r oc ln s ti c roc ks 
and the high-Zr rhyolite and compo ~ i 1.0 dikes all 
plot in the subalkal ine field, al thou~h the 
hi~h-Zr dikes plot substantially closer to the 
boundary than ~he rhyolite flows and 
pyroclastics. The basalt flows and diabase dik e s 
plot on the alkaline - subalkaline boundar y . The 
solid boundary is from Irvine and Bara~ar, (1~72) 
and the dashed boundary is from MacDonald, 
(1968). The symbols on the diagram labeled 
High-Zr dikes represent: 
* - High-Zr rhyolite dikes 
0 - High-Zr composite dikes 
The symbols on the dia~ram labeled rhyolite 
flows, pyroclastics represent: 
* - Rhyolite flows 
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(J87:n and MacVcinl:lld (1~6H). . / lh~ mafic rocks plot 
dominantly 1n th~ alkali basalt field of MacDona l d but 
-" ~traddle the alkaline/subalkaltne boundary o f Irv ine and 
Baragar. The rhyolite flows and ignimbrit e s plot' i n the 
s utlalkaline field. The questionable va l idity of magma t i c 
c l assifica~ion dependant on alkalis in an are a af f ec t ed b y 
alkali metasomatism much reduces the valu e _,of the s e 
diagrams. 
A number of authors ( Cann, 1 ~ 70; Pearce and 
Cann, 1973; Floyd and Winchester, 1975 and 1978; Wi n c h es t e r 
and Floyd, 1977; Miyashiro, 197-5a and b, 1977; etc . l h a ve 
devised classifications based on element s which are 
rela~ively immobile during alteration and are there f ore 
more reliable for chara c teri z ing magmas than the high ly 
mob1Je alkalis. The d a t a us e d in this stud y are from an 
exploration program and many of the immobile elements 
require d for these classifi c ations were not routine ly 
analyzed. Only plots us i ng Ti02, P 205 , Zr and S r c an b e 
derived from this data s et. 
The Zr/Ti02 versus S i 02 di ag ram ( F ig. 17) from 
Winchestet and Flo_yd (1977) s hows 'th f' basalt ic roc k s of t he 
Byers Brook Formation p l ott i ng acros s the 

















Figure 17: Diagram of Si02 plotted a~3inst 
Zr/Ti02 (from Floyd and Winchester, l97HI. The 
diagram shows the rhyolite flows, pyroclastic 
rocks and granite all plot in the rhyolite field 
with scatter, especially in the pyroclastic rocks 
caused by alteration and locally an abundance of 
mafic material. · The high-Zr dikes clearly plot 
as pantellerite or comrnendite. The diabase dikes 
and basalt flows wlot across the alkaline, 
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felsic rocks includi~g the Hart Lake/8yers Lake granit~ 
plot' dominantly in the rhyolite and c · hyodacit~ field, but 
near, and with minor pverlap into the comendJte, 
pantellerite field. Erratic points are from the 
pyroclastic rocks which have been alte\ed and/or contain 
high amounts of mafic material. The h~~-Zr rhyolJte Rnd 
composite dikes plot well into the comendite, pantellerit~ 
field. 
This plot indicates clearly that the high-Zr dikes 
are geochemically distinct from the rhyolite flows and 
pyroclastic rocks. 
In considering a petrogenetic model for the Hyers 
Brook Formation in the Wentworth area a number of 
observations must be considered: ( 1 i a comagma t ic sui I. e of 
basalt, metaluminous granite and rhyol1te and pe r alkaline 
rhyolite and dacite; (2) emplacement in an anorogen~c, 
extensional tectonic regime; (3) along with hi~her 
agpaiitic indices, the peralkaline rocks have markedly 
higher Zr; (4) secondary riebeckite in the peralkaline 
rocks, reflecting deuteric-metasomatism by magmati c aJJy 
de.r i ved flu ids (Taylor ~~J_._ 1980, Strong and Taylor, 
1984; Strong and Coyle, 1988; Garson~~ · al., 1~84). 
Th e !-;e 
observations are applicable to most peralkaline complexps 
(Taylor e t. al. J 980 j. -
-I ·II-
!t has been suggested th~l peralkal1ne ·rocks are 
genetically linked to car~on~te-rich flutds whi c h have. 
acsel\ded along deeply penetratiniS fr·actures ( Stron~ and 
Coyle, l9~tl; Garson et: a1. 19H4) . • In the ~entworth map 
area the Rockland Hrook Fault is the most likely cond u i t . 
A petrogenetic model with ~eneral application, 
which reconciles all of the above observations has been 
derived by Taylor et; ._a _l___,_ ( 1980), for the Topsails igneous 
com~lex. The model is sim1l~r to that proposed by Hildreth 
" (lY79) for the Bishop Tuff in California, where a zoned 
magma chamber was developed by thermogravitational 
diffusion. This diffusion was promoted by thermal input 
from basaltic magma rising from the mantle. The density 
contrast and thickness of th~ granitic magma would resi3l 
penetration by the intruding basaltic magma, resulting 1n 
b~~alt being only a minor phase in the ~olcanic pile or 
occurring only pe~ipheral to the main grani~e body. Ta y lor 
et. al. (1980) suggested that basaltic magmas in 
cont inpntal rift e nvironments tend to be alkalic and 
C02-rich, and that volatiles escaping from these basalts 
would also be expec ted to be alkalic. Taylor e t. al . 
(1981) and Strong and Taylor (1984) indicate that t he 
\ 
nnomalous con~ration of such e l e me nts as Zr in 
peralkaline rocks requires the evolution ~f an 
/ -148-
.> 
alkali-enriched fluid. The model invokes fusion processes 
to cause the development of an alkali phage in the apical' 
region of the magma ch~mber, as a result of concentration 
of alkalic volatiles from mantle derived basaltic magma. 
Incompatible elements such as Zr are partitioned into th~s 
alkali phase, especially if it is C02- and F-rich. The 
development of peralkaline rocks can either be magmatic or 
metasomatic, depending on the stage of cooling and the 
extent to which the fluids have reacted with the granitic 
melt (Taylor et. al. 1980). The development of this alkali 
phase may have been an important fa c tor in the pe~vasive, 
str~ng alkali metasomatism, and the subsequent 
concentration of uranium mineralization in the Byers Brook 
Formation. 
A second possible genesis is that t he Byers Brook 
"1 
Formation was derived from two magma sources. The rh yolite 
flows and ignimbrites from a metaluminous sourc e and the 
!".': 
high-Zr rhyolite dikes from a peralkaline source, such as 
the model suggested by Christiansen et . al. ( 1980) for the 
petrogenesis of topaz rhyolites and associated peralkal i ne 









4 . 1 Introduction 
Numerous radioactive occurrences have been 
discovered in the rocks of the Byers Brook Formation. When 
exploration ended in 1981 the showings in tlie ·oF-zone and 
the J-zone were the most significant and only tor these a re j 
Q 
there sut'ficient data to be-discussed in detail. 
Uranl.um Olineralization in the Byers Brook 
Format ion occurs almost excl us i vel y in the felsic volcanic 
rocks, except for minor concentrations in fractures or 
along bedding laminae in the siltstones of the DF-zone and 
sooty pitchblende along late fractures in the Hart Lake 
~~ 
Granite. The rocks of the Byers Brooif Formation are host 
to numerous, .small, · polymetallic showings, including a 
''concentration of rare earth elements (REEl + Th + Sn + W i n 
the granophyric contact rocks of the Hart Lake/Byers Lake 
Granite in diamond ,!!rill hole DL-16 _. Thin massive sulfide' 
beds ( 1 - 10 em) occur in the lacustrine silts t ones o f both 
the OF-zone and J - zone a nd c opper sulfides + s i 1 ver are 
,J 
-l5U-
c onc entrated in a !!iilicified bre~:c.:iat.f'd z o ne with i n t .he 
s i 1 t stones . 
.... 
4.2 OF-zone Uranium Minerti-·1i:.:ation 
The OF-zone rhyoli le f 1 ows host the mo g t. 
significant mineralization discovered on the went.wo r·t h 
prospect.• The zone became th£t target ot' extensive dri llin .~ 
ttfter a la.rge concentration oJ mineralized boulders was 
discovered by prospectors. Numerous s mall showings have 
been revealed by tren c hing but the most e_xtl(9sive . uranium 
minerali zation 'was intersected by diamond drill h o lt•s in 
the east and west OF-zone. All· _occurrences are in 
brecciat e d .and stron~ly fractured 
... rhyolite flows whe r e 
urani4m mineralization occurs surrounding brec c i a 
fr ag!J!ent.s, as disseminations and veinle t s. Fault brec cia 
is the most common host for uranium minerali zation but 
weakly mineralized gas breccias have bet>n observed i n 
f 
massive rhyolite and lithophysa.e-rich zones. All 
mineralized zones a _rP strongly hematite altere d · t o a 
brick-red colour. T he principal · ore mineral ha s bt> e n 
ide ntified in polished thin sec tion as pitch.blende . 
The two largest uranium occurrenc es were 
.int e r sec t e d by d i amond drill holes DF-27, 32, 34 a nd DF -13, 
15, 4 in the eastern and western OF-zone respect ive ly 
(Appe ndix 1) • 
- l 5 I-
l. ~. 1 !i_~s t 1JF-z0ne Show !_n_g 
ln lhe eastern OF -:~:o ne occu rr·Pn<.:«' , diamo nd drill 
hole lJF-3~ intersected a ::w m zone which gt·ades at 4 lb/t 
u 0 . 
3 H 
Figure IH shows a cross-sec tion of the 
mineralized zone as indicated oy diamond drillin~ . The 
or·iginal 20m intersection resulted from drilling down the 
dip of a narrow (approx . m thick) structure. The host 
rock is massive or lithophysae-rich rhyolite of the main 
dome flow complex. Lithophysae in the mineralized zone are 
~enerally small and best observed with a microscope but are 
locally up to·l.5 em in diameter. The mineralization i s 
silvery metallic grey and tarnishes to dull metalli c grey 
'(Pl~:tte 18). The pitchblende mineraliz~:ttion occurti i n vei ns 
and as f i 11 ing in 1 i thophyyae. 
..-' 
Veins ran~e f rpm 
microscopic to ·approximate ly 2 e m in wide. In the 
mineralized zone there is a very high density of vein l ets 
( 2 - 5 . per mm ) . L o c a 1-1 y s 1 i c kens ides occur on the .. 
pitchblende in fractures .. 
The uranium mineralization is accompanied by strong 
.hematite, sericite and K- feldspar alteration of the 
rhyolitic groundmass. Veins· in which sericite and 
K-feldspar -:oexist are common and locally garnet and 
epido te o ccur in veinlets (Plate 19). In thin section, 
hecati te alteration is markedly stronger direct ly adjacen t 
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t 7) Rhyolite flows, flow banded or massive, 
commonly with spherulites and lithophysae 
(7b) Porphyritic rhyolite, > 25 Ofo phenocrysts 
Rhyoli le ash flows and tuffs 
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Vert ical lonQitudino l projection o f the east OF-zone 
uranium · occurrence I ~clion looklnq we sf J. 
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Plate 18: Drill core samples of brecciated 
rhyolite from DDH DF-32, with dull 
met~llic grey to black pitchblende 
mineralization. 
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Plate 19: Photomicrograph of a min eralized 
sample from the east DF-zone uranium 
occurrence, showing a vein where epidote 
and garnet are in equilibrium. 
-I 5 ti-
t o p i t c h b l end e v e i n l e t s b u t l h 1 s i s n n t. ;1 p p :1 r- ,-. n t t n hand 
Spt't:lm~ll. 
Secondary m1 neruls in veins and lt thophy~ae in t.ht' 
minerulized zone include pitchblende, seri c ite, K-fe l ds~ar, 
epidote, chlortte, fluorite, garnet, molybdenum a11d trace 
~ir r: on, allanite, apatite, chalcopyrite and galena. 
Pitchbl-ende commonly is the sole component in v c inle ts in 
whi c h it occurs but locally pitchblende v eins are lined by 
molybdenum and conta1n minor fluorite, epidote, 
c halcopyrite and galena. There is a c onspicuous abs e n c e of 
calcite veinlets in this showing. Chlorite veinlets arP 
abundant but are late in the paragenetic sequenc~, cutting 
all othe r vein type s . Plates 20-21 characteri ze the east 
OF-zone mineralization. 
The mineralized zone is c ut by a high- Zr 
rhyolite dike which is neither mineralized nor altered by 
the mine ralizing system. This plac es an impor·t a nt 
constraint on the timing of mineralizatron, sugges ting that 
the mineralization wa s approximate ly co-magmatic and that 
the minerali z ing system had been shut-down prior to the 




Plate 20: Photomicrograph of pit c lablt>ndt• in 
brecciated rhyolite, east u~-zone 
occurrence. 
Plate 21: Autoradiograph showin~ pitchblende 
occupying fractures surr-o11nd in~ · rhyo l i l c 





(n the west Dl'-zone stH)w in~, pitchlll~r11i~ U<.:l:UnJ tH; 
fine disseminations and m1cro-veinlets in t.he i!tJ'O ttndmtt.:.~s 
of rhyolitic cataclasite. The zone of fault bre, ·<.: ia t ion is 
approximately 2-5 111 wide and is best observed in diamond 
drill hole DF-13 (Fig. 19). The host rock grades from 
cataclasite into a strongly fractured, weakly mineralized 
zone in which pitchbl~nde occurs as microveinl~ts ir1 
spherulitic rhyolite. Calcite is the dcminant secondary 
mineral in the mineralized zone. Calcit. f;' veins ttrlo..i clots 
are abundant and occur throughout the groundmass of the 
mineralized zone. Some of the cal c ite clots ttpJ.l t> tu· to b• · 
caused by brecciation of pre-existing veinlets , suggesting 
that c al c ite is pre- to syn-tectonic as well as 
post-tectonic. The groundmass of the miner·aL ized zone and 
the surrounding r ocks are hematite altered. Chlorite clots 
p 
are ubiquitous throughout the 15r o undmHss but compr1se less 
than 1% of the rock. Trac e very fin e s ubhedru 1. to e uhedru 1 
pyrite as cubes or with hexagonal outlines are dl!:;seminated 
. 
throughout the mineral. ~ed zone and in fra c tures in the 
rocks adjac~nt to the fault breccia . Frac t ures Hdjuc ent t o 
the mineralized cataclasite are filled by quartz-chlorite 
a nd rare epidote - fluorite veins. The groundmass i~ locall y 
sphe r~lit ic but mos t c ommonly comprises very fine irregulkr 
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shaped quartz and feld;..w\r crystals. Poorly preserved flow 
layering is locally present. Although the whole rock 
analysis shows the rocks are K-enriched there is a notable 
absence of sericite in the rocks. Plates 22 and 23 
characterize the west OF-Zone uranium occurrence. 
The zone has been intruded by a diabase dike which 
is strongly fractured t .o brecciated, although not to the 
same degree as the host rhyolite. 
A relatively unaltered rhyolite dike with on1y 
c:> 
minor quartz vein.ing has also intruded the mineralized 
fault breccia. The dike has a strongly to completely 
apherulitic groundmass in ·which spherulites commonly · 
terminate into granophyric zones. The rhyolite dike 
1 
contains 3-5" combined plagioclase, K-feldspar and e_mbayed 
quartz phenocrysts which range from 0.5-1 mm in diameter. 
Trace minerals include rare, very fine grained zircons and 
allanites. The dike clearly postdates faulting, 
mineralization and alteration of the host rocks. 
The emplacement of the dike places a constraint on 
the timing of mineralization and alteration. The faulting 
of the host rhyolite was synchronous with the regional 
magmatic activity and may have been in response to the 
intrusion of the granite. The · fault zone would be ideal 
for focusing hydrother~al or magmatic fluids. 
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Plate 22: Photomicrograph of uranium in 
mineralized cataclasite, west DF-zone 
occurrence. 
Plate 23: West Of-zone mineralized cataclasite. 
The black mineral is pitchblende. 
-lti4-
4. 3 ~-=-~one Mineraliz.~tion 
The J-zone is host to numerous small u~anium Hnd 
base metal-silver occurrences. Figure 6 shows the 
distribution of uranium mineralization in Lhe J-zcne d ri l l 
core. The largest surface exposure of uranium 
mineralization in the J-zone is located at 6+00E, 1+50N o n 
the Wentworth grid, where trenching has exposed .025X 
U 0 over 7 m. A second occurrence is located at 
3 8 
20+00E, 5+005 where approximately 5 m of s~rongly fractured 
~nd mineralized ignimbrite are exposed in a trench. These 
showings occur near the ba.se of the first i pimbri te 
deposited above the conglomerate/siltstone marker horizon, 
-,~; r.eferred to in company reports as the J-ignimbrite. This 
unit is approximately 360 m thick and is overlain by 
laminated green to black tuff. The J-ignimbrite has higher 
background uranium than other ignimbrites in the area 12 1 
ppm for J-ignimbrite, 5-7 ppm for average ignimbrite). 
Significant uranium mineralization was intersected by 
J-zone drilling at the c ontact between the basea of the 
J-ignimbrite and an underlying rhyolite flow. The rhyolite 
flow is intercalated with the marker. conglomerate\ 
s i 1 tstone . 
-lti5-
Urani.um mineralization in the J-zone is hosted by 
rocks which have undergone two disttnct types of 
alteration. Although K-metasomatiied rocks are the most 
extensive, most mineralized rocks in the J-zone have been 
subject to strong albitization and locally the host rock is 
completely altered to albitite. The massive, aphanitic 
,, ~lbitites are composed of very fine, lrregularly shaped 
albite crystals. These rocks are commonly, only weakly 
fractured w)th small, discontinuous calcite veins. Uranium 
occurs in fractures or as disseminations in the massive, 
albitized rhyolites, or ress commonly in strongly fractured 
or brecciated zones. Albitized rhyolite does not always 
contain urani~<'11 mineralization. 
-·· 
Pitchblende is locally hosted by rocks which have 
' 
undergone similar alteration to the OF-zone occurrences in 
that they have undergone ~trong K-metasomatism. Uranium 
mineralization associated with K-metasomatism in the J-zone 
occurs in fracture zones, usually adjacent to mineralized 
a 1 b i t i.t e s • 
The areas of Na and K "met~somatism are erratically 
distribut~d in the J-zone, however K-metasomatized fracture 
; __ _ ... ; 
zones commonly cross-cut the albitized rocks implying that 
K-metasowatiam post-dated Na~metasomatism. Variation from 
albitite to stron~ly K-metasomatized rhyolite occurs very 
t 
-166-
sharply, commonly over 1~cm or less with the K alteration 
restricted to fracture zon~s and a narrow selvage. In hand 
speciman the alteration types are very similar in 
appearance, hence mapping of alteration is very difficult. 
Both types are characterized by an aphanitic, strongly 
hematite altered, massive rock which may or may not be 
porphyritic. 
In thin section the K-metasomatism commonly 
preserves part of the spherulitic texture of the 
groundmass, except where brecciation is intense. Strong 
albitization tends to destroy all primary and 
devitrification textures, except phenocrysts. 
4. 4 DL-zone REE Oc.currence 
Anomilous rare earth element concentrations a~e 
hosted by brecciated, granophyric granite which was 
intersected by drill hole DL-16. Up to 2500 ppm Ce and 
1350 ppm Dy with correspondingly elevated values for the 
\ 
' · 
remaining REEs are hosted by fluorite-calcite-zircon-sphene 
-allanite-albite veins (Fig. 20 and Plat~ 24). Anomalous 
Sn, W and Th are associated with the REE concentration. 













Chondrite normalized rare earth 
plot of anomalous ·samples from UDH 
Normalizing values are those by Evenson et al. 
Yb 
Plate 2~: Photomicrographs showin~ the complex 
~lneralogy associated with the rare t~~th element 
concentration in DOH Dl-16. S~mi-quantitave 
micro-probe analyses of minerals have detected 
measurable quantities of REE's in al~ani~e. 
zircon, sphene and fluorite along With sevrral 
uniden~ified minerals. 
a) Nb-Y mineral (REE) intergrown with zircon 
(2), albite (AI, apatite (P). Top frame is 5X 
the bottoa frame. 
b) • Zircon (ll, albite (A), calcium-iron 
silicate (C), Allan1te, zoned rim d1ffers from 
core and contains Yttrium (Y) 
c) Zir6on (2), sphene (S), unidentified Nb-Y 
mineral (Nb-Y). 
d) Allanite identified as U-Th silicate (U), 
alb:ite (A), spl')alerite (St, Ce-Ca mineral lCE) 
possibly yttrofluorite, Fe(Mg)-Al silicate (F~). 
e) Nb-Y mineral (Nl, Nb-U-TH silicate lX), Ca-Fe 
silicate with minor Ce+Nd (C), albite IAI, TH-U 
silicate (U), bright white speck is galena. 





IMble 5: Hare Parth Plement (HEEl analysts for 
samples of granophyric gr~nite, from UL~l6 alan~ 






































_'=_u .P.PJI! ___ !L[_P.E_!!L._ L' __ PP.!l! _ _ Th_.l?Pm 
49 370 ;;8 1 tl." 
200 tuoo 58 600 
38 520 39 250 









All elements were analyzed by 'neutron activation. 
Samples are from DOH DL-16 : C6877 66.1 -6 6.~m 
Cb878 66.4-ti6 . tim 
C6879 66 .6 - 6ti . Hm 
Cb8 80 66.~ -b i.Om 
.. 
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Analyses of the samples are compiled in Table 5. Altbough 
albite is a common component in the REE veins, ' the host 
granite has undergone moderate:to stron~ po~assi~ 
alteration. 
4.5 Geochemistry of Uranium O£currences 
Average analyses of the mineralized and adjacent 
unmineralized rhyolites are listed in Table 5. The East 
OF-zone occurrence shows a decrease in SiO , Na 0, HnO 
\ 2 2 
and CaO and a relative increas1 in Al Q , TiO , 
2 3 2 
K 0, MgO and an order of ~agnitude increase in P 0 
2 2 5 
relative to adjacent unmineralized rocks. There is also an 
increase in F, Cu, Zn, Mo, Rb, Zr, Ag, Pb and U associated 
with mineralizati~n. There is only a moderate increase in 
F in the actual mi~~lized zone but there is a 24 • 
section immediately adjacent, down drill core which is 
strongly enr!ched in F with values from 1800-6600 ppm. Sr 
rem-ins approximately the same and there is a slight 
decrease in Th in the mineralized rocks relat1ve to the 
un~ineralized· rocks. r 
In the west OF-zone showing there is a decrease i n 
SiO , K 0, F, Rb, Sr and Th and an increase in 
2 2 
Al 0 , Na 0, Cu, Zn, Zr, Ag, and U in the mineral i zed 
2 3 2 





Table 6: Average anal y s i s of mi neralized and 
adjacent unmineralized rhyolites from the 
Wentwort h Prospect, n = number of samples~ 
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In the J-zo,ne The mir.eralized albitit.es show a 
str. ¥ g decrease in SiO 1 and an increase in Al 0 1 
/ 2 ~ 3 
Ca0 1 M-gO, Na 0 1 FeO, TiO, P 0 U1 Th 1 Cu, Ag and 
2 2 2 5 
F- . in the mineralized :r"elative to the unmineralized 
albitized rhyolites. The concentration of K 0 remains 
. ,... 2 
constant. 
~ -
In the K-metasomatized rocks of the J-zone there 
are increases in Al 0 , K 0, FeO, U, Th, F and slight 
2 3 2 
dicreases in SiO , CaO, Na 0, Cu and Zn in the 
.e 2 
· mineralized ielative to the unmineralized rocks. .-
. ·~. 
4. 6 Discussion 
4.6.1 Alteration and - Mineralization 
There are two 4i~tinct types of alteration 
associated "'ith uranium mineralization in\ t--he J-zone, 
L 
al bi ti za tion and K-metasoma tism. Cross-cutting re.lations 
suggest . that albitization preceded K-metasomatism. 
' 
Na-metasomatized rocks are commonly associated 
with granite-related ore depos'i ts 1 such as hydrotherma_l 
uranium (Poty et al., 1974 1 Cuney 1978, Leroy,1978, White 
and Hartin, 1980) and· tin (Taylor 1979). 
Strong (1982) describes a progression from 
alaskitic granit.e to albitite, at the contact of the St. 







Newfoundland, in which the albit·ized rocks are 
mineralogicEllly and geochemically compar·nble to Lhe 
albitized rocks of.the J-zon~. ~t St. Lawrence ori~1nal-
quartz and K-feldspar have been partly to com~Letely 
replaced· by albite and calcite resulting in a net loss of K 
~ . 
.. 
a.nd a net gain of Na, Al. , Ca, and Si,.. Strong ( 1982) sh q,w~ 
that the appllrent desil ication,.. sug~ste~ by the ' \Jhole rock· 
.• . . 
analysis actually represents a net gain ·of sl which is 
masked by the dilution effects of the albite and calc,i te 
~ 
components. Unfart~nately a detailed ~nalysis of the 
alteration at the Wentworth prospect cannot be done be c ause 
the original composit'lon of the rocks is unknown. Hoc ks 
· ~ which are not albitites have'be~n affected b~ perva~tve 
J K-metasomatism. 
' 
The comparison with the St. Lawrence 
albitites is not meant to imply a rigorous correlation, 
however the klteration prodticts are sirikingl~ similar. 
"-Strong ( 1982) su·ggests that because there is a lack of 
hydrous and fluorous.alteration products ~ith1n the 
albitite zone the activ i t i es of H 0 and F 1n the alter i ~g 
2 
' (luids in this alteration zone were probably low . REE data 
... 
for the St. Lawrence rocks sugge st high CO activ1ty and 
2 
Strong suggests that the .. altering process is better 




- mt> t.asonra l ism. Fluorite is abundant .in 'certain aJ Lerat.ion 
zones in the St. Lawrence Granite. 
.. 
Rare fluorite veinlets and numer·ous smaJ I calcitP. • 
vein1e~s an4 very fine apatite crystals o~cur in the 
mi.{leralized J-zone albitites, ~ssibly sug~esti~g - a higher 
- ' activity ofF and P.associated with mineralization. The 
barren albiLit~s do not have fluorite veins and are 
~ . . 
chemically more s i.roi lar to the St. La~renc"e albi ti tes. 
l.. , • 
Strong (198~) notes there is an enrichment of U a~d Sn in 
the albitites relative 4P the unaltered grahites.l There is 
strong enr i~hment of uranium in the majority ~f a~i t i _tes 
sampled in the, J-zon~ but there are abundant strongly 
albitized samples which show no uranium enrichment. 
Sampling was .partly controlled by downhole ga.mma _logs, so 
the total area of barren albitites is not well defined. 
-~ 
Barre'n albitites appear to envelop mineralized, 
r ' 
albitized zones. The envelope is poorly defined because it 
has been observed only in drill core and has been cross-t:ut 
by numerous later zones of ,K-metasomatism, but in two 
dim~nsions at least, barren. albitites commonly occur on 
either side of mineralized albitites. Albitii~s obse rved 
spo~adically throughout the DF-zbne are barren, but since 
the zone of alteration is more extensive than the 








effective exploration procedure. 
\ K-m~ta~o~atism is the ffiosl widP.spread altera t ion 
affecting- all the volcanic rocks of the J-zone, OF - zone anu 
DL-zone and it is · a~socialed with uranium min~ ralizatiori i n 
most of the occurfences on the pros'pect. The mineral1zed 
rocks tend to h~ve slightly higher K 0 values than t h e 
2 
unminetalized rocks, but zones with the most intense 
K-metasomatism (app~ox. 10-14~ K 01 ape not usual~y 
2 
mine,ralized. Cathelineau t 1983) has shown that K-r ich 
f 1 ~ds are favourlible for the transport ' of uranium. 
The . alteration assemblages of the K-metli.somllt i M ' d 
..,__ I 
mineralized zones are similar to those described for 
pota~sic ~nd phyllic alteratio~ or . K-silicate and ser ic iL i c 
alteration zones de~crihed by Lowell and Guilbert ( 19] 0), 
Creasey- (1959,19~6) and Mey-er and Hemley (1967), • 'Hec ~tu~e 
the alteration is so extensive the only obvious sourc e l'or 
the required larg~olumes' o .f K-rich fluids il-> thouqht to 
. '""'" ··. be the granite and a r.elated hydrothermal syste~  
The Hari Lake Granite was emplaced at a ~ha l low 
. ' ~ ~ 
level in the crust; where it intrudes its comagmatic 
volcanic pile. . ~ Plutons .associated with porphy r y devos i ts, 
in spite of numerous diffirences, are also emplaced at 
· sha:l. low ·( 1-2 km) tfe pths (Titley and Beane, 1 9 81_)'. I t . i~ 








• por~hyry systems caul? have developed 1n Lhe ~~ntwort h 
J 
By .comparing the alterati <)o · Hssembln~es assoc.:iated 
with the mineralization in the i<ient'-'Or"t.t>. area with tho::;e 
·• 
observPd in porphyry deposits and less well understood 
hydrothermal uraniu~ deposits~' ~ual ita t i ve a.sess~en t u f 
the mineralizing system at Wentworth should ·be po~sible. 
Diagrams used below l}re based on thermodynalilic data .~nd 
apply directly on{y for defined intensive variables. Hy 
necessity ttere is much extrapolation 1nvobed in applying 
such. ~agrams to natural system's 1 but they provide valuable 
insight into the physico-chemical conditions associa~ed 
with ore deposition. Table 6 is a comparative 
.. 
4.5.2 Mineral StabilitY and Solubility 
~he composi tiqn· of important igneous and . ":?· 
h~drc:»thermal ·silicate minera~in porphyr,Y copper deposit~. 
are aefined by the chemical com~onents.K O, Na 0 1 Ca0 1 
Mg0 1 FeO, FeO 
2 3 
Al 0 I SiO 
2 ·3 2 




·' and wate~ are in excess in these sy$tems aQd are considered . 
\ 
to have constan~ activity (Beane, 1982). Al 0 is 
2 3 
considered to be immobile (Hemletet al., 1980). 
Alteration at a given level in t eArth's crust may be 
.· .. 








Table 7: 1 Comparative classifications of porphyry ·copper assemblages 
(from Beane. 1983). 
Lowtll Jnd 
Cr~Lity (1959, I 966) (\uilberr (I 970} 
/C-silicarr Fornsic 
K-feldspar 'K·fcldspar 
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c,onsidered to proceed at a constant pressure· (Beane, · . 
1982). Therefore the chemical variables invol ved in the 
hydrothermal system are K 0 1 Na 0, CaO, MgO, FeO, 
Fe 0 and temperature. 
2 3 
2 2 
~ _The following two reactions are very i~port~nt i~ 
the development -.of -eration which accompanies porphyry 
• copper deposits (Burnham, 1979); 
+ 
3K-felaspar + iH 
+ 
3Muscovite + 2H 





+JH 0 = Karilini~e + 2K 
2 
~ + + 
• 
K (equilibrium constant)=[K ]/[H 1 f~ reactions 
s1nce the solids and H 0 are saturated. 
2 + 
• The ratio ·.of cations/H has been found to be a 
major control of silicate mineral stability in porphyry 
deposits (Hemley and Jones, 1964; Moritoya and Hemley, 1975; 
Shade, 19 7 4) . F~gure 21 shows the stability fields for the 
relevant silicate minerals based on the ratio of cations to 
+ + + 
· H 1 using [K )/[H ) as a . reference ~ince 
K-metasoaatism has been show~ to be~the domin~nt al~eration 
(Creasey, 1966; Meyer and Hemley, 1967; Rose, 1970; Lowell 
and Guilbert 1 1970). , On these diagrams potassic alteration 








Figure 21: ;Stability relations· among minerals as 
a functioR ofovarious pairs of cation activity 
ratios- in a c-o-existing aqueous phase at 500 
bars.- All diagrams conserve Al203 among solids 
and contain excess Sj02 ~nd H20. Quartz 
saturation is . defi'"ed in.all cases. In di'atn'am 
(a), mixe~ ~otassium and sodium systems at 350°C 
the curved portion of the pyrophyllite stability 
field schematically illust~ates limited solid 
solution in the micas. Diagram (b) show~ mi~ed 
potassium and calcium systems at 350° C- and . 
aC02=20. o In diagram (c) mixed potassium and 
magnesium systems, the stability of biotite takes 
•account of solid solution to ~ermit stability · 
with K-feldspar at a temperature"' near 300° C; the 
chlorite stabiJity field is schematicaily drawn": , 
to depict compatibility with K-feldspar, as · 
suggest-ed for pure phases at 300° C. Diagram _ (d) 
i~ a schematic representalion of mixed potassium 
and magnesium systems at a temperature above .· th~ 
equrtibrium value for muscovite-biotite -
compatibility at a given pressure. From Beane 
(1982). • -
In these diagrams the assemblage associated 
with _the east OF-zone and potassic altered J-zohe 
uranium occurrences would generally fall on the 
muscovite K-spar boundary. · The west OF-zone 
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the muscovite• field,, argillic alteration to the kaolinite 
or py·rophyllite field ,and propylitic alteration (:orr·espond.s 
' to tti'e chlorite . t(e-ld. · 
. .... 
In "the potassic zone s t r.<>~~g K-metasomat ism ·.al t er!(: 
. . 
~gneou~ plagiocl~se to ~-feldspar and igneous amphiboxe• to 
. ' 
bi<:>tite. Magnesjum, Na and C~ are leached from the 
potassic z~ne (~ane, 19~2). 
Figure- 22 from Burnham 11979) shows the K/H ratio 
for an aqueous _· fluid in equili1brium with a granodi~rite 
magma above the solidus, and the subsolidus mineral . 
assemblages. If an aqufus_ phas'e is . e~sol ved from a · magma 
which is in equilibrium with. either hornbleride _or biotite 
it will have. a K/H ratio which is capable of producing 
) 
I 
K-metasomatism.v Most aqueous phases are exsolved from 
magma-s in equilibrium with hornble~~de or biotite (f!urnham, 
1979). ' From point H to point- E in Figure 22 "the fluid is 
capable of causing potassic alteration. If the K/H ratio 
of 
of 
the fluid' dec~eases during al~t~on, ~s r'or alterfltion 
plagioclas~ to k-feldspar than the , fluid path may be 
from H to I. · When the fluid p~th hits the boundar~ betweeh, 
!{:..feldspar and muscovite it is buffered a,nd will move down 
te•peratu~e along the boundary: Muscov f t e is common 1 y 














As+ Qz +V 
400 
-185-
aoo~--0~------~------~-------J------~ 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
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Figure 22: Log (mK + +KCl/mH +· +HCl) of aqueous chloride 
solutions in equilibrium or reaction relationship with 
hypersolidus granodioritic magma ( above horizontal 
solid line through point H) and the indicated 
subsolidus mineral assemblages at 1.0 kb. From point H 
to point E a fluid exsolved from the magma would be 
capable of causing potassic metasomatism (see text for 
discussion). As- aluminum silicate, Bi- biotite, 
Hb - hornblende, Kf - K-rich alkali feldspar, L - melt, 
Mt - magnetite, Mu - muscovite, Pl - plagioclase, Qz -
quartz, V- aqueous fluid phase. (from Burnham, 1979) 
( 






potassic alteration commo"nly occurs along the muscovite -
• i ' • 
- .. 
K-f~ldspar uni~arie~t ~ine !Burnham, 1979) . 
. Phyllic alteration involves the leaching of Na, 
~ , .-····· 
Mg, and Ca accomp~riied by ,addition of or constant K iB~an~, 
·, 
1982) •. . This result~ in the destruction of.all mi~eral~ • 
exc~pt quartz~ sericit~ ~nd pyrite ~hich ~re precipitated 
' . . . 
in this zone. Th~ ~ixin~ o~ ~agmatic with meteoric flui~' · 
.•.. 
in this zone results in a rapid· d~cre~se in temperature and 
lo~ering of the K/H ratio s9 that the fluid 
th• muscovite field of Figures 21 and 22. 
f) 
moves well into 
.. 
~ In the Wentworth area the occurrencea of uraniu~ · 
~ 
' mineralization which are associated with K-metasomatiam ~11 
hav~ typical potassic or phyll ic zone ass.emblages. IJ" the' 
east OF-zone showing and in the J-zone sho~ings J-feldspar 
. and muscovite occur together in veins ahd are considered to 
be in equilibrium .. The alteration , in-~se zones probably 
\ 
occurred ~lon~ · a univariant line between ·muscovite and · 
K-feldspar stability as ih Figure 22. Burnham I ~79) no.tea . J • 
that pressure <:hanges of ±.0. 5 k .b. will cause only slight 
vertical adjustments to the field boundaries in Figur~ 22. 
The w&st OF-zone sho~ing has no sericite associated with it 
and occurs within 20~ of the granite contact. This 
;. . . ·' sugges~s tha! alteration at this showing pr~bably occurred· 









Figure 2:!: Calculated .stability fields among\ 
minerals as a function of temperature and cation 
activity ratios in a coexisting aqueous phase at 
' 500 bars. All systems conserve Al203 amon~ 
.solids and contain excess Si02 and H20. In 
diagrams of potassium bearing phases lal and 
sodium bearing phases (b) solid lines denote 
quartz saturation while dash..ed line's show the 
effects of limiting dissolved ~il.ica by amorphous 
silica saturation. The calcium bearing phases 
~ (c) . show stoichiometric compositions at quart z 
saturation. In calcium-bearin~ phas e s with 
provision for solid 'solution (d), crimpositions of 
phases are representative of porph y ry copper 
oc currences. Calcite saturation curve is for' 
aC02 = 40. Diagrams from Beane (1982). 
\ 
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Key to Minerals: 
alb= albite 
cal = calcite 
cf.no = cl inochlore 
(mg-<:hlorite) 
epicf = epidote 
garn ""' garnet 
(grossular I andradite} 
!reo/ = kaolinite 
K -spar =- K-feldspar 
mRrg = margarita 
muse = muscovite 
par = paragonite 
phi = phlogopite 
(Mg-biotite) 
plag = plagioclase 
(a lbite / anorthite) 













U~-z0ne and J-zone ShOWlO~S 1 well Wlthln the stability 
field of K-feldspar. 
Figure 23 shows the stability ndat.ions of 
minerals as a function of cation activity and temperH.ture 
iu a coe:-..isting a_l{ueous phase at 500 bars pressure. All 
s ys t.em~ as su.me excess S iO . and H 0 and conserve 
2 . " 2 
Al 0 . Diagram (a) shows that. muscovite and K-feldspat• 
'G J 
are stable for a wide ran~e of temperatures, und their 
rei?pective stabilities are far more dependant on 1\ activit y 
in solution than temperature. This diagram suggests t~at 
+ + 
the log aK /aH ratio at. the east DF-zone sho~ing and 
the J~zone ~metasomatized showings were in the range of 
.L5-4.5 depending on temperature and asf>uming huriAJ of l- 2 
Km. However' in diagram (d) in which the calcium-bearing 
p~ses are plotted with ,provisions for solid solution, the 
assemblages at the east DF-showi'hg may suggest that 
0 
temperatures were in the range of 400 C, if pressures 
were near 500 bars. In th'is occurence there is a notable 
absence of calcite, which suggests that the activ1ty of 
~· Cn did not reach the calt:·ite saturation cu~·e. Garnet 
_, ,. 
A.nd epidote occur in veinlets together, suggesting that thf' 
fluids'were along the garnet-epidote boundary but below the 
calcite saturation curve. These conditions are only met at 
2+ 2 + 
lo'{ aCa /a H approximaiely 7 and temperatures above 
... . '~-. 
• 
0 
approximately 380 C. 
-190-
Uranium is a lithophile cleml'nt wl~tch is t~nrich.-d 
in the upper crust (Nash et aJ.., 1981). In nature it 
occurs . in the tetravalent ( U IV), pentava Len L ( U ,V) and th~ 
hexavalent ( U VI). In most subsurface env i ronm.-n ts ura11 i um 
occurs as U(IV) because the other two are stable only under 
oxidizing conditions. The combination of ~large ~ize and 
high- charge of U(IV) prevents it from enterin~ the lat t ice 
\ 
of · rock-forming mineral~ except in tract> amounts ( Hi c h ~.L 
' a!_. , 19 7 7 ) • Metals dissolve? in,volcanic glas s art» . 
released during devitrification and uraniu~ relea~ed 1n 
this form is precipitated as a secondary oxide which is • 
readily leacha,Ple (Romberger, 1984; Zeilinski, lY7H lln,d -
1982) and accessible for red is tr i but ion and con<.: en l rat i ou 
in a hydrothermal system. The geological evidenc e at the 
Wentworth prospect indicates that an exten <:> ive .h .ydrothermal 
syste111 was active. A major source for th~ urty\ium in Ill L 
showings is considered to be the volcanic rocks of the 
Byers Brook Formation, possibly wi th som~ input direc t ly 
from the Hart Lake Granite. 
The source of complexing agents may b e eiLhcr the 
~ani te or the vol c anic r.oc ks. 
.; 
T~bl e 7 li s ts the ura nyl 
' • ~ .. 
&nd uranoug., complexes whi c h are kr,own to form with vs:tr· iou !'l 
.-
anions. Uranous complexes are not considered to be 
• 
- 19 1 -
Table 8: List of uran y l and uranous c omp l exe s 
known to form with vario u s anions ( from 
Romber g er, 1984). 
SULFATE• 
2+ 0 2- 4-PHOSPHATE• UHP04 ,U(HPO.V2 ,U(HP04)3 IU(HP04)4 I 
0 2- + 
uo2HP04 , uo2<HP04 l2 I uo2HzPo4 I 
uez<Hz04)20 luo2<H2Po4)3 +I . 
CHLOR IDE • UCt 3 + ,UOzCI+ . 
FL UORIDE• UF3•,uFl•~uF3+, UF 4·~uF5- ,U F62 ; 
+ 0 - 2-UOzF , U02F2 ,U02F3 ,U02F4 . 
tl. -19~-
important transporters of uranium because of the Low ~ 
~ 
solubility .of U(IV) " (Romberger, !984; Lflng'mutr, 1~78). 
I 0 I . 
Langmuir (19781 has s11,own that at ~fluoride, 
phosphate and carbonate complexes are important 
transporters of uranium in acid, neutral and alksline 
solutions re~pectively · (Fig. 24), .. for typical groundw/lt.t~l' 
' ligand concentrations. As temperatures lncr~ase there ~~ a 
marked decrease in the stability of uranyl carbonate 
0 ~ . -2 
complexes so that at 100 C and pCO of 10 
2 
carbonate complexes are insignificant at any pH. 
Experimental ~ta of Rafalski (19581 an~ Mil l er ( 195~} 
indicate that uranium sol ubi 1 i ty in carbonate so 1 utioraH 
0 
decreases 100 fold between 100 and 200 C . If pCO i !i 
' increased with temperature, significant solub1lity can be 
maintained (Nash et al., 1981). 
~-
The uranyl phosphate complex, UO ( HPO- ) 
2 4 G 
is so stable that at typical ground~ater concentration~ of 
PO =0 . 1 ppm this co111plex dominates from approx i ma~ pH 4 
4 
to pH 7.5 .(Fig. 24). 
Romberger (1984) has used existing thermodynu.mi c 
data. to evaluate the stability of uranium compl~xei in 
0 
hydrothermal solution~ up to 300 C and the fo(lowing 





























2-uo2 c HP04)2 4-U02 (C0 3 ) 3 
UO F+ 2 
2-uo2 ( co3 ) 2 
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Figure 24: Distribution of uranyl complexes 
versus pH for · some typical ligand concentra tions 
in ground water of the Wind River Format i on at 
25-C. PC02 s 10-
2
·
5 atm, [f = 0.3 ppm, [ C1 = 10 ppm, 
[S04 c · lOO ppm, ZP0 4 = 0.1 ppm, ESi02 c 30 ppm. 







The relati~e a~abiliti~a 6t v~rious uranyl 
complexes are evaluated in the Figures 25-27 by plotting 
the distribution co~fficient against pH at a constant 
temperature and concentration. of complexing component• and · 
pCO • 
2 
As temperature increases the pH at which solution• 
are neutral decrea~es. The ionization constant of H 0 
2 
changes as temperature increases to a maximum of 
-11 . . 4 0 
10 at 230 C. 
+ 
< 
Therefore the concentration of both 
-5.7 
Hi and OH can be as high as 10 M or neutral pH 
can be as low as 5.7 tKrauakopf, 1967). 
0 
Romberger (1984) shows that at 100 C and 
pCO of 0.1 atmospheres uranyl fluoride complexes.are 
2 
important under acid and neutral conditions, hydroxyl 
complexes are important under neutral conditione and uranyl 
/ 
carbonate complexes are important i~ alkaline fluids (Fig. 
25a). With the i~troduct1 on of 0.1 ppm phosphorus to the 
solution phosphate complexes are dominant at neutral pH 
(Fig. 25b). 
0 !. 
At 200 C .and pCO of 1 atmosphere the uranyl 
2 
fluoride complexes are dominant in acid neutral and mi ldly 
alkaline solutions. Carbonate, complexes are only important 
i n strongly ·alkaline solutions for the specified ligand 
~" 
concentrations (fig. 26 a+b). With the addition of 1 ppm 
-
-195-
J00°C, 10 ppm F, I oo ppm so4 I 
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Figure 25a: Distribution diagram showing distribution of uranyl complexes 
at l00°C in solutions containing 10 ppm F, 100 ppm S04 and 1m NaCl 
at Pco~ of 0.1 atm 
I.O 100°C 1 10 ppm F 1 tOO ppm S04 I 







Figure 25b: Distribution diagram showing di str ibution of uran yl complexes 
at 1 00°C in solutions containing 10 pp'm F, 100 ppm so~. 0.1 ppm P 
and 1 m NaCl at Pco: of 1 arm 
(from Romberger, 1984) 
o( 
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200°C, IOOppm F, IOOppm S04 • 
I.O 1m NoCI, PCOz • I otm 1 
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Figure 26a: Distribution diagram· showing distribution of uranyl complexes 
at 200°C in solutions containing l 00 ppm F, 100 ppm SO"' and 1 m NaCl 
at Pco! of 1 atm 
I.O 200°Cp, 1~0 ppm F, 1000 ppm 504 , I m NaCI, 
I ppm • rc()2. 1.0 atm I 
0.8 
0.6 





Figure 26b: Distribution diagram showing distribution of uranyl ~omple.xe<; 
at 200°C in solutions containing 100 ppm F, 1000 ppm so~. I ppm P 
and 1 m NaCl at Pea~ of 1 atm (from Romberger~ 1984) 
\.......,.. ,...---.---... -
----T" .. -·· 
-197- · 
phosphorous to the solution, p~osphate complexes are 
dominant in mildly alkaline sol.utions. 
• The thermodynamic-data used by Rom.berger ( 1984) 
sugge,st that carbonate complexes are unstable at any 
0 
300 C and pCO of 10 atmospheres. Uranyl fluoride 
2 
pH at 
• ·'\. complexes are dominant at neutr:al pH and hydroxyl complexes 
t . 
are important in both acid and alkaline solutions. The 
presence of 1 ppm phosphorous ~esults in phosphate 
'· 
·COmplexes betng dominant at neutral pH and hydroxide 
:f· 
complexes dominant in acidic and basic solutions (Figs . . 27 
a+b). 
I"\ the J-zone albiti~es there is a slight increase 
in CaO reflected by increased calcite veinin~ and both \he 
albitites and K-metasomatized,. miner~lized rhyolites of the 
J-zone show a marked. incr~a~. in P 0 and F in the 
2 5 
mineralized versus the unmineralized rocks. This may 
-
suggest that phosphate and fluoride complexes were 
important transporters of uranium in t~e albitized 
showings. In the east DF-zone showing there is an order of 
magnitude increase in p 0 81ld a strong increase in F 
2 5 I 
relative to the adjacent unaaineralized rocks', which may 
indicate th~t phosphate and fluoride complexes·were 
important transporters of uranium at this showing also. 
The west DF-zone showing is depleted in F relative to the 
.. 1,. 
-198-
1 0 3oo•c, 100 ppm F, 1000 ppm so4 , 
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Figure 2 7 a: Di ... t ri hu I ion Jiagra m ... howi ng. di ... I ri hu I ion l) r uran~· l (OITI plc:.xe\ 
at JOo =c in ~olutil)n..., l.."l>Illalning. IOOppm F. IOOOppm SO~ anJ I rn 
NaCI at p( O: or 10 atm 
I.O 30o•c, 10 ppm F, IOOOppm S04 , I m NaCI, 









Figure 27b: Distribution diagram showing distribution of uranyl com-
plexes at 300°C in solutions containing l 0 ppm F. 1000 ppm S0-1, 1 ppm 





ad.).ac:ent unminf!rR.ll o.;ed rocks anc1 t.h (• r· c i s no di'~<u· l?nt 
increase in CaO or~~ in th~ mtneralized z one. fh1s 
2 5 
show1n~ is,hos~ed a by fault zone in which permeability was 
• !Jrobabl')' very •high and is the closest of all showin~s .to 
, the gntni te. The alteration minerals and th~ proximity tu 
the granite suggest that temperature~ and a c tivities of 
K were high at this showing. Hea ting of solutions 
carrying complexed uranium aids in precipitation of 
pitchblende by destabilizing the complexes. In<.:rease in 
soJution temperatures ·can be caused by lateral movement of 
uraniferous solutions with respect t~ an incompletely 
coolPd intrusiv~, in which case the hott~r zones ~eripherR.l 
to the intrusive will be a favourable locu~ for 
' precipitatton of uranium mineralization (Naumov, l9til). 
\., Precipitation of urRnium in the west DF-zone showing ffif\Y 
have been caused by fluids from the hydrothermal syste m 
encounterinlo( higher temperature maf(mati<.: fluids. 
Destabili z ation of uranium complexes there(ore may have 
b~en ~ function of favourabl~ temperature gradients . 
Romberger ( 1984) notes 'the increasing importance 
of hydroxyl complexes with increasing temperature and 
0 
su~~ests that above 300 (; hydroxyl complext~ s mAy b e the 





any data (o show ~6w very high acLtvitifs of complexlng 
() 
a~ents would affect ur'anium transport above .100 c. 
A summary of fluid inclusion datu by Hich ti_.:!.J .. , 
( 1977) suggests that in most hydrothermal.uranium deposits 
pitch~lende was deposited . from iluids ranging from 
0 
50-lOO C at pressures of less than 1 Kb. The fluids 
responsible wer~ generally low salinity and CO -bearing. 
2 
In the Beaver lodge District, Sasano et .!!1.· ( 197~ l 
concluded that initial temperatures of uranium depositton 
# 0 
were up to 500 C with numerous remobilizations of ore At 
\ 
lower temperatures. Poty et a),... I 1974) reported that ore 
deposition in the Limousin Disirict, France~ occurred at 
0 
temperatures of 340-350 C and pressure s of 700-HOO bar·s. 
Both of these studies interpreted large Vllritt.tions in the 
constituents -of inclusions to Indicate that. boiling had 
occurred during uranium deposition. l.Jrtt.nium ore l(rade a t 
Limousin corresponds to the amount of CO in fluid 
l' 
inclusions ( Poty ~·, 1974). In a study conducted 1n 
the Erzbirge Region of CPntrnl Europe, Tugarinov tt.nd Nnuruov J 
(1974) .report that minerals deposited aftrr pitchblende are 
"" d~pleted in CO relative to those deposi~ed with • 
• : 2 
pitchbleride, and temperatures of ore deposition ranged from 
0 0 
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As (!r_essure decrease s the p~rttl:il pr e s~urc of · 
co in solut1un cJecr·ease·s, with the rt~s)Jll. t.hut the 
' 
. ' ~ 
activity ot' carbonate ions available for ur·ani-+1m c'ompl e :-. i ug 
' 
Will be decreased. Pressure decr·eas<'s which c au~e lo~:;> of 
vola t i I e coo1ponen ts cause pH to i nt: rease. An effec tive 
mechanism t;_-9r reducing the partial , pressure s of vol~ti l e 




inclusion data suggest that ~ran1um is transpo rted 
0 
ri.ch ~olutions even at temperatures l:lbove JOU C. 
These J~tli l:lhow lha t CO cq_mmonly comprises over 1 mol e 
• . 2 
percent of the fluid associated with hydrothermal uranium 
devos'ition (Rich et al., 1977). Uranium cannot be· carried 
as stmple ions, either as U(lVl or U(Vl) in hydr·othermal 
solutions~umov, 1963) sugge~t1n.~ that at very hi.~h 
pCO , ca'l'twnate complexes may be stable even at high 
""2 
temperatur"e s. The possibility ot' u( IV} carbonate c omplexes 
exi~ting at very high partial pressures o f CO seems no t 
2 
to have b~en investigated (Nash et al., L•81). 
' 
Rombetger ( 1984) examines the affect of oxidat1on 
0 
state and pH ··? n the solubility of'uranium at 200 C by 
use cif oxyge n fugacity/pH diagrams (Fig. 28 and 29). 
~igure 28 shows that uranyl complexes a~e dominant at h i gh 
values of fO and that for the defined conditions, 
2 
sulphate complexes are dominant 4n acid soluti~ns, fluoride 
-202-
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Figure 28: log /o:-PH diagram showing distribution of uranyl and 
uranous complexes and solubility of uranium oxides at 20<)°C in 
solutions containing 100 ppm F. 1000 ppm S and 1 m NaCI at P( 01 of 
IOatm 
(from Romberger, 1984) 
-20 3-
c ompl exes dominat e in mildly acid ic to mildly alkaline 
so l utions and carbonate complexes are dominant at above 
approx i ma tely pH 7. At low f O value s uran ous complexes 
2 
are dominant. The stabil ity fields of the solid uranium 
oxides are marked in heavy black lines. The sol id spec ies 
are actually solid solutions so the sharp boundaries in the 
diagram actually represent transition zones. Th e uranium 
solubil ity c ontours of 10, 1 and 0.1 ppm urani u show t he 
trend of the solubility surface. 
In Figure 29 the stability field s for vari ous iron 
solid phases and the stability fields of various potassium 
and iron silicates wh i ch are commonl y associated with 
uranium deposits are included on the diagra m. The 
0 
boundaries have been calculated for 200 C in t he 
presence of 1000 ppm K, 100 ppm Mg, 10 ppm Fe , 100 ppm F, 
1000 ppm S, 1.0m Na Cl and pCO of 10 atm. The boundaries 
2 
of the Mg-silicates are shown as light, double dot-dashed 
lines and the K-silicates as light, dot-dashed lines. The 
pos i tions of a l l boundaries will change slightly with 
var i ations in the cation activities (Romberger, 1984). 
Romberger (1984) has outlined four areas of 
uranium deposition based on observed mineral assemblages 
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Figure 29: Log f02-pH diagram showing 
distribution of uranyl complexes, solubility of 
uranium oxides, distribution of iron phases, 
relative stability of chalcopyrite and bornite 
and relative stability of potassium and magnesium 
silicates at 200C in aqueous system containing 10 
ppm Fe, 100 ppm F, 1000 ppm S, 1000 ppm K, 100 
ppm Mg and 1 m NaCl at P-C02 of 10 atm (from 
Romberger, 1984). The J-Zone potassic altered 
uranium mineralization and the east OF-zone 
occurrence plot on the boundary between field s 3 
and 4 on the diagram, the west OF-zone occurrence 







. . \ 
• ln all minend tzed zones ut the wentworth prospect 
hematite is a stable iron ~ha~e su~gesting that oxy~en 
fugac1ly waB moderate to high. Irl the East OF-zone and th•e 
J-zone showings ~cric:ite !il!d K-feldspar c;oex.ist,.sug~esting 
mdJly alkaline pH. The wes't OF-zone showin~ does· not 
~.:ontain ser1cite, sul!gestin~ that pU was ~:>lt!!!htly hig'her at 
th1s showing. Chlorite is ubiquitous with all showtngs, 
but it. is not· clear•whether it was deposit..ed during-. 
mineralization. There is evidence to show that some ·of the 
chlorite in the east Uf~zone showin~ postdates 
mineralization. The assemblages suggest . that the 
K-metasomatized uranium occurrences were deposited from 
mildly alkaline fluids with high oxygen fugadity. Under 
those conditions ur·anyl fluoride and uranyl phosphate 
complexes are stable. 
4.6.3 Uranium Depositional Model 
There are a number of similarities between the 
!!leological setting of the ~entworth prospect and topaz. 
rhyolites described by Burt and Sheridan (1980, 1981, 
1985), and Christiansen et al. ( 1980) for example. 
The Hart Lake Gran~te and the Fountain Lake Group 
are anorogenic and the products of extensional tectonism 





extensional environment and are Sll~~ested t.o lH" 'the 
extrusive equivalents of anorogenic gr·tu)itt>s (Christianson 
et al., . 1980). 
Peralkaline magmas are distin~t from topaz 
'lrhyolites but. peralkaline magmatism . is contemporaneous with 
topaz r~yolites in the Great Basin (Christiansen et al., 
1980). T~i~ two-fold mag;atic chara~ier is evident in the 
Byers Brook Formation. The felsi~ rocks are domi~antly 
y . 
metaluminous but there is a suite of distinctly peralkalirie 
rhyolite dikes cutting the metalurninous rhyolites. AR with 
the Topaz Rhyolites the peraJ kaline suite are not 
mineralized . 
Bt,trt and Sheridan (1980, 1~85) ~ugge"St four slsJ(•·s 
in the devlopment of mineral.deposits associsted w1th ropaz 
khyolites: (1) magma intrusion, (~) eruption of 
pyroclastics and capping lavas, ( :J) vapour IJhase and 
hydrothermal alteration and redistribution of elements, and 
(4) gr~und water diagenesis and redistributlon. of elements. Jn stage I I Fig. 30 l t:he gr~n i toe magma •• Lhough l 
to be water-depleted~ enriched in fluorine and lithophile 
ele~ents and emplace~ to shallow levels in the crust • 
. Fluo~ine reduces the solidus ~nd liquidus t empe r~tures of 
the melt, greatly aiding , iJ the shallow e~placement of the 
associated granites (Wyli e and Tuttle, 19611. Highly 
' 
Fi~ure JO: The proposed r;renetic model for ~the 
uranium mineralization in the Byers Brook 
Formation is rnQdified from the model for uranium 
iQ topaz rhyoli~es proposed by Burt and Sheridan ( 1980). .· . 
Star(e 1 : The Hart Lake Granite intrudes its, own . 
volcanic p.ile and highly ch-arged elements are 
enri ched in the apical re~ions bv ma~matic 
processes. The main dome/flow complex of the 
OF-zone is extruded along with smaller rhyolit e 
ribws in the J-zone and DL-zone, intercalated 
with the conglomerate s1ltstone marker horizon. 
A broad hydrothermal system is developed and 
uranium is concentrated into permeable zones. 
Sta1Je 2 : Eruption of pyroclastic rocks occurs.' 
The ~aPliest ash flows (J-ignimbrite) are from 
the ap1cal regions of the granite and are 
enriched in uranium. Hydroth~rmal activity 
continues · to leach uranium from the volcanic 
rocks and concentrate it into favourabl e 
str}lctures. 
Stage 3:· Pyroclastic eruptions wane and 
extrusions Of the rhyolite flows-at the Byers 
·Hrook - Diamond Brook Formation contact occurs: 
The broad hydrothermal syste~ continues to leach 
and concentrate uranium as devitrification of the 
volcanic pile .occurs. The rhyolite flows and 
domes are the center of the hydrothermal syste m, 
aided by 'heat from late ~hyolite and composite 
dikes, with the result that the flows and domes 
are the locus fo~ uranium concentration. 
Stag~ 4: Di is and SJroundwater 
redistribution res ts in minor concent~ation· of 




STAGE I STAGE 2 
STAGE 3 STAGE 4 
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cllar·l(t•d trac e elements are stabilized by flu<Jrine 
.. 
l~hr·t::;l. ianson et aJ. '· 1980) ltrtd these elements muy be 
euriche d in the apical parts of the iflll'USioll by Uift'US lOil 
IKogarko, 1974), thermogravitatlonal d i ffusion (Hi l dre t h, 
l~HI) or by the E>vulution _ of a distinct t'luorine-rich P,hase 
( H\!rnham, 1967). 
In the Wentworth area, the granit e near the marKtn 
of the Hart Lake/Byers Lake Granite is strongly f luorine 
enriGhed relative to the ~ranophyric contact roc ks and in I 
medium gra1ned granites in the south DY-zone !avera ge 1300 
. 
ppm ~ tn the unaltered DL-zone granite versus 500 ppm F in 
the granophyric chill mar~in and medium grained . DF-zone 
!(rauite). ln the DL-zone the granite is interpreted to b ~:> 
a cupola which feeds the main dome/flow complex of the 
0~-2one, which is host to the east and west 0~-zone 
f 
showings. Th~ occurrence of REE, W, Sn and Th in 
fluorite-calcite ~cins adjacent to th1s cupola along wi th 
the fluorine enrichment within the cupola suggests that 
apical enri c hment ot' these elements occurred in the Hart ·~ , _ .. 
Lake Granite. 
The second stage in the development of Topaz 
Rhyolite mineralization involves the eruption of 
pyroc!Rstics and capping lavas. In the We ntworth are a lwo 
. 




lJrtt.ntum m1neraltzatio11 i!i ·.: ~ rh~ulite domes and flows. 
I as~ociatt_•d with the domes and r lows of lhP ear·ly !iequcnce 
and the first ignimbrite of the late se•JUen c l" Qt t.ht• Uyers 
Brook Formation. ' Uranium mineralization is associateu wi.Lh 
fluorite in lithophysae-rich zones ~f the domes and flows 
which cap"the late Byers Brook Format1on sequence. 
The uranium occurrences in the Byers Brook 
Formation are hosted by permeable .:ones and associated with 
hydrothermal alteration assemblages in the host rhyolites. 
Sta~e 3 of the model proposed by Burt and ~heridan 
(1980)suggests that vapour phase and hydrothermal 
' 
alteration and redistribution of the elements is an 
1mportant step in the formation of economic concentrations 
of lithophile elements. TherQ i!i eviaence that a very 
large' , comple~ hydrothermal system was responsible for 
concentration of uranium into permeable structures on the 
Wentworth prospect. Uranium is r~adily leachable from 
devit~ifying rhyolite flows and pyroclastic rocks, ao the 
(i 
volcanic rocks themselves are suggested as the probable 
. r 
source of the uranium which is reconcentrated by 
hydrothermal solutions • In ·the Wentworth area the largest 
. ,
and highest grade uranium occbrrances occur in and adjacent 
to the rhyolite dome/flow compl~xes. It is suggested that 
f.. 




by the inJection of lat.e composite and rhyolitt! dikes, and 
thus were ,the locus of the very extensive hydrothermal 
sy~lea which caused the pervasive alkali metasomatism. 
Stage 4 of this model which involves diagenesis 
unJ groundwater redistribution of urarium is best observed 
fn the Hart Lake/Byers Lake Granite. Locally fra c tures 1n 
unaltered medium grained granite are filled with uranium, 
near the contact of the Byers Brook Formation. These 





·~o_a.pter 5 ' 
Summary and Conclusi~ 
5. 1 ~mmary 
Numerous radioacli~e occurrences hosted b~ the 
felsic volcanic rocks of the Byers Brook Formation in the 
Wentworth area, were discovered by the explora.tjon efforts 
of Gulf Minerals Canada Ltd. 
The Byers Brook Formation of the Fouuttlin Lake 
Group is a qimodal, dominantly felsic volctsnic and 
volcaniclastic sequence of Devono-Carboniferous age whi c h 
has been intruded by the comagmatic Hart Lake Granite and 
Folly Lake Diorite. The volcanic and intrusive rocks ~re 
anorogenic, emplaced in an extensional tectonic regtme. 
The Byers Brook Forma~ion is repreHented by two 
discrete volcanic cycles, separated by a 
conglomerate/siltstone ma~ker which represents a brief 
. 
,; -.1 
hiatus in volcanic actiNity. Each cycle is characteriied 
_by early deposition of felsic pyroclastics which grade 
upwar~ into domin~ntly rhyolite and basalt flows. 
"""' The Hart Lake Granite and the Byers Brook 
.. , · ..




•J&screte suite of rhyolite and composite dtKes whtch are 
IJeraJkaline. The bulk of tta~ Hyen; B1·ook ror"latton, and the 
granophyric margin of the Hart Lake Granite have l>eeu 
affected by pervasive alk~li metasomati~m. w•i des preaJ, 
moderate to intense K-metasomatism is most com~on tlut loc al 
. 
areas within the volcanic pile have been strongly 
albitized. Albiti~ation ~s not as extensive ug 
K-metusomatism, and predates it where they occur together. 
There is·a distinct suite of rhyolitic and dacitic dikes 
which are peralkaline. These along with a suite of 
metalum·inous rhyolite dikes are relatively unaltered ciud 
postdate altera"tion and mineralization. fhe rhyQlite dikes 
are commonJy the ~elsie core of composite dikes which ha v e 
diabasic ~argins. These dikes place a constraint on the 
timing of mineralization and alteration which suggests that 
the mineralization and alteration were reiated to the• 
\ 
\. regional magmatic and hydrothermal activity ass~ciated w1th 
the emplacement of ~~c Byers Brook ~ormation and the Hart 
Lake/Byers Lake granite and not caused by a later 
hydrothermal system. 
The highest concentration of uranium, fluorite and 
associated lithophile elements discovered in the Cobequid 
Highlands occur within the Byers Brook Formation on the 
Wentworth Prospect. Although numerous occurrences have 
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been disco v ere d e l sewhe re i n the Fo u n t a in Lak e Group, over 
most of the l e ngth of t he Cobequ i d Hi ghlands, no uran ium 
mi ne ra l i zation has been disc o vered in the olde r volcanic 
rocks which are exposed in the area . The most ex t ensive 
mineralization discovered to date o c curs i n th e DF - zo n e 
whe r e uranium is hosted by a l a rg e r hyo li t e d o me /flow 
c omp l ex at the top of the first Byers Brook Formation 
v ol c anic sequence and in t he J- z one where the h os t o f 
mineralization is the earliest i gnimbrite of t he second 
Byers Brook volcanic sequence. 
The geological setting and env i ronment o f 
mineralization in the Byers Brook Formati on is ana l o gous to 
t he setting of the topaz rhyoli t es of the mid-western 
Un ited States and Mexico. The mineraliz i ng s ystem a t the 
Wentworth Prospect was probabl y s i mi lar to the s yst em 
describe d by Burt and Sheridan (1980, 1981 ) i n thei r model 
f or mineralization associated wi th Topaz Rhyolites. 
The sequence of events whi c h was responsi bl e for 
the widespread uranium mineral iza t ion i n the Byers Br o ok 
Formation was ini t iated by the emp l acement o f t he Hart 
Lake/Byers Lake Granite. The abundance o f fluor i ne in the 
volcanic rocks suggest that the mag ma was e n riched i n 
fluorine. Fluorine reduces the solidus and liquidus 







level 1n the crust without c ompletely crysta-llizing. The 
apica-l re~Tons of t.he granite were enri~hed Ln fluor;ne and 
1Llhophile elements by magmatic processes such as 
thermogravitational diffusion, diffusion or evolution of a 
discrete fluorine-rich phase. 
These processes resulted in the extrusive rocks ,of ' 
the Byers Brook Formation being enriched in uranium, 
fluoririe and other lithophile elements. Uranium does not 
fit into the lattice of r-ock for·ming minerals and was 
re\eased as a secondary oxide during devitrification of the 
volcanic rocks. A large hydrothermal system driven by the 
high thermal gradient associated with the shallow granite 
hnd the rhyolite dome complexes remobilized and 
concentfated· the uranium into secbhdary and primary 
structures. The highest grade and largest discovery of 
uranium mineralization is associated with the main dome 
flow complex of the DF-zone which occurs at the top o f t he 
. 
first Byers Brook Formation sequence. This correlation 
between uranium mineralization and rhyolite domes may 
suggest that the domes acted as a focus· for a , very large 
hydJ::t>th.ermal system. K-metasomatism and albitiZation are 
very widespread . througho~t the Byers Brook Formation, 
1 




The presence of ttpatite and fluorite, and the fHc:t. 
that the mineralized zone has elevated F and P2U5 relative 
to t..he unmineralized rocks suggests that phosphatE> and 
f 1 uor ide complexes may have been impo?tant in the t rans~ort 
and concentration of uranium in the Byers Hrook Formation. 
Alteration assemblages suggest that .flui.ds responsible t'or 
the alteration and mineralization were aildly alkal· ine. 
. . t 
Phosphate and fluoride complexes would be stable at 
eleva ted temperatures in mildly alkaline f1 u ids. uranium 
is hosted by zones in which permeab.ility was increased by 
brecciation and fracturing vr in zones which had 'primary 
porosity such as li thophysae-r ich zones. The cause of 
precipitation of uranium in the mineralized zones ·,! not. 
·obvious. Increased temperature associated with the do111e 
complexes or the granite may have caused de!:i tab il i za lion o 1' 
. 
uranyl complexes and precipitation of uranium oxide. 
Precipitation of fluorite and apat1te may have resulted in· 
destabilization of fluoride and phosphate compl e xes 1 
. ' 
resulting in pitchblende _deposition. Mineralization in t.ht~ 
J-zone albitites was associated with calcite veining. 
Precipitation of calcite and/or boiling of CO -rich 
2 
fluids are considered to be important mechanisms for 




depustL!:i asso<.:.lalt:!d w1th aliJitizaL!on and may have caused 
prectpitat.1on of uranium in these rocks. 
. \ 
5.2 Considerations for EXpLoration 
The Byers Brook Formation a·nu the foountai.n Lake 
Group in general has ·potential to host economi c depos i. ts of 
lithophile elements based on this . interpretati on of the 
geological evolution of the volcan1c sequences. The work 
done to date has allowed fd"r the development of a model for 
mineralization o This should be followed up with a 
systematic exploration program to test and modify the 
model. The Hyers Brook Formation is poorly exposed at 
> 
su1·face and drilling has tested only a. very small part of 
. the formation o A careful evaluat1on of dome complexes and 
permeable str~ctura.l features which were caused by volcan ... c 
acti•:ity or granite emplacement should be done. 
O<.:currences which have been discovered but not extensively 
• 
explored in rhyolite domes near the top of the upper Byer!l 
Brook Formation sequence, near the Diamond Brook Format .1. on 
contact, have excellent potent1a.l as host to lithophile 
clement minP.ral izat ion. Strong reducing horizons suc h as 
gr·aphitic sedimentary rocks in the pile should also be 
considered as potential prospec t s o 
'1 
The precious metal potentiaL ot t.h~ 1.~1.~rs Brook 
Fo.rma t ion has not been evaluated. lont!s ot' nulssive si.l1ca 
• 
which occur along str\ke from the lacustrtne si I t.s t.ones 111 
the DL-zone are interpreted to be sinter d~pos1U:1 and· 
should be sampled for gold. 
On a regional scale, it has been shown by Burl ~trtd 
Sheridan, (1980, 1985) and Christiansen et al., (1:#801 that 
topaz rhyoHtes in the southwestern United States have a 
stron~ spatial association with Precambrian granites, o r 
radiogenic Precambrian crust along the mar~in of· the Gr~·at 
.. 
Hasin. In the Appalachian Orogen there are · fluor· i t e 
deposits in the St • . Lawrence alkaline/peralkaJ ine complex 
in Newfoundland, Tungsten and tin minendizalton occur 1r1 
fel~ic subvolcanic rocks at Mount Pleasant, New BrunHWI('k 
and widespread occurrences of ut·anium, thorium, tunl{s t en· 
.. 
and tin occur throu')out the 
northern Nova Scotia. These 
fountain Lake Group of 
deposits have a number of 
' ·· common features. They are hosted by anoro'teni c 'lr'l\ni te8 or · 
• 
their extrusive equivalents, emplaced In extensi o nH.l 
~ 
tectonic regimes (Teng and Strong, 1976; Cha t t e r .) P.e, 
19~3) . The St. Lawrence granite and the Fo•wta in Lake 
. 
Group are alkaline/peralkal ine complexes. All a r a- t'l oo red 








~~rL!y composed of ~recambrian granttes. l he host rocks 
ar~ 1n e~ch case Devono-carboniferous to Lo~er 
C;;u·Lontff"r·ous in age. ~ 
The cohcentration of occurren<'PS of fluorite and 
!1thoph1le element deposits asso~iated with the 
alkal.ine/~eralkaline complexes of the Avalon Zone relati ve 
to s 1mi lar complexes in other tectonostrat,graphic zones 
within the AppaJ~chian Or?gen sug~es ts that area selection 
should concentrate on rock's within the Avalon Zone. 
~pee i rica 11 y ~norogen i c complexes of lJevono-Carbon i ferous 
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'; APPEN_()_I_.\ · 1 
Diamo'nd Dri llin_g__J)at~ 
DOH , EAST NORTH Dll-' AZIMUTH DEPTH 
J,...Z-1 6+75W 1+50S -50 uoo 1 7 !:1. Jm 
JZ-2 7+00 0+15S -90 1Jl.lm 
JZ-3 ti+ 7 5W 1+75N · -50 U:IO 170. lm 
JZ-4 6+75W 6+00N -50 180 l~l9.3m 
JZ-5 l:l+UOioi 2+00N -45 1110 1.53. bm 
JZ-b 12+00W 5+00N -45 uw 1b0.:3m 
JZ-7 7 +25W 0+155 -~u 70 .1m 
JZ-8 7+00\11 0+10N -90 76.5ra ... 
Jl-!1 7+:l5w\ 0+101-4 -~0 i6.G 
JZ-10 \ 12 +OOW 0+00 -4~ LBO l 73. im 
JZ-11 7+00W 4+00N -45 1 !1 0 14J.tirn 
0 JZ-12 7+00W 8+80N -45 1!:10 lOti. 1m 
,J Z-13 4+00W 12+80N -45 000 41. 5m 
JZ-15 7+00W 1+10N -90 . l01 . 5m 
JZ-16 7+00W 0+75N -90 !14.1lm 
JZ-17 4+00W 1+25N - ·k':i 180 109.l.rn 
~ J/.-18 7+00W Otl5S -77 000 1 J!L 1m JZ-19 6+75W 3+50S -45 180 tiH.Um 
JZ-20 6+75W 5+55S --!5 180 70.6m 
JZ-21 t2'+00W 0+00 -45 090 l34.0m 
JZ-22 12+00W 11+75N -60 180 LJJ.Sm 
"z.-2 3 12 +OOW'.., 11+75N .... -~60 125 129.5m 
I.)F-1 52 +OOE 34+005 -50 180 1·LL ~ m 
Dr-2 52+00E 37+005 -45 180 14U.5m 
Dr-3 52+00E 40+00S -45 180 140.8m 
DF-4 52+00E 31+005 -45 180 13 i. 8m 
DF-5 4~:i+OOE · 32+158 -45 1HO 150.~m 
DF-6 48+00E 35+108 -45 180 129.3m 
DF-7 4H+OOE 38+155 -45 180 9ti.Gm 
DF;..S 48+00E 41tl5S --!'5 180 1UL0m 
DF-.9 48+00E 44+ 155 -45 180 129.~m 
~-12 52+00E 4 2"+38S -45 180 141. Jm 
DF-J3 52+00E 3 l+OOS -45 270 105.2m 
DF-14 52"00E 28+00S . .:.45 180 lti2.5m 
Dl'-15 52+00E 3l+UOS -70 270 1Uti.5m 
DF-16 52+~ 45t50S -45 180 114.3m 
()jo' -1 7 52+00E · 35+00S ~--,~ 5 270 126.Jm 
DF-18 52+00E 37+50S -45 270 89.0m 
DF-19 52+00E 11 +7 5S -45 180 92 .6m 
DF-20 48+00E 15+25S -45 180 69.tim 
01•-21 52+00E 48+50S -45 180 ti2.0m 
DF-22 60+00E 38t80S -45 180 18 3 .Jm 
• J 
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DVHI EAST NORTH IJ J p AZIMUTH DEPTH 
DL-16 9ti+OOE 62+80S 
-45 180 144. Om \ DL.;.l7 96+00E 67+17S 
-45 180 78.Jm I VL-18 102+23E 69+82S -45 180 144. 5m 
· DL-19 96+00E ti2+80S 
-70 180 138.Jm ( DL-20 102+20E 72+97s 
-45 180 . l62.3m DL-21 102+96E 77+30S 
-45 180 91.2m ~ DL-22 96+00E 20+20s 
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Laken over the span of G.M.G.L. 's Cobequid exploration 
program fro~ 1976-1981. Most of the data are an~lysis of 
diamond drill core. 459 samples were run for major and 
trace el,:;~ents. Gulf provided approxi~.'ltely 300 thin 
sectic.ns . corresponding to gP::..ch.::mistry ~1amples and 60 
polished thin sections . w~re prepared Gt Memorial 
lJn i V'er~~ i ly. 
AlJ analy~is were done by X-Ray Assay Labs of Don 
Mills Ontario. Sample splits and re-analyzed samples 
generally reproduced data within the detection li~its. 
The major oxides were analyzed by fully automated 
sequential x-ray spectrometer, using a power glass disk 
"- sample prep,aration method. The detection limit for the 
major oxides is 0.01~. Total iron was ca)culated as Fe203 
and reported as FeO! 
The trace element concentrations are reported in parts per 
million (ppm). Cu, Zn, Ag and Pb were analyzed by direct 
current plasma spectrometer at a detection limit of 
0.5ppa, Rb, Sr, 7.r and Cr20J were analyzea by XRF at a 




at a -detection limit o~ O.lppm. U was analyzed by delayed 
/ 
neutron counting at a:detection limit of O.lppm. Th was 
analyzed by neutron activation at a detection limit of 
l.Oppm • . F was analyzed by ~et chem{stry at a detection 
limit of lOOppm. Ni, Co and Mo were analyzed by atomic 
absorption analysis to a detection limit of 1 ppm. Sn, ~ sb 
and W were analyzed br XRF to . detection limits of 1 ppm for 
Sn and.Sb and 5 ppm for w. 
0 
-l.U-
·~PPE(iid_l :\ _j . 
. 
kock sample locations for lithogeochemistry samples . 
Sample • Depth (mJ SampLe ;: IJepth lml 
DDH • JZ-1 1: 
HJlO~ 5.:G 831<::J 97.0 
83110 11.3 . 83125 104.J 
BJ l ll 18.6 83128 12b.5 
83112 22.6 831 ~~ 9 1,2 8. 'i 
bJ113 22.9 83130 131 . 7 
B3114 24.4 83132 136.5 
83115 3J.5 83168 146.0 
83116 42.7 83138 151. 2 
83117 44.5 B3140 160.9 
83118 50.3 83141 164.0 
83119 55.8 83134 167.6 
83120 58.0 83133 173.4 
DOH I Jz..:.s 
83287 '19. 5 83182 82.0 
83179 28.0 83857 87.3 
83180 30.3 83292 113. 4 
83181 32.2 83864 120 .1 
83290 55.2 83293 144.8 
832~1 73.2 
DOH I JZ-6 
832!14 6. 1 83301 100 .0 
83295 18.3 83302 114.6 
83296 39.6 83183 139.6 
83297 51.8 83303 140.2 
83299 7 0. 1 83184 149.5 







Depth (m) Sample • L>epth (m l 
DDH I DF-1 
A.:5:J65 22.3 C5J7 2 71.9 C5366 32.3 B3H91 ;z. 4 -' /' C5J67 49. 1 C5373 Hl.7 
!13H90- 55.5 C5374 97.5 
C5368 57.6 C5J75 107.9 C5369 65.2 B389J· 109. 7 
C5370 65.8 C5376 139.6 
C5371 




831:194 14.0 83897 





83159 46.5 83321 83 . 5 83160 53. 3' B~H64 12 ~ .8 B316 L 76.0 
DDH I DF-5 
. , . !.'}_~ 
C5010 53.3 C5013 11 6 . 1 C5011 68.6 C5014 11 6 •. 6 
C5012 112 . 8 C5015 13i~2 -
t 
DDH _i DF-6 
C5341 15.8 c534o 59.1 C5342 26.5 C5J48 78 . 6 
'· • C5343 28.3 C5018 82.-3 . 
C5344 44.2 C5349 85.6 
C5016 44 .:5 C5350 96.0 
C'5345 54.9 C5()19 106. 7 
' e 
-~H-
Sample I Depth (m) Sample . ( Depth lll) 
DDH I · DF- i 
C50~3 61.0 I _.. C5024 l:i J .d 
DOH t DF-8 
C5005 17. 1 C5007 n .-t 
C5006 44.5 
• 
DFr 9 DOH t 
C5001 27.4 C5003 76.2 . 
C5002 62.8 C5004 100.6 
DOH , DF-12 
C5038 5.3.3 C5040 130.8 C5039 99 . 1 
DOH # DF-1·3, 
,. 
C5321 18.3 C5333 ,7 7 . 7 
C5324 25.3 C5334 85.3 
C5325 25.9 . C5335 · 86.6 
C5327 44.5 C5337 90.5 
C5328 50.9 C5055 1 9 1 • 4 C5330 59.1 C5338 ~J.O C5331 59.7 C5339 105_.8 
DDH I DF-14 ) .· C5351 34.4 C5359 79. ~· C5025 36.6 C 5027 83.8 C5352 46.0 C5028 ' 90 .. 5 
C5353 48.5 C5361 9 7 .5 
C5354 50.3 C5029 114.3 
C5355 51. a, C5030 134 ~ 1 
C5 356 ' 57.0 . C5362 135 .3 
C5026 60.7 C5363 150. 9 
C5357 62.8 C5031 158.5 






Sample , Depth ( ID) Sample- ' Depth (II) 
DDHt DF - 29 
C5587 120.0 C5592 l:lJ . 7 
C5588 120.7 C559J l :l-t.5 
C5589 121. 5 C5594 12 5. 2 
C5590 1Z2.2 C~595 12ti.O C5591 123.0 c 596 11 :L 2 
DOH I DF-31 
C5484 135 . 5 C5499 191.9 
.... C5486 148.3 C5500 19 2 .7 ' 
C5487 149.2 cs·so 1 200.0 
C5485 156.1 (r C5502 :wo . 1 C5488 161.0 C5503 ~0 1. 5 
C5489 161.8 C5504 4:02.3 
C5490 162.5 C5505 203 .o 
C5491 163.3 C5506 20 3. !3 
C5492 166. 1 C5507 20'4. 5 
C5493 187.0 C5508 205.3 
C5494 187.9 C5509 206 .o 
C5495 188.9 C5510 206.8 
C5496 189.7 C5511 207.6 
C5497 190.4 G5512 22 3 . 1 
C5498 191.2 C5513 22J. 7 
DOH # DF-3<:! 
C5597 104.7 C5467 120.2 
C5 598 105.5 C5 ·168 121.0 
C5599 106.7 C5469 1 ~ 1. 7 
C5600 107.5 C5470 122.5 
C54~1 108~ c~'4 71 123.2 
C5452 109.0 C5412 124.0 
C545l 109.7 C5473 129.3 
C5454 110.5 C5474 130.0 
C545f. 111.2 C5475 130.8 
C5456 112 .o C5476 1 J l. 5 
C5457 , ' 112. 1· C5477 15 3. 4 
C5458 113.5 C5478 154.0 
C54.59 114. 2 C5479 161.7 
C5460 us .'o C5480 16 2. 6 
C5461 115. 7 C5481 163.2 
C5462 116.5 CS482 164 . 0 
C5463 117.2 C54-8 3 164.7 
C5464 -. 118.0 C5466 119.5 
C5 465 118.7 
l 
-2-!7-
Sa11ple • Depth (m) Sample II Depth ( m J 
IJOH I {)f'-J.~ 
C551ti 114. 2 C5523 125 . ~ C5517 115. Q C5524 126.5 C5518 115 . 7 C5525 127.3 C5519 116 . 5 C5526 13 4 . 7 C5520 123 . 5 C5527 135.4 C5521 · 124 . 3 C55(!8 136.2 C5522 125.0 
DDH I DF- 36 l 
R1496 J. 7 R1302 76.0 Hl497 15.4 Rl303 90.7 Rl498 38.3 R1304 106.0 R1499 'W.· 58 . 0 Rl305 124.0 
.,Rl500 61.0 Rl306 148.0 HlJOl 70.0 R1Jo1 15 7 . 7 
DDH f DF-37 




. ~ Rl487 19.0 Rl492 91.0 Rl488 28;0 R1493 109.0 ,Rl489 40 . 0 Rl494 
. 12 7. 0 R1490 58.0 Rl495 1 28.6 Rl491 76.0 
DOH I DF-39 
l 
Rl353 16.2 Rl358 101 . 1 Rl354 34.0 R1359 121.0 Rl355 46 . 7 R1360 134.7 Rl356 54.7 Rl361 148.0 R 1357 71.5 Rl362 165. 7 ( 
( -248-
Sample 1 Depth {m) Sample 
' 
" Depth ( II) 
DOH I DF-40 
Rl25 J 15 . 0 R1263 ll i,L l 
Rl254 33.0 Hl264 109.9 
Rl255 42.0 Rl265 109 .ii 
Rl256 4ti . J 111266 l U9 . J 
Rl25 7 5 7 .0 Rl267 135. 4 
Rl258 58.5 Rl2bd 150.0 
Rl259 72.0 Rl269 159.1 
Rl260 88.2. Rl270 163 , 0 
Rl261 92 . 6 Rl271 165 . 5 
Rl2~2 103.7 Rl272 182.5 
DOH I OF-41 
Rl251 ~18.3 Rl252 220.0 
DOH I DF-42 
R1316 5.5 Rl326 124.0 
Rl317 20.9 Rl327 135. 7 
Rl318 22.7 Rl328 160 . 0 
Rl319 23.7 Rl329 164.5 
R1320 31.0 'Rl330 1 '/7 . 5 
Rl321 44.3 Rl331 186.5 
R1322 60.8 Rl332 190. 5 
Rl323 75.6 ~333 202.0 R1324 95.2 1334 237.8 
R1325 105.7 335 280.0 
ODHI DF-43 
Rl363 19.7 Rl368 142.7 
Rl364 54.9 Rl369 154 . 8 
Rl365 81..5 R1~70 162.5 
Rl366 104.0 R13 7 1 204 . ~ 
Rl367 139.6 
DOH 1 r·~-44 
R-1404 30.7 Rl412 83.5 
R140 5 34.0 Rl413 91. 6 
Rl406 37.0 Rl414 107 .6 
Rl407 58.1 Rl41S 125.5 
Rl408 44.3 Rl416 129.6 
Rl409 74.6 Rl417 159.8 
Rl410. 81.0 Rl418 8 6 . 1 . 
Rl411 85.4 
-249-
Sample IJ Depth ( m i Sample 1 Depth t aa) 
DDH I IJF-45 
Rl472 22.0 Rl480 1 3 L O 
Hl47J 40.0 R1481 13 3 . 0 
Rl474 55.0 R1482 133. 9 
Rl475 64.0 . R148J 1 3 4 . 0 
R1476 67.0 Rl484 138. 7 
R1477 87.2 Rl4~5 143 . 5 
R1478 119. 5 Rl486 149.8 
Rl479 124.0 
·~ 
DDH I DF-46 
Rl282 14·. 0 Rl289 115.3 
R1283 18.5 R1290 116. 7 
R1284 43.8 Rl291 118.9 
R1285 76.4 Rl2~2 119 . 9 
R1286 80.0 Rl293 122 . l 
R1287 112 0 5 Rl294 126.3 




Rl463 23.0 Rl468 112.4 
R1464 30.7 Rl4.fi9 121. 7 
Rl465 53.5 .Rl470 148.8 
R1466 68.0 R1471 149.9 
Rl467 93.5 
DOH I DF-48 
Rl296 18.0 Rl455 81.4 
Rl297 25.1 Rl456 78.5 
R1298 38.7 R1457 99 . 0 
Rl299 44.0 TU458 101. 5 
R1300 56.4 Rl459 · 1 03.2 
R1451 61.0 R1460 109.5 
Rl4~2 66.5 
-
R1461 . 11 4.0 
Rl453 80.4 R1462 14 7 .0 
R1454 81.0 
DOH I DF-49 
Rl419 ~ 22.7 R1425 7 1.0 
Rl420 36.7 R1426 79.7 
Rl421 42.5 Rl427 83.5 
Rl422 52.2 Rl428 89. J 
Rl423 55.0 Rl429 1 15. 8 
Rl424 66.3 R1430 ! 4 2.7 
,. 
-~50-
Sample il ~epth (m) Sample f Oept h t 1111 
DOH • DF'-50 
Rl308 8.0 H.1312 
·I J • ~ 
Rl309 17.0 Rl31J 50.2 
R1310 32.0 H.1314 5~L 5 · 
Rl311 37.2 R1315 1~4 .7 
DDH • OF-51 
R1336 40 . 1, R1345 . 99 . 5 
R1337 47.0 RlJ46 lUJ.ti 
R1338 49.8 Rl347 123.3 
R1339 68.7 Rl348 1J3 . 7 
Rl340 72 . 5 R1349 135 . 5 
Rl341 75.5 R1350 149.4 
Rl342 80.0 Rl401 169 .7 
Rl34J 82.7 R1402 1 H5. 3 
Rl344 86.0 Rl403 19tL 0 
DOH • Dl'-52 
• Rl431 7 • .7 Rl442 \ 1 32. 0 Rl432 34 . 5 Rl4-tJ 1J2.55 
R1433 23 . 5 Rl444 1 36 . 7 
Rl434 68.0 Rl445 142.5 
R1435 89.2 R1446 1 4 4.5 
Rl436 104 . 0 Rl447 146.0 
R1437 n2.7 Rl448 1 ·17 . 5 
Rl438 118. 7. R1449 149 
R1439 127.7 R1.450 150 . 5 
R.l440 128.0 R135l 164.0 




C5389 45.4 C5397 7::: . 0 
C5390 50.9 C5398 79.3 
C5391 54.0 C5399 85 .6 
C5392 59.2 C5400 96. 1 
C5395 68.6 C5401 . 100.7 
. C5 396 69.5 C5403 1 14 . 1 
DOH • DL -'8 
C5 131 15.3 C51 36 / 7 3. 0 
C5134 56. 7 C5137 96.2 




Depth (m) Sample I Oep 
h lmJ . 
IJDH • DL-9 
C5140 15. 3 C5144 79.6 
C5143 61.5 C5145 96. 5 
DOH # DL-10 
C5151 41.2 C5156 139.7 
C5153 86.H 
DOH ; DL-11 
C5158 11.7 C5162 40.6 
.C5160 23.8 C5167 114.8 
DOH ; DL-12 
C5168 6.3 C5175 95.7 
C5170 21.7 C5176 
- 114.7 
C5171 25.0 C5178 132.5 
C5172 56.7 C5179 138.2 
C51"3 69.5 
DOH I DL-13 
C5180 5.5 C5185 83.9 
C5181 12.2 C5186 94.7 
C5182 28.4 C5187 106.7 
C5183 61 . ·1 C5188 122.0 
C5184 78.2 C5190 lo4.G 
DOH • DL-14 
C5191 11.4 C5195 89.1 
C5193 44.2 C5196 104.2 
C5194 76.4 C5198 127.9 
DOH • DL-15 
C5199 30.6 C5204 92.2 
C5200 52.5 C5205 95.2 







Depth ~.) .Sample 
' 
Depth ( m) 




.. C5207 '? 3 . 7 C5214 ~!L2 
C5208 9.9 C5215 101:4.2 
C5209 28.2 C5216 - 120.9 C5210 36.4 C5217 12J.8 
C5212 61.0 C5218 128.4 C/>213 82.7 C5219 14 1 ~ 1 
DOH , I>L-17 
C5220 1."1:4 C5222 63,6 




C5242 24.8 C5248 93.8 
C5243 47.6 C5249 110. 7 
C5244 59.1 C5250 12 7. 9 





C52Z1 2. 1 C5233 J!6.6 
C5225 3 . 3 C5234 ~1.6 
C5226 20.9 C523 5 ' 102.6 
C5227 31.7 C5236 109.9 
C5228 38.3 C5237 ll!:L 6 
C5229 59.0 C5238 120.5 
C5230 63.7 C5239 121 . a 





C5253 3.4 C5257 139.4 ('5254 30.5 C5259 159.5 




C5261 19.8 C5265 57.0 
C5262 34.2 C5266 62.9 





SamJ,Jie , Depth ( m) , Sample , Dt;pth tmJ 
DDH DL-22 
C5269 24.2 C5275 1H .1 
C527l 36.3 C5276 
' 
14 9 . l 
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